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AFTERNOON SESSION -- 1:30 p.m.

(Defendants present in the courtroom.)

THE COURT: All right, bring the jury.

(The jury entered the courtroom.)

THE COURT: Mr. Hundley, are you ready?

MR. HUNDLEY: Your Honor, I have agreed with Mr. Wilso~

that he would,’proceed.

THE COURT: All right.

CLOSING ARGUMENT BY MR. WILSON:

MR. W~SON: May it please the Court, ladies and gentle.

men of the jury:

Soon after I began to try cases before juries, over

50 years ago, I came to the realization that what a great and

important factor the jury system is in hhe English and American

law.

It is the bulwark for the protection of life and

liberty and the property of people.

I have had the opportunity to speak to juries over

the yeaJs sitting at this table as a prosecutor and defending

criminal cases, prosecuting or pursuing civil litigation as a

defendant or a plaintiff, and I have never ceased to appreciate

and realize the importance in our system of a jury.

Also, I want to say what you all realize, modestly

of course, that this is a great service that you are performing

for the citizens of the District of Columbia. I think it is the
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highest civil service that one can perform.

Not only because it carries out the protection of the

citizens in their lives and their liberties and their proper-

ties because in addition to that you are sitting in judgment

upon your peers.

And you are their peers. You are sitting in judgment

not because this is a selfish or antagonistic position which

you are taking but one that you are performing in the interest

of society and as a member of that society I am eternally grate-

ful to you and to the jury system, whatever the outcome of

this case may be.

I think you made a tremendous sacrifice. I never saw

such attention on the part of the jurors as you have in this

case.

You know, as you have seen, we are all trained down

in the bullpen not to speak to you in the morning, try not to

look at you, and here we have spent nearly three months together

and I think you know us prettywell by now.

You know our weaknesses, if we’ve got some strong

points, I hope you have discovered them. We quarrel with one

another, we make objections, all I say to you is, please, if

you think I have done something wrong, don’t hold it against

my client.

This is a tough life down here -- as I call it down

here, because we are several steps lower than you are in the
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elevation of this courtroom -- but we call ourselves the trial

lawyers; we call ourselves the.surgeons of the law.

This may be an egotistical description, but it indi-

cates it is one of the hardest parts of the law. You just

can’t imagine how many hours are put into a trial and yet some-

how or other we get along together down here.

As you have seen, the relationship even with our

opponents has been a good relationship -- every once an awhile

someone flares up.

My dear wife, who has endured me for almost as long

as I have been practicing law, knows almost as much about

practicing law as I do, says you trial lawyers, you bruise

easily, but you heal quickly.

I think that is a fair description of us.

I think the sequestration which you have, I would

say had to endure, which you have at least experienced, is a

great sacrifice. I know that years ago we used to speak of the

jury being locked up, but fortunately as we got more sophisti-

cated we abandoned that phrase.

I think it means you are isolated, you are separated.

This is a great sacrifice which you are making, I

know. It is one of the scarifices that people who are called

as jurors are expected to make, maybe not as long as the twelve

weeks that we have been seeing one another from the time the

Court began inquiring of you as jurors.
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I want to say sincerely, and I am not trying to polish

an apple here when I say I am eternally grateful to you for

the attention which you have all paid to this case.

Now, my approach to this case will be naturally of

a different character from that of our illustrious, excellent

opponent. He is a very good lawyer, I admire him tremendously.

When he apologized for having taken so much time, I

want him to apologize for me, too, because I have an awful lot

to ask of the things he said, and I hope you are as patient

with me as I observed you were with Mr. Neal.

I want to start off in a sort of haphazard fashion

without the perfection of logic to speak about two characters

in this play.

I want to speak of Jeb Magruder and I want to speak

of John Dean.

Mr. Neal said these are necessary witnesses for the

Government. There is no doubt that they are necessary witnesses

They are also burdensome witnesses for the Government because

you have the problem.of determining how much truth these men

are taking, are giving you in the light of their background and

in which they really become professional liars.

This is great task for you to sift out whether the

reformation which they pretend to have achieved by the baptism

which they say they went through, through confessions, and

serving punishment for it.
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But I can’t emphasize teo much with you the necessity

for weighing their testimony.

Of. course I am not saying that everything they say

is untrue, but I intend to say that a great deal of what they

are saying is untrue.

And they are two men who have dealt with untruths,

who have lived with a callousness of ignoring the truth, of

distorting the truth.

This is particularly so or individually so of Jeb

Magruder.

things.

John Dean’s record is compounded by a number of other

While we isolate Jeb Magruder as being a conspirator

in the break-in and a self-confressed perjuror, maybe although

I don’t know, maybe a diversion of some of the funds of the

committee, I don’t know, that became too complicated for me,

and I wasn’t able to quite follow it, where the $299,000 went

or came from.

John Dean has a mastermind of chicanery, of monkey

business, of flaunting the law, of having on conscience about

him.

Not only was he an active participant in the obstruc-

tion of justice, which I think he plead guilty to, but he

suborned perjury, which is a crime itself.

He helped Jeb Magruder practice for his own perjury.
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He is an embezzler. He still possesses some $15,000

somehow in some escrow account which has never been returned

to whoever the rightful owner might be.

He is a liar, he is a perjurer, he has a kaleidoscope

of cri~ninal activity which seems to me to be almost beyond the

pale of an ordinary human being.

He just seemed to relish in the scheming of illegal

things.

Now these two men who are really the chief witnesses

against some or all of the defendants, their testimony must be

carefully examined and I will in a moment tell you what the

Court has authorized me to tell you is the law upon this subject

The are accomplices in crime, perjurers, and let me

read to you, if I can find quickly, what the Court has authorize.

us to t~ll you is the law.

Those of you who have sat on juries before probably

realize the procedure that we submit prayers or instructions

to the.Judge of our view of the law and the Judge sifts through

the contrasting and conflicting views of the opposite sides on

the law and determines which he will choose and what he will

treat as the law of the case.

These are called prayers to the oldtimers, or instruc-

tions to the later ones, but they mean the same thing.

They have been settled. I am not telling you my

ideas of the law, I am telling you what the Judge has told us
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is his view of the law and which we may freely tell you is the

law.

Now the book I have in my hand on the lectern here is

a handbook on jury instructions in criminal cases --

THE COURT: Excuse me, Mr. Wilson. You know, it is

the ordinary practice that the Judge reads the instructions to

the jury.

I don’t mind you paraphrasing the instructions, but

if you are going to read the instructions, then there is no use

my reading them.

MR. WILSON:

THE COURT:

MR.WILSON:

I like, Your Honor.

THECOURT:

MR. WILSON:

Would you mind if I did?

All of them?

No, not all, Heavens no. Just the ones

I don’t mind you paraphrasing them.

I am not going to be long with this.

We have a prayer here which the Court has authorized

us to use in shaping our arguments -- perjurers’ testimony,

The testimony of an admitted or convicted perjurer

shall be received with caution and scrutinized with care.

In other words, he is not an ordinary witness. You

must receive it cautiously and you must scrutinize it more than

you would the ordinary witness who either has not been convicted

of or has not admitted perjury.

In this case, these two gentlemen, as well as others,
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and by that I mean Mr. Dean and Mr. Magruder, are also known

as accomplices.

Any unindicted conspirator who took the stand, or who

didn’t take the stand, is an accomplice in the law.

And we have a prayer, or instruction, on accomplices

which says:

Accomplices in the commission of a crime are competent

witnesses and the Government has the right to use them as wit-

nesses. An accomplice is anyone who knowingly and voluntarily

cooperates with, aids, assists, advises or encourages another

in the commission of a crime regardless of his degree of parti-

cipation.

There isn’t the slightest doubt that not only these

two men that I spoke of fit the category of perjurers but they

fit the broader category of accomplices.                ~

The second paragraph says:

The testimony of an alleged accomplice should be

received with caution and scrutinized with care.

In other words, the same criteria that you would use

for a perjurer, to weigh his veracity must be used with any

accomplice.

You should give it such weight as in your¯ judgment

it is fairly entitled to receive. You may convict a person

accused of crime upon the uncorroborated testimony of an

alleged accomplice only if you believe that the testimony of the
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accomplice proves the guilt of the defendant beyond a reasonable

doubt.

Now that carries me over to the cardinal precepts

of a criminal trial in Anglo-Saxon law} by that I mean English

law and American law.

There is a presumption of innocence. It might be

thought this is an unrealistic thing as you sit here, but you

are enjoined, you are obliged if you will permit your mind to

do so, to treat my client and the other defendants in this

case as presumptively innocent of the cr£mes with which they

are charged until their guilt is established beyond a reasonable

doubt.

Now attached to these two concepts that have the pre-

sumption of innocence and the reasonable doubt is the burden

of proof.

The burden of proof means, and we have a burden of

proof in civil cases and we have a burden of proof in criminal

cases.

Usually in a trial whether it be a criminal case or

a civil case, the burden of proof lies with the proponent, the

plaintiff in the civil cases, the prosecution in the criminal

cases.

But in the civil cases, and I know some of you have

sat on civil cases, perhaps some of you have also sat on criminal

cases, but in a civil case the burden of proof is by a preponderi
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of the evidence.

If you visualize a scale, an~old-fashioned scale with

two saucers, all you need to do is to tip that scale by a

mere preponderance, you justify your judgment for the plaintiff

or the defendant.

But in a criminal case the law tells you that you

must find the guilt of the defendant beyond a reasonable doubt,

that this presumption of innocence cannot be overturned until

and unless you find the guilt of the defendant beyond a reasonab~

doubt.

And the burden of proof in a criminal case cast upon

the prosecution at the inception of the case never varies, it

never varies because they put a good witness on and we put a

bad witness on, or vice versa, the burden of proof, the measure

of proof that must get you to the point of deciding by a reason-

able doubt the guilt of a defendant in a criminal case abides

with the Government throughout.

Despite Mr. Neal’s argument this morning, despite the

weeks o£ testimony that you heard, that burden of proof has

abided with us throughout.

We are now coming to the point where you must decide

this case on the basis of a reasonable doubt.

Let me read you if I may, only the prayer about reason-

able doubt.

Reasonable doubt, as the name implies, is a doubt

e
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based on reason, a doubt for which you can give a reason. It

is such a doubt as would cause a juror after careful and candid

and impartial consideration of all the evidence, to be so unde-

cided that he cannot say that he has an abiding conviction of

the defendant’s guilt.

Let me repeat the latter part:

After careful and candid and impartial consideration

of all the evidence, to be undecided that he cannot say, be so

undecided that he cannot say that he has an abiding conviction

of the defendant’s guilt, it is such a doubt as would cause

a reasonable person to hesitate or pause in the graver or more

important transactions of life.

In other wordsr in your own affairs, whether it is

making a contract, whether it is making e will, whether it is

entering into any transaction, whether it is doing any act, if

you have that kind of a reasonable doubt that would prevent

you from going forward with doing that, that is the kind of

reasonable doubt that you must invoke in a criminal case before

you may .find, if you please, a defendant guilty.

However, it is not a fanciful doubt nor whimsical doubl

nor a doubt based on conjecture. It is a doubt which is based

on reason.

The Government is not required to establish guilt

beyond al! doubt or to a mathematical certainty, or a scientific

certainty.
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Its burden is to establish guilt beyond a reasonable

Nothing could be more reasonable, I think, than that

prayer. It does not require the Government to compute it as it

would a number of figures in addition or subtraction, but it is

the kind of reasonable doubt that would cause you to hesitate

or pause in the ordinary affairs of life and say you would not

go forward with it.

That is the kind of common sense that reasonable doubt

is in a criminal case.

Also, you will be told that you must consider the guil~

of the defendants separately.

Unlike Mr. Neal, who ncessarily had to blend together

of five individuals, each one of our teams down here is inter-

ested only in his client.

I will speak only on behalf of Mr. Haldeman. I will

explain, as I told you I would do, in the opening statement,

his conduct. I will not blame this on anybody but Dean and

Magruder and people of that character, but I am speaking here

and I will take your time only in respect to the conduct and

affairs of ~qr. Haldeman.

You are to consider, I am sure the Court will tell you

because he has authorized the instruction upon this point, that

you will consider the guilt of each one of.these five defendants

separately and apart ~om the other.
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It doesn’t mean that you can’t find them, hopefully

not, as conspirators together, but it means that in weighing

the activities of actions of each of these individuals you will

deal with them separately.

Now the crimes with which we are confronted here are

what we call specific intent crimes. The law recognizes crimes

of general intent and crimes of specific intent.

A crLme of general intent is usually one where a

person who is responsible, let’s say does a certain act, he is

responsible for it.

But a crime with a specific intent usually reflected

in an adverb such as corruptly, knowingly, willfully, these

have special connotations.

The obstruction of justice statute, for example, says

that to be guilty you must corruptly endeavor to obstruct the

administration of justice.

His Honor will tell you, and he has authorized me to

tell you, that corruptly means with an evil intent, not simply

knowingly doing something, but doing something with a bad motive

a bad intent.

And so with the crime of conspiracy, it, too, is a

specific intent crime.

And there again, the specific intent not precisely in

the definition of a corrupt motive but an evil motive, is built

into that crime and as part of your weighing the evidence in
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this case, applying the burden of proof and applying the

reasonable doubt, you must give wiehg to these words, if you

please.

In other words, just because something was done, that

per se is not in violation of these crimes. It must be done

with an evil or a bad motive, or intent.

Now when you come to the crimes of perjury of which

Mr. Haldeman is charged in three counts, here again is a specifi

intent crime.

The words willfully and knowingly are built either

into the statute or into the age-old definitions, definitions

of perjury and also as you may remember, although time has

flown and many weeks have gone by, that I pointed out in my

opening statement that in the crime Of perjury there is a very

important element beyond sheer inaccuracy or falsity, let’s

say, and that is that the man charged with the crime of perjury

shall have believed it or, I want to. say it two ways --

If he believed it to be true, that is a defense. If

at the moment when he said it, not when he took the stand here,

but when he said these things, if he believed it to be true.

His Honor uses the converse of it, which I have con-

jured with, but I think it means almost the same thing, where

a man knows that it is false at the time that he says it, all

the elements of the crime being present, he is guilty of perjury

But whether it be approached from the point of view
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of believing it.to be true or whether it be from the point of

view of knowing it to be false, the burden is upon the Govern-

ment, the prosecution, to establish beyond a reasonable doubt

either that Mr. Haldeman did not believe it to be true when he

said it or knew it to be false when he said it.

I think these are awfully close to one another in

that definition.

So now, having spoken to you about these general prin-

ciples, maybe at this moment I should mention another,only

because Mr. Neal emphasized it so much this morning, -- charac-

ter testimony.

Mr. Neal says there is nothing that says that a man

with good character cannot commit a crime.

But His Honor will tell you when you go to your jury

room and struggle with this problem of reasonable doubt, and

that is where I believe, if I may say so, although I have never

been a juror, I think you will find this to be a great hurdle

in this case, and that is to say when you come to the question

of a reasonable doubt, to be satisfied, His ~Honor will tell you

under a set of certain circumstances a man with a good character

reflected in the testimony of people who know him, it is really

his reputation, but that alone can raise a reasonable doubt.

Mind you, when you come to analyze all of the myriad

problems in this case, you~n find a reasonable doubt merely

from the fact that he has a good reputation.
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SO I wanted to put that in, although a little out

of place in my presentation. It is a corollary, it is a

footnote to what is reasonable doubt.

Now, having gone over these, maybe you would call

them abstract principles, but very important abstract principles

Not only of vital importance to the defendartts, but

of great importance to you ladies and gentlemen of the jury

because they are your guidelines.

Having gone over these to set the stage for what

comes afterwards, I now want to get into the testimony and

discuss the charges, the manner in which Mr. Neal has presented

them, more or less in chronological order, although maybe at

times more in subject or chronological order.

We go back to the winter of 1972 when it is claimed

that the plan for the break-in was cooked up.

Now Mr. Dean says that he mentioned to Mr. Haldeman

what went on between either the first and second meetings or

the second meeting, and in this instance as well as in some

other i~stances we have no dispute about that, if it was actuall~

said.

What I am trying to say to you is that on Mr. Dean’s

version of this, he said both he and Mr. Haldeman turned it off.

And so it is in my judgmenta certainty in this case that no

one can properly charge Mr. Haldeman with having been a party

to the break-in.
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So we lay that aside, you will be told you are not

trying the case of the break-in except as it may bear upon the

motive, intent, and knowledge of any participants.

I say to you ladies and gentlemen we start off with

a clean slate at this point. We are not involved in the break-

in. There is no evidence that we are involved in the break-in.
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That brings us down to the question of whether

Mr. Haldeman received any information about budgets or wire

tapping, and what he did, if anything, about having his files

destroyed.

He testified that he was told that maybe he was shown

something about a sophisticated intelligence system. He doesn’t

~ecall it. But be that as it may, he was not asked to approve

~nything nor did this convey to him any knowledge that this mean~

wire ~tapping of the forms of illegal intrusion~into~the rights

of others.

As far as the orders to Mr. Strachan who hasn’t been

a witness in this case, you will remember, to destroy the files,

any suspect files of Mr. Haldeman, there is no convincing proof

in this case that Mr. Haldeman had anything to do with that.

What happened here, if it happened at all, I think

was clearly brought out by Mr. Magruder when he said that on the

18th or 19th of June he and Mr. Strachan entered into a compact

whereby they agreed to destroy their respective files that m~ght

be incriminating.

Mr. Haldeman was in Florida until the night of the 19t]

Mr. Dean said that he was told by Mr. Strachan something about

instructions to destroy records on the 19th. Mr. Haldeman said,

I had no communication with Mr. Strachan until the morning of

the 20th when I returned here. And, therefore, Mr. Dean is wron,

about even his timing.
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I think that the fair analysis of this~evidence is

whether or not Mr. Strachan destroyed any records which he

thought were incriminating. I don’t believe that you can fairly

find that it was done with the instructions of Mr. Haldeman nor

with his knowledge until months afterwards.

So, so much for that for the moment.

I explained to ..... although Mr. Neal did not dwell

upon it in his a[gument about the press release in California

which was submitted to Mr. Haldeman and which he approved with-

out knowledge of who Mr. McCord was or who in any way questioned

any misrepresentations if there were misrepresentations in that

press release.

Next we come to the beginning, let’s say, of the

activities of Mr. Dean, who seemed to girate from one wrong thin,

to another.

He apparently had gotten wind of demands or commit-

ments as they have been called, we don’t know which it is, by

the burglars in the June break-in for money.

He is bold enough to say to you that he always knew

it was hush money. He always knew that it was to keep these

people on the reservation, although that is his phrase, that is

the phrase that you will find him freely using after March 21,

but rarely using before that date. At least it will not be

conceded by my client that he used it before that date.

And so the question arose about Mr. Kalmbach raising
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money, which, as you know, when he was raising it according to

his testimony from the stand, he sincerely believed it was as he

put it, for humanitarian purposes.

Mr. Haldeman said.that he doesn’t recall Mr. Dean’s

seeking him out to get clearance for Mr. Kalmbach and Mr. Dean

by the way and I read his testimony, if I am wrong about it, I

will be corrected on rebuttal, he wasn’t sure whether he spoke

to Mr. Haldeman or Mr.. Ehrlichman about releasing Mr. Kalmbach

for the purpose of raising money. Mr. Kalmbach said he had no

contact with Mr. Haldeman. Mr. Haldeman said he had no contact

with Mr. Kalmbach..

Mr. Haldeman knew absolutely nothing about code names

and telephonenumbers, phone booths, and this sort. Ee was

wholly unaware and there isn’t a line of evidence here that

Mr. Haldeman knew any suck thing as that was~ going on~

k~ni!e Mr. Dean may have said s~mething to Mr. Haldeman

about the need to raise money for attorneys’ fees, for bail

money and for support of ~amilies, Mr. Haldeman’s consistent

testimony is at no time up to March of 1973 did he know any.of

the contrary. Certainly he wasn’t called upon before election

day to supply a dollar, and that becomes very important when I

come to answer some of the later remarks that Mr. Neal made this

morning with respect to one of Mr. Haldeman’s motives.

Now, I have to skip over to June the 23rd. I haven’t

skipped over the tape of the morning of June 23rd. I have not
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skipped over and I do not intend to skip over the contact with

the CIA or the FBI.

As Mr. Neal read the sections of the transcripts of

the morning meeting of June 23 between Mr. Haldeman and

Mr. Nixon, he would have you believe that the subject was

Watergate and only Watergate.

He didn’t read to you from Page 4, I-think it is,

where the subject of the Dahlberg check for $25,000 was being

traced and it had gone into Mr. Barker’s account. And I would

allow for an inadvertence on Mr. Neal’s part when he left you

with the impression as he did me that this money, $114,000,part

of which had come from Mr. Andreas, a supporter of Mr. Humphrey

from Minneapolis, passed through Mr. Dahlberg to Mr. Stans, from

Mr. Stans to Mr. Liddy, and from Mr. Liddy to Mr. Barker. He,

as I say, I hope inadvertently, would leave you with the impres-

sion that that money not only passed through Mr. Barker’s

account which I don’t dispute, or that it lay there and financed

the break-in, and some of these hundred dollar bills were[part, o~

that $114,000. The evidence is not to that effect in either

respect. The money cleared Mr. Barker’s bank. What the FBI

found was that it had been deposited and then had been disbursed

and it went bsbk to the Committee and went into the coffers of

the Committee.

I don’t want you to be left with the impression that

these dollars converted into hundred dollar bills were carried
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around in Mr. Liddy’s pocket or Mr. Barker’s pocket, or

Mr. Hunt’s pocket, it was the very money that was found on these

people. It wasn’t. There is no evidence that~ it was. It went

back into the Committee, that is what the evidence in this case

is.

Now, I said to.you that the morning meeting of the

June 23rdwas not as Mr. Neal would have you believe, a Watergat,

meeting.

On Page 4 of the transcript, having talked about the

checks, Mr. Nixon said: But they have traced the money to them

Mr~ Haldeman says: Well, they have, they traced to a

name but they haven’t gotten to a guy yet.

And Mr. Nixon says:

Mr. Haldeman says:

The President says:

Would it be somebody here?

Ken Dahlberg.

Who the hell is Ken Dahlberg?

Haldeman said: He gave $25,000 in!~Minnesota and the

check went directly to this guy Barker.

In other words, the question of the embarrassment to

the White House of these political contributiQns and particularl~

the one given by a supporter of Mr. Humphrey to the Nixon campai~

was a political embarrassment.

And where did all this idea come from? This idea came

from Mr. Dean. Mr. Dean had met with Mr. Magruder sometime on

the 22nd at which time there was some discussion that the CIA ha(
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been responsible for the break-in.

Now I told you on the opening statement, don’t for one

moment entertain any throught that we think the CIA maneuvered

this break-in. We don’t think so at all. We don’t urge it.

Mr. Gray did for several days and he made some investigations

based upon it. He passed this on to Mr. Dean, He saw

Mr. Helms on the 22nd of June because he thought that that was

a CIA operation.

So in the mind of the FBI there was a substantial

suspicion to which we do not adhere, that the CIA was involved

in the break-in.

Why? Well, FBI agents, identification cards, other

kinds of camouflage, things which had come from the CIA.

But ~n the morning of the 23rd Mr. Dean met with

Mr. Haldeman. It is a long time ago since I cross-examined

Mr. Dean, in other words, it is almost two months. I am talking

about October 22nd when I cross-examined Mr. Dean, and it is

possible because unlike the movies when we make a point we can’t

jump up and tell the jury why we made the point, but I asked

Mr. Dean about that meeting with Mr. Magruder -- I mean

Mr. Mitchell, I’m sorry. And in the abstract at that time it

might not have seemed very auspicious.

Now Mr. Neal has vouched for the credibility of

Mr. Dean. He tells you things when it hurts us. He doesn’t tell

youthings when it helps us.
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Now let me show you what I developed at Page 3392 on

the 22nd of October of Mr. Dean on the stand. I hope you will

bear with me because it is very important to us~and it may mean

reading a couple of pages.

I say:

"Question: Now, sometime in June after the

break-in, I think you testified to a meeting with

at least Mr. Mitchell about the so-called Dahlberg

collection -- let me call it that for almoment --

for the Andreas check. Do you remember that?

"Answer: I. recall testifying to a conversation

I had wfth him about that. Is that what you are

referring to?

"Question: That is right. Now, again, would

you fix for us the date of that meeting?

"Answer: I believe I testified it is a matter

that could have come up in the meeting on the 20th

in his apartment. I believe I discussed a telephone

conversation after ~ returned from Mr. Gray’s office

on the 22nd.

"Question: And would you tell us again what checks

were involved -- campaign contribution~-checks were involved

as you learned?

"Answer:

"Question:

From Mr. Gray?

If that is where you learned it from.



"Answer: I was reporting the fact --"

This is where he says:

"I was repo~ting the fact,,--,’

It means he reported it to Mr. Haldeman.

"I was reporting the fact that Mr. Gray said

the FBI was pursuing several checks, a check of

$25,000 from a Mr. Dahlberg and another four checks

that had come from a Mexican bank totaling $89,000

and they were going to interview a Mr. Ogarrio who

had drawn these cashier’s checks out. And they

were going to interview Mr. Dahlberg also.

"Question: Who was Mr. Dahlberg?

"Answer: He was a gentleman who was associated

with one of the Regional Finance Committees to

Re-elect the President.

"Question:

checks?

What was the problem regarding these

"Answer: The FBI felt that if they could track

the checks down because they had gone to Mr. Barker’s

-- one of the men who had been arrestedin the

Democratic National Committee -- they would have been

found to have passed through his bank account, and the

checks had been converted by Mr. Barker into cash and

that the cash had been in turn given to Mr. Barker to

come back to the Re-election Committee. Mr. Liddy had
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been involved in the process of turning the checks

over, and I gather, getting possession of the money

also.

"Question: Now Mr. Liddy and Mr. Barker had

some connection with the break-in, right?

"Answer: Yes, sir.

"Question: But this problem had nothing to do

with the break-in. This was a campaign contribution

problem, wasn’t it?

"Answer: I was told this was a problem that

could raise embarrassment."

Now, he had to be told that by Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Gray,

somebody other than Mr. Haldeman, because he was telling these

things to Mr. Ha!deman on the morning of the 23rd.

"I was told this was a problem that could raise

embarrassment because the individual involved -- the

fact that Mr. Dahlberg was really representing a

Mr. Andreas, who had been a Humphrey supporter, in

making contribution to Nixon. I was never told pre-

cisely the reason for the transfer of the money to a

Mexican bank. I only knew ~that there was a great

deal of concern about tracing both of these and the

fact that they had been involved with Mr. Liddy.

"Question: Was there any problem with contri-

butions regarding the Ogarrio checks?
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embarrassment.

the money.

"Question:
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Well, it had to do with Mr. Andre~s,

being a backer of Mr. Humphrey,~giving money to the

Nixon campaign, was it not?

"Answer: That was one of the concerns expressed,

yes, sir.

"Question:

"Answer:

speculate?

"Question:

"Answer:

"Question:

Was there another concern?

Well, sir, are you asking me to

No, sir. Do you know?

No, sir, I don’t.

In any event, it was not suggested,

"Answer: That was never explained to me. I

testified that I had suspected that was one of the

problems.

"Question: Did you testify on direct examina-

tion that you.~.thought or you learned that the

Andreas check had been received before April 7, 1972?

"Answer: No, sir.. It had been received --

both of these checks, I am told, had been received

after April 7.

"Question: So the problem was one of embarrassment

politically, is that so, campaign-wise?

I don’t know the full extent of the

I know there was a lot of concern about .
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was it, to you that these checks or their proceeds

had been employed in any way in connection with the

break-in at DNC Headquarters?

"Answer: I had been told that this was an

accident of circumstances that Mr. Liddy had

happened to handle the money and that the money

had been turned over Barker and in turn returned to

Liddy, that it all had been done. And I was told

it was unrelated to the Liddy Watergate matter.

"Question: Did you talk to Mr. Pat Gray, the

Director of the Acting Director of the FBI about

this?

"Answer:

"Question:

"Answer:

"Question:

Did I speak with him?

Yes.

Yes, sir, I did.

What was said?

"Answer: When he first reported it to me, I

asked him what he was going to do. He told me he

was going to have the interviews with them. I was

subsequently told that he should not proceed with

those interviews. I passed that message back to

him."

Now here is a Government witness on whose veracity

Mr. Neal vouches, who tells you that he obtained this informatio,

that he passed it along to Mr. Haldeman on the morning of June
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Now on the tape, the first tape of the morning of

the 23rd, having in mind that the question of these checks was

paramount in Mr. Haldeman’s mind, the question which he said,

which he made, which Mr. Neal emphasized:

problem area."

"We are back in the

The problem area as Mr. Haldeman was seelng it was

the pol~tically sensitive problem area. Instead of being what

Mr. Neal says, and if you. go down further in this opgning state-

ment of Mr. Haldeman on Page 3, he describes that Mitchell came

to me yesterday. Haldeman is quoting John Dean: Mitchell came

up yesterday and John Dean analyzed very carefully last night

and concurs in Mitchell’s recommendation. The only way to solve

this is to have the CIA point out to the FBI that they may be

trespassing upon some Mexican assets if they pursued this inquir

Now if this conversation were solely limited to

Watergate, then Mr. Neal put the interpretation on it which he

has, but it is not, there are other sections in here which I

could point out to you but won’t take the time that they are

talking about Ogarrio, talking about Dahlberg and that sort of

thing. These people had nothing to do with the break-in what-

soever. They were concerned with the checks and the checks were

politically.embarrassing.

And then I want to relate that everything which

Mr. Haldeman was talking about this morning he had gotten from

Mr. Dean, he had gotten from Mr. Dean in the earlier meeting
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with Mr. Dean that morning.

Now the President hearing this said: Send for the

CIA and point this out to them, let them to go to Mr. Gray abou%

it.

This is what was done. Just because General Walters

says a suggestion from the White Kouse meant an order is no

reason to believe it was. In his June 28th memorandum which

he wrote with respect to the June 23rd meeting he said it was

suggested that they. go to see Mr. Gray. He went to see Mr. Gray

He didn’t point out that he was ordered to go over there at all.

And they discussed this subject. It finally was washed out by

the fact the most that can be said of this transaction was that

the interview of Mr. Ogarrio whis was on the list of things for

the FBI to do had been postponed about nine days. The rest of

the interviews, the rest of the investigation went forward and

was described by Mr. Gray and by others as the most colossal

investigation of the FBI since the assassination of President

Kennedy.

So that a mountain is being made out of a molehill

with respect to the alleged intervention of Mr. Haldeman in the

CIA situation.

stop?

Your Honor, I have been going about an hour.

THE COURT:

Notyet?

MR. WILSON:

Just about an hour. Maybe you want to

When I feel weak, is that it, sir?
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NOW, let me talk some more about Mr. Dean because I

think you are obliged to evaluate his veracity.

You know that he skimmed off $4800 from the $350,000

fund,that he kept it until he was negotiating with the United

States Attorney for immunity, or a plea bargain. That he also

had buried in the bottom drawer of his safe, the same bottom

drawer where he kept the Hermes notebooks till he destroyed them

after he had lied about not having seen them, he was keeping

some $ii,000, which, as I said to you earlier, had never been

turned over to anybody, it is in some escrow account in a bank

in Rockville.

Mr. Dean met with the President and Mr. Haldeman on

the 15th of September. This was the day that the burglars were

indicted. Mr. Dean was in there to report what had happened.

Now, when he testified up on the .Hill in the spring of

1973 in his allegedly perfect-memory fashion, the man with the

instant recall, the man who we established got the events of

March 13 and March 21 completely confused, the man who could

not authenticate some tapes of the Government in this case

!because he didn’t believe they were accurate, that same man up

on the hill gave his version of what he told Mr. Nixon on the

15th of September.

He said that the Watergate matter had been contained,

meaning, I guess, confined or some such word. That there were

hurdles down the road the President might not get over, that
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Mr. Dean could make no assurances that the day would not come

when the Watergate matter would start to unravel, that Mr.Dean

was not confident the cover-up could be maintained indefinitely

In other words, Dean is telling the Senate Commit%ee

that he was warning Mr. Nixon and Mr.¯Haldeman as early as the’

15th of September that dier things couldh~appen. We went to a

portion of the September tape which you did not hear played

because it had certain security elements in it which we didn’t

hear either but which by arrangement we had a neutral party

with the Court’s permission to read that portion 6f the ¯tape¯

to see whether he told the President or Mr. Haldeman any one of

these four things and ! am permitted to tell you, ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, that-mot a single one of them either in

words or in effect, or in substance¯, was said at the 15th of
September meeting.

The testimony is that then and continued thereafter,

Mr. Dean, to use the language of Mr. Neal, who was up to his

neck in the cover-up, and who was running back and forth and

superintending to"~the~distribution of money to these burglars,

here is was the 15th of September and he was telling the

President that nobody in the White House,actually telling the

PreSident, nobody in the White House was involved.

Now if you want to bring Hunt in, who had some rather

loose connections with Mr. Colson’s office, nobody ever counted

him as being really a White House~person, but Dean was consistent
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saying and he was fooling Mr. Nixon andthis continued up until

April the 15th, even when this great splash of March 21 took

place, the cancer on the Presidency speehh, even then he didn’t~

tell his own involvement. It was until the 15th of April, after

he had begun negotiations with the prosecutor when he was seek-

ing to turn State’s evidence, and to do so not with. a penalty

but to go scott free, he told this story to Mr. Nixon.

And I remember this morning when Mr. Neal said, and I

hope I can find the place -- I call it the 15th, r think it is

the 15th -- on the 15th of April Mr. Dean was telling his story

to the President. Mr. Neal said this morning that he could have

said but he didn’t, I told you this on March 21st. Well, he

didn’t tell him on March 21st, but what is more important, he

didn’t tell it to him on the 15th of September; he didn’t tell

it to him on the 28th or 27th of February; he didn’t tell it

to him on the 17th or the 13th of March~ and he didn’t really

tell it to him on t~ 21st of March.

But the important thing is no matter what he told him

on the 21st of March, no one claims that he told the President

any of this at the earlier meeting. And there is no tape to tha

effect.

Now this brings me, I believe, up to election; and witl

Your Honor’s permission, this is a good time to break.

THE COURT: If it is convenient for you to stop here.

All right, we will take our afternoon recess.

(.Recessed at 2:45 p.m.)
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MR. WILSON:

men of the jury, since

my presentation, I would like to continue to do

moments and talk to you, generally, about these

AFTERRECESS

If Your Honor please, ladies and g

I have interrupted the continuity of

so for a few

tapes.

The manner in which the Government has dealt with

these tapes is to convey to you the idea . . . and I am not

I wouldn’t do the same thing if I were the prosecutor, but I

want to analyze it . . . that everything that is said on them

is conspiratorial. In other words, that they take the sections

and take them out of context and they read them, and these are

discussions, things not carried out, but analyzed, and they are

picked out and given to you with the aura, if I can call it an

aura, that they have conspiratorial status.

I would like to take a moment to talk to you about

what would happen to all of us.

Let us suppose that one of you or suppose that we ha~

a brother or a sister, a husband or a wife or someone who is in

trouble, and the family gather around the dining room or the

sitting room table and they discuss the possibilities. How

are they going to handle the situation? "Shall we get a lawyer?

"What are the defenses?" Do we do this or do we do that?

Now you know, I am not talking foolishly when I say

that this is just human nature to talk this way and I am not

sure that any one of us would be proud of a taping of such
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Here is the highest office in the land and you,

ladies and gentlemen, are hearing something about a kind of

event, this taping of the innermost conversations, that have

never been heard before, and probably nothing of the kind will

ever be heard again, and they are given to you "cold turkey"

and you are meant to conclude that all these people are acting

conspiratorially, but I would ask you to consider this: you

all have families and you have had tragedies. I hope not, but

we all seem to get them in some form in families.

There are family meetings and there is very frank ta

amongst the families: "Are we going to do this?"

For example, I dare say that at some time I might

have said, "I’d like to shoot that guy," with my temper. I had

no intention to shoot him. It is just a figure of speech.

I think that all of these tapes, ladies and gentle-

men, have got to be gauged by that kind of human contact instea

of viewing them as they have been dished up to you as every

and tittle being evidence of criminality.

Reference was made this morning to our great

Presidents, such as Jefferson and Jackson and Lincoln, the two

Roosevelts, and General Eisenhower, and President Kennedy.

Don’t you imagine’that before something got out in final shape

fore, public release, that it was talked about in every

and it was criticized and ideas were offered and abandoned,
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and this is just human intercourse. This is the way that h~man

beings deal with one another.

So I dare say that, without meaning to cast aspersio,

on any of our deceased Presidents, that there must have been

.conversations, in whatever was the room comparable to the Oval

Office if there was not one of those then, where they would not

be happy about having their conversations taped or read out in

public and that sort of thing.

You know, we lawyers analyze, we discuss possibiliti,

what human being does not analyze situations and assume facts

and knock them down and so on and so on?

So I jhst want to say to you that I hope I will stri]

a sympathetic note, that I am not exaggerating when I suggest

that you are hearing things sometimes quite inelegant, punctuat~

frequently with, unfortunately, expletives, and these things go

on, and every time that an expletive is uttered or a proposal

is made, there is no reason to strike it down or wrap it up in

a bundle of criminality where it is a trial and error situation

very clearly.

What the Government has brought you here was an

assertion of things -- How shall we deal with this? How shall

we consider executive privilege?

Now let me speak on that for a moment. As you know,

Mr. Mitchell was opposed to the President asserting a blank wal

of executive privilege because that is what it might be. On
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the other hand, Mr. Nixon was concerned with the office of the

presidency. And he had a precedent for it -- nearly every othe:

President of the United States has had a conflict with the

Congress over how much disclosure they should get from the

executive branch of government and, you see, to say that~this i~

a subterfuge, that the resorting to a defense of executive

privilege is nothing but a shield to hide criminality, is not a

fair conclusion to draw.

The same things arise with respect to national secur~

Maybe you and I, going our ways of life, will not become sensi-

tive to what the Executive Branch considers national security

but this is an important thing to the executive. It is an impo~

tant thing to the executive branch of government and, as a

matter of fact, I think it is important to the legislative bran,

of government. The judiciary doesn’t have the problem except

as it is brought directly before the judiciary in some kind of

lawsuit, but in the meantime the question of how much might be

kept from the public or should be kept from the public, from the

public domain, not because it is illegal and concealed, but

because there are just certain things that in government are no%

the subject of general discussion is there, and what I am trying

to say to you, both on the discussion of national security and

on executive privilege, is that I hope you will take the two as

sheer subterfuges to block out illegal disclosures. These are

perfectly normal legal considerations on the part of the
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Executive and so, when you find discussions of this sort please

don’t -- unless the context indicates otherwise to you -- don’t

take them per se as a criminal act, as a criminal subterfuge (s

Frequently, ladies and gentlemen, by turning a ’page

here you will find that what was said on one page is abandoned

on the next page or it has been assumed on the page before as a

subject for discussion and not the three pages together all

part of a crime.

I am not going to talk to you more about this for

the moment, but I will when I come to the March 21st tape, if

you will let me, because that is a long exposition of certain

considerations which, in the end, were abandoned.

Now I just have a word, and I will come back to it:

Mr. Nixon didn’t get the million dollars and Mr. Nixon had

nothing to do with the seventy-five thousand dollars that Mr.

LaRue gave to somebody for Mr. Hunt.

Mr. Nixon didn ’ t grant anybody clemency.

Is it a sin to talk about it? Is it always going to

end up in the bottom line of criminality because it is exploredl

Now this is the kind of thing that you will find, ant

I agree with Mr. Neal -- play as many tapes as you want to.

Listen to all of these and see if you don’t find some virtue in

what I am telling you about normal human conduct -- not

necessarily designed to effect criminality.

Well, so much for that. Let me get back on the
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track of events.

Since I have interrupted myself once, I will take th~

opportunity, if you don’t mind, to interrupt myself once again

to make a reply to Mr. Neal about his style of argument.

There is nothing meant to be derogatory about this.

a great guy here and I don’t mean to impugn any of his

I wouldn’t think of doing it and he wouldn’t mind.

I think we are both trying to be honorable people. However, he

has a certain point of view about the truth and I have a certail

point of view about the truth. These are not necessarily dis-

torted by either one of us. It is our point of view. It is

like two people seeing an automobile accident -- hardly ever do

they tell the same story.

Mr. Neal has almost a habit of equating the phrase

"White House" with Haldeman and Ehrlichman, for that matter, an

I have lots of examples here.

When he refers to "they" after he uses the words

Haldeman and Ehrlichman or White House, for example, in the

breath in which he talked of the White House horrors he uttered

Mr. Ha ideman ’ s name.

Now, if there is one thing that is absolutely beyond

¯ dispute in this case it is that Mr. Haldeman neither had any-

thing to do with or even knew of the Ellsberg break-in, the

Brookings whatever it was supposed to be, or anything of that
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I can stand up here and with no blush on my face, an~

no embarrassment, tell you that for Mr. Neal to tie in Mr.

Haldeman with the White House horrors is just, I hope just a

slip of the tongue -- anyway it is not accurate.

Again, with the Magruder diary, when he was to go

before the grand jury, in the same breath he talks about

Haldeman and I think Ehrlichman in that respect, but Mr. Halden~

didn’t know anything about the Magruder diary -- he had nothing

to do with it.

It is a very clever way of attaching names to instan

Here again, I tell you, and I am sure that your

memory is at least as good as mine, the incident in the Magrude

diary as far as going before the grand jury and striking some-

thing out, that Dean proposed and Mr. Parkinson would not

permit -- Haldeman was nowheres around then, and I hope you

will not associate him with things like this.

Whatever FBI reports may have gotten to the White

House, here again, when they get to the White House the sugges-

tion is that they get to Haldeman. The same old story,, that

Strachan, because Strachan got those, Haldeman had to get them.

That is not true.

It is not the way the thing operated.

As far as the FBI reports are concerned, there is

not a shred of evidence in this case that any of these were
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ever shown to Mr. Haldeman.

I have got some other example here I think, but that

is enough forthe moment, and I beg you, if you please, to thin~

back over the instances~where Mr. Neal has attached Mr. Haldemal

to an event, as I say, hopefully inadvertently, when he had

absolutely nothing to do with it.

Now let’s get to Camp David. Let’s talk about the

trip of Mr. Dean and Mr. Minnick to Camp David.

We have a direct conflict in the testimony of Mr.

Dean on.the one hand and Mr. Ehrlichman and Mr. Haldeman on the

other.

Mr. Dean said that he played the tape. These two

gentlemen said that he did not play the tape.

Now it is very interesting to see how Mr. Neal pre-

sented that to you. He remembered, or presented to you, that

the purpose of Mr. Dean going to Camp David was to play the

tape.

The purpose of Mr. Dean going to Camp David was to

discuss Mr. Moore’s memorandum called "Treatment of Mr. Chapin

a member of the White House, as to whether he should be severed

or how he should be dealt with. He was a close friend of Mr.

Haldeman’s. It was a delicate situation.

That was the purpose of the meeting.

That took up, it had to take up some time. Mr. Neal

would have you believe that the reorganization was a pretext,
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that was made up, to be an excuse for these three men being

alone. The excuse of them being alone was that Mr. Minnick had

nothing to do with Mr. Chapin.

meeting.

This was the purpose of the

Mr. Dean was to go to New York. This was all planne

He had the plan to play the tape to Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Mitchell

said he played a portion of it to him. Mr. Mitchell said Mr.

Dean did not say to him that Mr. Ehrlichman or Mr. Haldeman sen

him up there to play that tape.

So, you see what happened? If the tape was in that

attache case, it was because Dean had planned to play it to

Mitchell in New York and he was coming back from Camp David to

get a plane.

He never intended to come back to the White House--

he only went back to the White House because he was late and

missed that plane and had to take another one.

So the concentration of the purposes of that visit

being to play the tape just doesn’t ring true with the incident

itself, ladies and gentlemen, and then again -- this gentleman

with the instant recall memory.

What he has is an instant answer -- it is not always

instant recall, but he was sure he came back alone and left Mr.

Minnick up there.

This may seem to be a small thing, but it goes to th(

extent of his memory because he didn’t go back alone. Mr.
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Minnick went back with him and, for the first time, they talked

about reorganization, because Mr. Dean had heard about the re-

organization in the meeting outside of the conference room, whic

Mr. Minnick attended, for some fifteen or twenty minutes before

they left and came back to Washington.

So that the probabilities of who is telling the trut~

here lie clearly with Mr. Ehrlichman and Mr. Haldeman.

It is a plant, ladies and gentlemen -- it is like a

great many other things which Mr. Dean has done, to plantideas

in the minds of these people and then say, "You remember this"

and this is all over the .tapes. This happened.

Mr. Haldeman says it didn’t happen -- "You told me

about it on the 13th or the 21st of March -- but that is the

first time I heard it."

SO you are dealing with a man who has a reckless

disregard for honesty in any form, by his own admissions, who

stirred up this whole thing, and who kept it. going, who raised

money, as he said, for blackmail, and it looks like it was in

the long run.

If anybody could have cut this thing off, Dean could

have cut it off. He could have cut it off in June by not runnin

around and. getting money to pay for people who he said were

blackmailing him. He was the one who sowed the seeds here and

helped to grow whatever was the ultimate outcome of this thing.

So I submit to you, ladies and gentlemen, if you
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reason these things out, where is the likelihood of the truth

with respect to the Camp David meeting, was it played or was it

not played?

I say that on balance -- and essentially it is .not

on balance because reasonable doubt is not on balance -- reason~

doubt is that the scales are substantially tipped in favor of

guilt, before you may find guilt, and with that precept, with

the appreciation~and the acceptance, and I know that you will

accept these things, ladies and gentlemen, must be established

beyond a reasonable doubt -- I should hope that you would agree

with me that my analysis of the truth or falsity of the Camp

David playing of the Colson-Hunt tape -- that as to that the

truth of it lies with Messrs. Haldeman and Ehrlichman simply by

virtue of all of the surrounding circumstances.

Now, as one of the motives, in his final conclusion

Mr. Neal separated out each one of us, or each one of our clien

and named a motive -- I was only interested in the motive as it

affected Mr.~ Haldeman.

His motive in everything he did here was, first,

"to interfere with the CIA" and you will recall that he testifi

to you from the stand that he had no intention to obstruct

justice and, ladies and gentlemen, this crime is a crime that

will require specific intent, his intention was only with

respect to the checks, the campaign checks, and therefore I

submit he should not be saddled with any crime with respect to
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the CIA.

Then, "he approved almost half a million dollars."

Well, I assume he is talking about the three hundred

and fifty thousand dollars -- which is still a lot of money,

but it is hardly even as a figure of speech, half a million

dollars.

I am searching as to whether or not he was thinking

o f any other money besides the $350,000, but I don’t think he

is -- I will come to that in a moment.

He said, "His best motive lies on thetape with" --

what was his phrase? -- "Got through November 7th."

Now another thing that I think you must take into

consideration in this case is that just because a man was

just because a man heard two other people speak of something,

that doesn’t necessarily make him a conspirator, and when he

uses phrases such as the one which I just read, "Well, we got

through November 7th," -- "got through the November 7th

we must weigh its meaning in the context of the situation.

What did Mr. Haldeman do before the election in this

case to get through the election, through November 7th? What

did he do for example insofar as money is concerned?

Ladies and gentlemen, he advanced no money -- there

is a serious dispute as to whether he even heard about Mr. Dean

enlisting the services of Mr. Kalmbach. He had nothing to do

with Mr. Kalmbach’ s activities.
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TO say "We got through November 7th" could very clea~

be a figure of speech meant to be said in passing by a man who

did absolutely nothing before the election to get through

November the 7th.

Now, after November the 7th, what is the history of

the $350,0007

According to the testimony, according to the undis-

puted testimony, which is not Mr. Neal’s version of it, and I

am not going to repeat myself verbatim, but I can remember what

I told you on the opening statement and it was this, that

Strachan came to Ehrlichman and said, "The election is over.

What are you going to do with the $350,000?"

MR. FRATES: Excuse me, but I think Hr. Wilson

misspoke himself, Your Honor.

MR. WILSON: Did I say Ehrlichman?

HR. FRATES: Yes, I think you misspoke yourself, Mr.

Wilson.

MR. WILSON :

MR. FRATES :

MR. WILSON :

MR. FRATES :

MR. WILSON:

Did I say Ehrlichman?

Yes, sir.

I take it back.

Thank you.

Of course, I meant, ladies and gentle-

men, and this is a difficult thing I know, when we get mixed

up on these matters, but of course I meantMr. Haldeman. I

meant Mr. Haldeman. -- he said, "Get it out of here."
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Well, the lawyer in the White House was Mr. Dean,

and Mr. Dean got all tangled up with the problem of whether the:

was any reporting forum if it went back to the Committee, and

so the money didn’t get out -- it laid there, but Mr. Haldeman

didn’t know that because Strachan was the one who was the liais~

with somebody named -- well I have forgotten what his name is,

but who had the safety deposit box over in Virginia -- and so

there were two episodes about this money.

Dean comes sometime in December and says, "We need

money for support and for attorney’s fees. "

Now you know and I know, and you have heard the

testimony from that stand, that a great deal of that money went

for attorney’s fees.

In other words, it went for the very purpose that i*

was taken, and of this four hundred and some thousand dollars

Mr. Bittman got a collosal sum out of that.

Mr. Haldeman told you that whenever, on every occasi,

when the subject of money came up, it came up as far as he

was concerned, and as far as it was discussed with him, for

family support and for attorney’ s fees.

Now, that is a factual matter. This is a matter you

have to pass upon.

Now if you have a reasonable doubt about this, if

you think that whereas, Mr. Dean goes around bragging about the

fact that he is the purveyor and conveyor of this money for
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hush m~ney, to !’keep them on the reservation," you must find

that Mr. Haldeman knew this and you must find beyond a reasonabl

doubt that Mr. Haldeman knew this.

There again, you look~.to the surrounding circumstanc~

fact that~ muchhere and you find out if there is a supporting

of this money did go for attorney’s fees.

Mr. Bittman was not the only recipient. I think at

other attorneys have been mentioned as receiving

So a great part of it did in fact go for

least three

part of that money.

attorney’s fees.

I will admit, as I say, that this is a fact issue

that you must determine. It is not a question that you must

believe Mr. Haldeman beyond a reasonable doubt. What you must

do is, you must believe beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr.

Haldeman is not telling you the truth about that.

I don’t think that these circumstances support that.

I don’t think the circumstances support it when you put them

under that glare of the reasonable doubt test. I hope you

will not come to the conclusion that Mr. Haldeman is not tellin,

you the truth about the situation and I don’t think you will.

Then this comes along: Haldeman releases forty

thousand dollars so it is said, and that left, what was it,

$280,000 or something like that -- and there was some discussio

about what happened to the $22,000 and so on, but anyway, at

long last, in January, Dean came around again and says, "We
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need some more money," according to Mr. Haldeman, "for attorney’

fees and family support. "

He says: "We would like to bite into that apple

again," and Haldeman is interested to get the money out of the

White House -- that was his interest, and that where it came

from. And it came from the Committee.

Mr. LaRue was the agent of the Committee. He may

have been engaged in a lot of monkey business, but it was not

unreasonable for Mr. Haldeman, if he knew who was going to be

the recipient, to look upon Mr. LaRue as an important agent of

the Committee, and he said, "Go on, get this money out of here.

He didn’t say, "I am giving it to you to pay these

people for hush money. I am giving it to you to close their

mouths. "

He said, "I want to get rid of the money, it has no

further use here."

Now it is true that it lay there, and it is true tha"

only a portion of it was used for advertising, but certainly

it can’t be said that when this money was passed to Mr. Haldema~

before April the 7th, that it was designed to be a slush fund

to pay for a bunch of burglars against the blackmailing of the

President from June on.

To say that that fund was put there for an illegal

purpose, for a nefarious purpose, for any purpose other than

for something to do with the campaign, or related to the campal
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which I don’t believe any of you will buy.
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and gentlemen,

NOW, I don’t think that Mr. Neal brought up the

subject, but maybe he did mention it, of Mr. Magruder and’his

perjury, and what he told Mr. Haldeman and when he told Mr.

Haldeman, .but let’s get this in correct focus.

Mr. Magruder testified that, on the eve of the burg-

lars’ trial, he told Mr. Haldeman that he had committed perjury

before the grand jury and that he intended to commit perjury at

the trial.

Now the fact is that he did both, but here is a con-

fessed perjuror, who is trying to drag down in the White House

everybody he can, and who fixes a meeting with Mr. Haldeman at

the very minute that this would be an awful thing for Mr.

Haldeman to hear.

And this diary that Mr. Magruder had, that somehow

he kept, and I don’t recall much about it except I know one

thing, he has not got any entry of a meeting with Mr. Haldeman

in January, and, interestingly enough, that whereas Mr. Dean

has a penchant for supporting Mr. Magruder in a great many

things, he says and has said, Mr. Dean says, the subject of Mr.

Magruder’s job only came up at the end of January.

He knows nothing about any meeting with Mr. Magruder

when he told Bob Haldeman about his perjury, and again, Mr.

Haldeman has no meeting on his diary, which was very meticulous
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kept, until I think it is the 10th or 12th of February.

Now Mr. Magruder tries to make that a supplemental

meeting in which he would have you believe that Mr. Haldeman

was apprehensive about Mr. Magruder talking and therefore

wanted to see that he got a job in the government.

Mr. Magruder said this second meeting was a passing

thing and it took about fifteen minutes, but Mr. Haldeman’s

diary shows that the meeting took an hour and fifteen minutes.

They were talking about a job for Magruder, but not

a job for M~gruder as a payoff for his perjury.

Bob Haldeman did not know about Magruder’s perjury

until some time after the 2nd of March, and that was a meeting

that was held, and at that point there had been prepared a list

of possible jobs for Mr. Magruder from.which he could choose,

and he chose one, and I think he went to the Commerce Depart-

ment, but Mr. Haldeman did not know on the 2nd of March that

Mr. Magruder had committed perjury.

He didn’t learn of it until some days, or weeks, som

time before March the 21st when there was. the meeting with the

President and Mr. Dean.

I say, therefore, that here again diaries mean some-

thing, time means something, and what are the probabilities of

the truth with respect to a man who is a confessed liar, with

respect to an event that he can’t pick up even by his dates

book, when he belittles the second meeting as being a kind of
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passing meeting in which it had already been arranged, when ind,

that meeting took an hour and fifteen minutes?

So I say that the probabilities there lie, or rather

the probabilities of truth, lie in favor of Mr. Haldeman with

respect to his lack of knowledge of the fact that Mr. Magruder

had committed perjury, until some time in March.

During this same period of time, the LaCosta meeting

took place, and I am not going to spend much time on that be-

cause, well, from Mr. Haldeman’s point of view, I thinkit is

of little or no importance. Here again is a situation where,

if it occurred, if Dean’s version of why Mr. Moore was sent to

New York to see Mr. Mitchell is remotely true, the question is:

what did Haldeman have to do with it?

He says that if it occurred, and he doesn’t recall

it, but if it did occur, he never heard the question of money

raising raised by Mr. Dean except in the context of attorney’s

fees and of family support, but Mr. Haldeman was a bystander,

just standing there, and are men going to be convicted of con-

spiracy because they overheard things?

Don’t they have to have had some participation in

them of some significance? Do they not have to do something

in furtherance of it?

Now I went over the overt acts with you at the be-

ginning of this trial and I will go over them again in a few

minutes because I think they summarize certain things.
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Well, maybe I should mention them now.

There are eight overt acts against Mr. Haldeman in

the conspiracy count. Overt Act Number 2 on the 18th of June,

1972, when Gordon Strachan destroyed documents at the direction

of H.R. Haldeman.

Now I won’t repeat our explanation of that because

we have just been over it.

Overt Acts 22 and 24, on the 15th of November, Dean

I have gone over that

of 1972, telephone

conversation between Mr. Dean and Mr. Haldeman about the $350,00

I have explained that to you, as we see it.

The fourth overt act, Number 31, use of the balance

of the $35,000.

Well the use of the balance is hardly the way to put

it because Mr. Haldeman had nothing to do with the use of the

balance. He was merely releasing money back, to the Committee,

through Mr. Dean and what use it was put to was not his doing--

he didn’t originate it, he didn’t execute it, he didn’t give his

blessing for it to be used for any particular purpose.

The LaCosta meeting that I have just gone over with

you is the fifth overt act.

Now we come to the March 21st thing, the Hunt threat,

the Hunt demand for $120,000.
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The meeting in which that was imparted to Mr. Nixon

and to Mr. Haldeman was reflected in a tape of 108 pages and

whole thing was played to you and it took an hour and I believe

forty minutes of time.

I will be coming back to that and discussing it in

detail, or in more detail, under the perjury count, but the

fact of the matter is that an effort was made to tie Mr.

Haldeman in with this event by a phone call to Mr. Mitchell at

12:30 that day, immediately following this meeting that is on

this tape.

The purpose of the call, according to Mr. Haldeman,

and according to Mr. Mitchell, was to ask Mr. Mitchell to come

down either that afternoon or the next morning to discuss a

variety of matters, the principal one of which as I recall and

as Mr. Mitchell remembered it, was executive clemency.

himself.

MR. HUNDLEY :

THE COURT :

MR. HUNDLEY :

MR. WILSON :

MR. HUNDLEY :

MR. WILSON:

Your Honor, I think Mr. Wilson misspok

beg’your pardon?

He said executive clemency.

Did I say executive clemency?

Yes, sir.

Well, thank you, Bill, for calling that

to my attention and I apologize to you and to your client and

to the Court and to the jury for having said that.

Anyway, the theory of the Government at one point
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must have been that there at the meeting Mr. Haldeman called Mr

Mitchell and said, "Get on your bicycle and pay off Hunt," but

the fact of the matter was that Mr. Dean had talked to Mr.

LaRue the day before about this and that Mr. LaRue had called

Mr. Mitchell that morning and talked about the demand, and

that is all that Mr. Haldeman had to do with this.

He made a single phone call. His office received a

call back from Mr. Mitchell’s office in New York saying that he

would be in the next morning and to have a car available and

that sort of thing.

But, to tie Mr. Haldeman with the payoff to Hunt, oJ

whatever it was $Ii0,000 or $75,000,

imagination, I submit.

is a far stretch of the

The three remaining counts or overt acts have to do

with the March~21st meeting, the disclosure about Hunt, the

telephone call and the meeting next day, where there was a

conversation, allegedly, between Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Dean abou

what happened to that matter and it was said to be taken care

of.

Why tie Mr. Haldeman into that? What was he suppose

to have done?

He overheard this remark? Was<he to delve into

it and find out what the significance of it was?

As I say to you, again, you can’t get criminality

merely because people hear things.
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NOW, getting back to the sequence of events beginnin,

on March the 21st, the tape which has been called "acancer on

the Presidency," the analysis of that is not what Mr. Neal

says it is.

I am not talking about the raising of money. I am

talking about what Dean told the President that day.

Dean did not make a detailed confession of what he

had been doing. He told the President that, and I think this

later meeting, "I am telling you things you don’t knOWwas at a

about."

This happened on the April 15th meeting.

There was some suggestion at the 21st March meeting,

I believe, that Mr. Ehrlichman and Mr. Haldeman may be

Mr. Ehrlichman by reason of Mr. Kalmbach, and Mr. Haldeman by

reason of the $350,000, but to say that the March 21st meeting

was a full disclosure of Dean’s activities is to overstate the

matter many fold.

It is true that it was a springboard by which the

President became very concerned about what had been going on

and it was then that he pursued, first, that Dean should put

this all down on paper, and later on, when that didn’t come to

pass, that Mr. Ehrlichman should do so and it was only at the

April 15 meeting, if I am right, or the April 14th meeting, I

don’t remember the date offhand, which it is, that after Mr. De

had gone to the United States Attorney with his lawyer, and
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after he had sat in on plea bargaining meetings, after he had

sought to get immunity for his testimony, which incidentally

doesn’t even call for a plea bargain, -- in other words, in the

steps to save yourself from conviction for a crime, you first

try to get immunity and then, if you can’t get immunity, then

you bargain for a plea -- but that is one of the stages that

Mr. Dean was going through at the time that he did this, on

the April 14th or 15th meeting, when he made all these dis-

closures to the President.

Mr. Neal said to you at the beginning, and quite accu-

rately so, that the .evidence would be direct or it would be

circumstantial, and that he would be permitted -- and I don’t

dispute it -- to draw his inferences from that evidence. That

is perfectly proper, but what you have got to determine, ladies

and gentlemen, is whether his inferences are justified, whether

his inferences are fair, whether you would draw those inferen-

ces, and if you would draw them would you draw them to the

extent that the result would be that you would find beyond a

reasonable doubt the acceptance of his inferences.

This case is made up of a mixture of fact and inference

and you must sift these, you must separate these, you must find

how you accept the facts to be and whether you are to accept

Mr. Neal’s inferences from them or whether you will accept our

inferences from them.

There was a very clever mixture here.
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I don’t accuse him of any impropriety. I accuse

him merely of acting just like any ordinary, normal prosecutor

in seeing the truth his way whereas we see the truth our way,

and it is dependent upon how you see the truth, but you have

to see the truth, if I may so,. you must do this by the measurin

rod of ’beyond a reasonable doubt."

Your Honor, if I may ask this point, what time do

you want to break this evening?

THE COURT: Oh, 4:30, I think would be all right, if

the jury thinks it can stay that long.

MR. WILSON: Well, may I say this, sir: I did have

a discussion at the bench, and with your permission and With th

Prosecutor’s permission, Mr. Strickler might take up on Monday

morning anything which I have not completed today.

on that.

THECOURT:

MR. NEAL :

we have no objection.

MR. FRATES :

Honor.

THE COURT:

Well, I will hear from the Prosecutor

I was just going to say, Your Honor, that

We certainly have no objection, Your

Well, I am just wondering if this is

the wise thing to do if all the lawyers start wanting to have

two of them arguing. If I do it for you I will have to do it

for a11.

MR. FRATES: No, sir, we won’t.
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MR. HUNDLEY :

MR. STEIN :

THE COURT:

at this time, Mr. Wilson?

MR. WILSON:

Honor.

How about you, Mr. Hundley?

No, sir.

I will take the

All right, well
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full burden, Your Honor.

do you want to suspend

No, I would like to go to 4:30, Your

THE COURT: Well, maybe the jurors would like to haw

a break. We will take a twenty minute recess.

(Whereupon a recess was taken until 4:25 p.m.)

AFTER RECESS

THE COURT: You may proceed.

MR. WILSON: Thank you, Your Honor.

Ladies and gentlemen, I want to talk briefly about

the three perjury counts and I want to read to you about ten

lines, it is maybe fifteen lines, in the context in which appeal

allegedly, the false statement.

"I was told several times," and this is Mr. Haldeman

up on the Hill at the hearing of the Senate Committee--

"I was told several times, starting in the summer of

1972, by John Dean and possibly also by John Mitchell,

that there was a need by the Committee for funds to

.help take care of legal fees and family support of the

Watergate defendants. The Committee apparently felt

obliged to do this."
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And then there are stars in the indictment, and you

may remember when I read this to you at the trial we read the

insert as well, but I won’t do that now -- I am just going to

New paragrap]read the answer to you and give you that context.

again.

"Since all information regarding defense funds was

given to me by John Dean, counsel for the President, and

possibly by John Mitchell, and since arrangements for

Kalmbach collecting the funds and for transferring the

$350,000 was made by John Dean, and since John Dean never

stated at the time that the funds would be used for any-

thing other than legal fees," -- Well it doesn’t say

"fees", it says "legal", and continuing, "and proper purpos.

I had no reason to question the propriety or the legality

of the process of delivering the $350,000 to the Committee

via LaRue or of having Kalmbach raise funds. "

"I had no personal knowledge of what was done with

the funds raised by Kalmbach, or with the $350,000 that

was delivered by Strachan to LaRue. It would appear that

at the White House, at least, John Dean was the only one

who knew that the funds were for hush money, if in fact

that was what they were for.

"The rest of us relied on Dean and all thought that

what was being done was legal and proper."

And now this is the sentence which is charged as
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being false:

"No one. to my knowledge was aware that these funds

involved either blackmail or hush money until this sugges-

tion was raised in March of 1973."

Now under the examination of Mr. Haldeman under this

count, ladies and gentlemen, he interpolated where it says,

"No one to my knowledge was aware that these funds involved

either blackmail" -- he said that he intended to say "No one to

my knowledge at the White House," because that is what the con-

text shows above it.

Now His Honor will tell you that these counts for

perjury under Section 1621 of the penal code are measured by

what we call the two witness rule.

In other words, unlike any other crime except treasol

and I am not interested in that today, the law of perjury says

that the falsity must be established by the testimony of two

witnesses, or of one witness and corroborating circumstances.

Now this is an encapsulated version of it, but it

means that you either have to have two witnesses swear to the

fact of the man’s alleged perjury, or one witness and corrobo-

rating circumstances.

The Government has heretofore set out the following

evidence in support of this count. They say among other things

that this proof includes Dean’s testimony that he played the

tape of the Hunt-Colson telephone conversation for Haldeman and
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Ehrlichman in November of 1972.

Now let me say that you know we have disputed that,

but in any event, that is solely in the testimony of Dean and

not supported by corroboration from anything else.

Then they go on to say that having heard that tape,

Haldeman could not have failed to realize that the defendants

were being paid for their silence.

There again this rests entirely on the testimony of

Dean. And now I am referring to the fact that it is only one

witness and not necessarily that it is false, but we need two

witnesses or one witness and corroborating circumstances.

Then again, Dean has testified that on the occasion

that he approached Haldeman about using the $350,000 of White

House funds, he told Haldeman that the money was needed to pay

the defendants "to keep them on the reservation."

So here is Dean again, and we do not yet get a secon

witness and no corroborating circumstances so far.

The next item is "the tape of March 21, 1973 conver-

sation between Dean, Haldeman and the President, corroborates

Dean’s testimony that Haldeman well knew before that date that

the defendants were being paid to keep quiet."

I submit that that is not true.

Now of course, if it were true that would not be

corroborating circumstances, but one of the things that you wil

have to find beyond a reasonable doubt, ladies and gentlemen,
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is that the tape of the March 21st conversation

Haldeman and the President corroborates Dean’s

Finally: "that Haldeman knew the purpose of the pay-

ments was to keep the defendants from talking is clear from the

April 14, 1973 conversation between Haldeman, Ehrlichman and

the President, inwhich Ehrlichman said the payments had been

made for the purpose of keeping the defendants on the reser-

vation."

Now, this is said on the 14th of April and, mind you

the statement which Mr. Haldeman said, and this is the one that

is charged to be perjurious, "No one to my knowledge was aware

that these funds involved either blackmail or hush money until

the suggestion was raised in March of 1973" -- if I read~ this

correctly, the Government~’s position is that Ehrlichman impartel

the phrase "on the reservation" to April 14th, and there is no

problem about that because Mr. Haldeman said that he learned

of it in March from Mr. Dean.

So I say, if you ladies and gentlemen please, that

in addition to the fact that there is not here evidence that

this remark is not true, that as a ~atter of legal procedure

you are obliged to find, in order to find guilt here, even if

you found that it was false, or felt that it was false, let me

put it that .way, you must still find either that you have two

witnesses saying so or that there was one witness and
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corroborating circumstances.

I ~--say when you go through the specifics which I

have picked out literally from the Government’s brief to us at

the beginning of this trial, that you do not find corroborating

circumstances there, so that I say your verdict on that count

should be for the defendant.

Now, the eighth count is the one about "It would be

wrong," which the Government says was said in relation to

clemency and not said in relation to the money, but here again

you. have a problem, as I see it anyway, with what you are deali~

with.

When Senator Baker was asking about the juxtapositiol

of the words "money" and "raising a million dollars" and ’,it

would be wrong, " he said, " Now, if the period were to follow

after ’we can do that’ it would be a most damning statement.

I f in fact the tapes clearly show he said "it would be wrong,"

it is an entirely different context. Now, how sure are you,

Mr. Haldeman that those tapes in fact show that? "

Mr. Haldeman says, and this is the allegedly per-

jurious sentence: "I am absolutely positive that the tapes --"

and that’s the end. In other words, he wasn’t permitted to

complete his answer.

Now this presents an incomplete picture for you. He

testified on the stand that he recalls that he intended to say:

"I am absolutely positive that the tapes in fact show that. "
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In other words, we are talking about tapes in the

plural. The location was not important, but that the effect of

it was that. So, I say that you are being asked in this instanq

to deal with a cutoff answer, to hold that this is perjurious,

and I think that that is a real problem that you have in de-

termining whether what he said is perjurious, even by his

language, in view of the fact that he was not permitted to

complete his answer.

Of equal importance, if you please, and there are

several things I want to say about this count, is the fact

that the remarks which Mr. Haldeman read were from an addendum.

May I run through that with you a moment, without

wearing you out -- I hope I am not. What happened here was

that Mr. Haldeman prepared two statements, one with an addendum

and one without an addendum, and not an addendum that came at

the end, but an addendum that came in the logical place in the

course of reading his statement.

You will remember that the March 21 tape, only a

part of it was heard by Mr. Haldeman. He came in on page

number 65 of an 108-paged tape, and he was there for the last,

about 40 minutes of it, and then, around the end of April,

before he left the white House, Mr. Nixon asked him to listen

to the tape and to tell him what was on it. And so he listened

to it on two successive days.

The second time he listened to it, because the
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hearing device on the first day was inadequate, he made about

twenty pages of notes.

Now bear in mind that he was making these twenty

pages of notes from a tape or a series of tapes which encompass,

108 pages of typewriting over a period of an hour and forty

minutes or an hour and fifty minutes.

Now he was obviously dealing with impressions as he

was writing these notes, but even more important than that,

these twenty pages of notes were locked up in the White House

and he couldn’t get them.

He had made these notes in the last part of April

and he was going up on the Hill to testify the latter part of

July and he did not have those notes because they were in the

White House.

True he had access to read them, but he did not have

access even to make notes from them at that time, so that he

had to come away with the best memory he could have of what

was on the 108 pages.

I am sort of running two things together here and

I hope I don’t confuse them, but the White House said that Mr.

Haldeman could not report any "portion of the tape that he

did not hear" which was more than half of the tape. They

claimed executive privilege on that and we had a letter from

the then Mr. Buzhardt who was in the General Counsel’s Office

at the White House, telling us that we could not report that
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portion of the tape.

I felt that~at position was not sound with respect

to the tape, and so Mr. Haldeman prepared a statement to read

to the Committee up there which did not caontain the portion

of the tape which was under embargo so to speak, and the adden-

dum which contained that part of it.

So that we had the issue with the Committee as to

the letter which I read to the Committee from the counsel for

the White House claiming executive privilege, and I didn’t

argue it because I thought it was not a sound position at that

point.
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The Committee directed that Mr. Haldeman go ahead and

read his addendum and so, sandwiched in at an appropriate place

in a rather long statement was his addendum which I hold in my

hands and which is an exhibit in this case -- ~ forget just what

the number is -- anyway this-is a Xeroxed document from which

Mr. Haldeman read, and an identical copy of which was handed to

the Chairman of the Committee and presumably distributed to the

reporter.

He gave his report about the money and "it would be

wrong," not in quotatfon marks. He was reading, his whole

report here in this addendum is a narrative as if he were speak-

ing in the way of summarization and as a matter of fact he said:

"The following is the substance of that meeting to the best of

my recollection."

He had no quotation marks in the area which said

about the million dollars and it would be wrong.

Now this may sound like quibbling when you first hear

it but the quotation marks whfch Mr. Haldeman did not use, and

which¯ you will see from an examination of the exhibits, a true

copy of it, does not contain quotation marks, is the difference

between giving the substance and giving literal statements.

Our position is that he was not giving literal quota-

tions, that he did not mean to quote the President. He was only

giving a running summary.

Now the videotape was shown to you to give you the
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right to speculate, if I may say, as to whether his voice was

such that he was quoting or not quoting because the indictment,

when you get it and take it to the jury room, the indictment

has got it in quotations and that indictment must be strictly

construed and the statement which Mr. Haldeman made was not a

direct quote but was a running summary of what was said.

So that is one of the problems that you will have.

Now you have heard the videotape and seen the video-

tape and the question for you is whether you think that the

charge in the indictment attributing to him quotation marks is

correct, and that is where the falsity is, within the quotation

marks, whether that was intended to be a literal quote or a

running summary.

I submit that everything shows that it was a running

summary and:nota literal quotation of the President.

Now on that count I think the burden of proof has not

been carried by the prosecutor with respect to the technical

violation of perjury as they have asserted it in circumstances

where there is in reality no perjury.

Now, to continue with this for a few moments because

I do want to talk about the reasonableness, assuming that it

was in quotation marks, I want to talk about the reasonableness

of a man, hearing this tape in April, making notes of it, notes

being locked up in the White House, which it is true he saw

before he wrote the addendum, but which he was not permitted to
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take any notes from -- he couldn’t make any notes from his

notes at the White House at that time, so he had to carry back

a memory entirely of portions of 108 pages and that is pretty

monumental job, I think, for anybody.

The fact of the matter is that on Page No. 33 the

President said: "We can get a million dollars." And this is

talking of what amounts to blackmail.

cash -- I.know where it can be gotten."

"And you can get itl.in

And that is where he

mentioned about the million dollars and then it is not until --

well, I readily agree that, jammed right up against there is

not a statement by the President,"It would be wrong" -- that

doesn’t occur until Page No. 58 but I think it would be very

wise for you to.take your time to have this tape played back foz

you in the jury room. It is 108 pages, and it is a glaring

example of so many compromises, different things, analyzing the~

"Can we pay blackmail -- can we give clemency", and as you read

this you will find that the clemency and the blackmail are being

thought of consecutively, in the same package of consideration

by the President so, as a matter of fact, while Mr. Neal is

invoking this tape by saying that the reference to money

occurred at least ten or twelve times, my position is that, if

you ladies and gentlemen please, these references to a million

dollars occur again on Page No. 57 and refer to clemency on

Page No. 58 and it is true that it appears that the word,"No, it

is wrong -- that’s for sure", seem to be in juxtaposition to
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clemency, but nevertheless, on the question of what was the

belief of Mr. Haldeman, who is memorizing and had memori£ed~i

so to speak, 108 pages, taking an hour and a half or almost two

hours to transpire, he was memorizing this, and we come to the

question of the belief that it is true at the moment, or knowinc

that it is false.

So it is, as I say, an integral part of the crime of

perjury.that you must find beyond .a reasonable doubt, as you go

through these pages, 57 and 58, that you find that the million

dollars has gotten back into the picture and then youwill find

on Page No. 78 that the million dollars gets back into the

picture and let me focus on this for a moment, on Page 86 the

million dollars gets back into the picture and the clemency is

in the picture, and anybody trying to remember all of this

could certainly not be accused of falsifYing his answer and,

you see, this would bear on a man’s memory of what he was read-

ing and repeating, and as I say, the several defenses to this

count are quotation marks or lack of quotation marks, the

question of what he believed at the time to be true, or ~what he

knew to be false and there is no reason, despite the Government’

argument to the contrary, there is no motive for him to have

misplaced, if he did, the "It would be wrong" phrase because I

think that -- well I know if I were paraphrasing this today,

I would say, as you can see from Page 57 and 58, that while the

words, "It would be wrong" are right up against "clemency", that
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they are in the same series of interchange between the two page~

in that area, and the million dollars and the clemency are

being considered.

This is a very hard thing for me to explain to you

but it is a very important tape, not only is it an important

tape on this p~int but it is an important tape on what I have

told you on my second run here this afternoon -- the sort of

family discussions that are coming to the surface now, as to

what we should do, no matter what was said here, no matter

whether it was said that Hunt should be paid this and yet in

another breath~ they say "We can’t stand this blackmail.

go on forever."

You will find that this is the way the average per-

son would think if he was being blackmailed, "Do I cut him off"

because as Mr. Haldeman said, "If you pay him off he will be

around tomorrow for some more."

So this tape is actually the best example that I know

of of a discussion of the pros and cons of analyzing the

situation which confronted them.

So I recommend to you,¯ despite the fact that it is

burdensome, that this is a very good tape to play to yourselves

on both points, on the point of a good example of what I have

been trying to tell you about the pros and cons discussion in

a semi-family way, on the one hand and the reasonableness, the

likelihood, that Mr. Haldeman believed in this juxtaposition of

It will
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the $i million and the words, "It would be wrong", and that he

was referring to this, in view of the complexity of this tape

with. some justification --

THE COURT: Now let me ask you one question. You .a~e

arguing this tape to the jury. Do I understand correctly that

you~.~re .using the transcript of one of the tapes, is that cor-

rect -- youoareusing a transcript?

MR. WILSON:

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.

As I understand it, the transcripts were

being used by the jury as an aid to understand the tapes, corre¢

MR. WILSON:

THE COURT:

Yes.

Do I understand that by this you are sug-

gesting that they use the transcripts?

MR. WILSON: No, Your Honor.

THE COURT: You are not?

MR. ~LSON: No, Your Honor. I have consistently stuc

with the ground rules that we set up in the beginning.

THE COURT: The tapes can be played in open Court of

course.

MR. WILSON: Right.

THE COURT: If you want that, or if they want to hear

a tape, they send a note to me in writing and we will have to

set up the formalities.
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MR. WILSON: No, Your Honor, I don’t think that I am

establishing a precedent here because Mr. Neal invited the

jury to listen to a tape and I had assumed that the tapes would

be available to them.

THE COURT:

MR. WILSON:

Yes, but not in the jury room.

NO, not in the jury room. But perhaps

they could be heard in here.

say, in here?

THE COURT:

MR. WILSON:

They could be sequestered, as we

Sure. Sure.

But I th~nk we have made the ground

rules and we did say that they should not be permitted to have

the transcripts, so I want to follow that.

THE COURT: Right.

MR. WILSON: But I would love them to have this tran-

script.

MR. NEAL: If it is proper, we would join in, let

them have all of the transcripts.

THE COURT: We would have to have the consent of all

counse i,

MR. WILSON: Oh, no, I think we should stay with the

ground rules that we set up at the beginning.

TH~ COURT:

MR. WILSON:

Very well. Let us proceed.

I would just recommend also, because my

time is running out, and I may be wearing you out, I am probably

wearing myself out, but do look at that addendum and what is
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the number of the addendum? I think it is 21. Yes, 21, and tak.

that with you to the jury room or ask for it because you are

not going to get the whole bunch of exhibits in one group and

I don’t think you would want it that way, but you will be in

consultation and I am sure His Honor and all counsel will be

happy for you to have it.

Remember the number 21, and read it, and then I will

save the time of having to read to you four or five pages from

it.

Now let me finish up with the ninth count which was

not very long and this is the one where Senator Gurney asks

Mr. Haldeman, "Do you recall a discussion by Dean about Magruder

false testimony before the grand jury," and this is also at

the March 21 meeting, and Mr. Haldeman said:

"There was a reference to his feelings that

Magruder had known about the Watergate planning

and breakin ahead of it. In other~words that he

was aware of what had gone on in Watergate. I

don’t believe there was any reference to Magruder

committing perjury."

Now I want to read another question and another answer

because I am allowed to do so, maybe, but in the meantime the

point is here that we readily admit that the March 21 tape does

contain a reference to Magruder having perjured himself before

the grand jury, and there was a comment about that -- there were
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several comments about that, but Mr. Haldeman was just mistaken

about this.

I won’t spend a lot of time reading this, but I cannot

stand up here and try to concoct a story to the contrary -- he

was mistaken, but the point is, several points on this, if you

jurors please.

He said, "I don’t believe," and this gets into the

area of being.thought, because if you believe that he thought

that this was true at the time then you are not supposed to

convict him upon this count.

Also, the context of that shows an interpretation

by Senator Gurney of what he was asking and Mr. Haldeman answere.

that, the way I think I find it, because Senator Gurney said

right after the alleged perjurious statement was made, "I don’t

believe there was any reference to Magruder committing perjury"

-- the next statement of Senator Gurney " I am talking ~bout" --

in other words he is now modifying his inquiry, "I am now talkin,

about, and I am sure you know from you listening to the testi-

mony and probably reading excerpts ~f the testimony, that Dean

and Magruder conferred about Magruder’s testimony before the

grand jury prior to his appearance."

"Mr. Haldeman: Dean, at some time, and it may

have been at the meeting, but I cannot firmly estab-

lish that, did refer to his having met with Magruder

prior to his grand jury appearance. He made it quite
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anything of that sort, but had worked with him in

the way that I understand an attorney works with a

client, preparing him for questioning -- by giving him

the kind of questions, asking him the kind of questions

that he might expect the grand jury to ask him and

allowing him to answer."

And then Senator Gurney said, "But you have no

recollection about coaching on the perjured testimony."

Mr. Haldeman said, "No."

And the point is, as we read this colloquy, we don’t

have and we submit that it is not perjurious, that Mr. Haldeman

gave his best and bona fide belief when he answered that in the

context in which Mr. Gurney, Senator Gurney, really was asking

the question, and that was not a wrong answer even in that

context -- and although I can see without getting the other

questions and answers, that was a mistake on Mr. Haldeman’s

part because there was a reference in the meeting to the per-

jured testimony.

The Government, on this count, has a very ingenious

theory. They say that Mr. Haldeman deliberately falsified his

answer because, when you read the tape of March the 21st after

he came in the room and before he heard any reference to Mr.

Magruder’s testimony before the grand jury, he used the expressi

"Then Magruder would have to continue to perjure himself. "
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NOW the Government’s theory is that he wanted to deny

that anything was said about perjury in the meeting, because he

wanted to conceal the alleged fact that he knew of Magruder’s

perjury prior to the March 21st meeting.

Now the fallacy in that reasoning lies in the fact th~

Mr. Haldeman said he learned of the Magruder perjury some time

after the 2nd of March and before the 21st of March and he also

referred in his very addendum that you are going to see, to the

fact that he recounted that Mr. Dean felt that Mr. Magruder was

fully aware of the break-in operation and therefore what could

be the motive of Mr. Haldeman denying anything about Ma~ruder’s

perjury when in fact he was recognizing it in the early part of

the addendum?

March.

He recognized it as that which occurred on the 21st o

This is a rather complicated explanation that I have

been trying to give you, but my point is that I want to get at

the Government’s theory on this which is that Mr. Haldeman had

a motive to lie on this point, and I say that he did not have a

motive to lie because he said on the 21st of March tape that he

had learned somewhere after the 2nd of March, and therefore it

was not something at that time that he wanted to cover up.

Moreover, he said, "I don’t believe it occurred," and

this will be a jury question as to whether you believe beyond a

reasonable doubt that he was falsifying, that he did not have
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that belief, or that he knew it to be false.

Now that is as much as I can say at this time.

Mr. Strickler, my partner who has participated in this

trial, is going to fill in some points and bring some matters

together on Monday morning with your permission. The Court has

given permission, and I want to thank you for it, Your Honor,

and I would ask you to listen to him when he ties together a

few of the things that I have not had time to do today and I

would appreciate that very much. Thank you for listening to

me.

THE COURT: Members of the jury, before we adjourn

until 9:30 on Monday morning, let me again remind you to bear in

mind the admonition. Have a pleasant week-end.

(Whereupon , the jurors withdrew from the courtroom.)

THE COURT: Now, Mr, Strickler, before we adjourn until

Monday morning, are you going to repeat some of the arguments

that Mr. Wilson has been making?

MR. STRICKLER: No, I do not intend to be repetitious,

Your Honor. I may repeat a sentence or two here or there or a

thought --

THE COURT: Well that is what I wanted to bring out.

I wondered if it was a good idea, and let’s talk about that.

MR. NEAL:    I was just going to say that in using time

to sum up, I think I spent about five hours, didn’t I?

THE COURT: No, I don’t think you did.
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MR. WILSON: No, you didn’t. It was about four.

THE COURT: Well, just a minute, I will tell you. You

had three hours and fifty-six minutes.

MR. NEAL: Then I did not take as much as I thought I

did, but Mr. Wilson for one defendant has apparently taken about

two and a half hours.

MR. WILSON: I thought I had been more than that. How

much is it again, Your Honor?

TIIE COURT: You have had one hour and ninety-five

minutes, two and a half hours.

MR. NEAL: Two and a half hours for one defendant.

If we do that for all of the defendants, Your Honor -- All I am

saying is that I hope that there will not be a great deal of

repetition, I just would urge that because I think Mr. Wilson

did cover the waterfront.

THE COURT :

MR. WILSON:

THE COURT :

I thought he covered it pretty well myself

How do you mean that?

Well, I don’t know whether you convinced

them, but you did cover a lot.

MR. STRICKLER: It looks to me, Your Honor, with four

defendants plus rebuttal it will take another two full days,

counting recesses.

THE COURT: Well, I don’t want to deprive anybody of

right to argue the case. I could have put a limitation on it,

but I haven’t done it. I didn’t want to.

e
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Well, I am just wondering if we do

THE COURT:~ Well, we will see on Monday and do the

best we can. Let us see what happens on Monday.

MR. STRICKLER: I have ordered a transcript of the

arguments, Your Honor, and I will spend several hours going over

them during the weekend, and I will try my hardest not to be

repetitious. I expect not to take more than 30 minutes.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. NEAL: Well it amazed me that Mr. Wilson could tal

as long as he did, but he is an amazing man.

THE COURT: You all are.

MR. HALL: One point of clarification, Your Honor. I

~as just wondering if we did not finish up on Monday what Your

Honor’s plan would be.

THE COURT: Well, we will have to find out the jurors’

feeling about it. I don’t know if they would be inclined to

work on Tuesday, but I think we ought to try and go ahead if

they are.

MR. FRATES: Yes, Your Honor.

MR. NEAL: I would dearly love to get the arguments

finished before Christmas.

THE COURT: I think we should try to get the arguments

finished, clearly, before Christmas even if it means going onto

Tuesday.

(Whereupon, Court was recessed at 5:10 p.m.)
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(Defendants present in the courtroom.)

THE COURT: Good morning.

Mr. Frates?

MR. FRATES :
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May it please the Court, I have a couple

THE COURT: -- Mr. Frates, what is the idea of putting

these clippings or news articles in this record? What does it

have to do with this case? Every time you read something about

this case in the paper or somebody mentioned it, you offer it

as an exhibit. I don’t think we ought to clutter this record up

in this case with these domments. I have been pretty fair with

you but it just seems to me it serves no purpose. We have the

jury sequestered. What is the purpose?

MR. FRATES: Your Honor, I assure you I only offer

those I think might have some relevancy. I know Your Honor

doesn’t want to hear argument --

THE COURT: -- I’ll hear argument.

MR.IiFRATES: No, sir; I don’t want to take Your Honor

time. I do want to mark these and these articles in the last

few days relative to the CIA and the Nixon Administration. Whal

I would like to do and I think Mr. Green atone time had joined

in the motion, I would like to make these as part of the record~

When the jury is out, to ask the Court’s permission and certaih3

with no reflection on the Marshals in any way, as to interrogate
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them as to what manner, in other words, what part of the papers

have they given to the jury, what have. they seen.

I say that, Your Honor, certainly I want to underline

with no thought that the Marshals have done everything in their

power --

THE COURT: -- Why don’t you save all these, if some-

thing develops that you feel is evidence they haven’t done their

duty properly and then come in; but why clutter up the record

every time something is in!~the paper about the CIA or some news

reporter wrote a story and so forth?. I don’t think they ought

to be in the record unless there is some purpose for it.

MR. FRATES: I would like to have them marked, Your

Honor. They are not introduced --

THE COURT: -- I wil~’noireceive them in evidence.

THE DEPUTY CLERK: Defendant Ehrlichman Exhibits 36,

37 and 38 marked for identification.

(Defendant Ehrlichman’s Exhibits

Noso 36, 37 and 38 were marked

for identification.)

MR. GREEN: If Your Honor please, I filed a very short

motion this morning, with Mr. Christofferson which has to do with

my seeking leave from the Court to bring to the jury’s atten-

tion~certain portions of the Code of Professional Responsibility

in my .argument.

THE COURT: Do you have any law to support your
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MR. GREEN: I have the motion here to the extent that

I will argue this afternoon I think it unlikely, I would hope th~

Court would have an opportunity to review what it is I have writ-

ten.

THE COURT: Just because the Code of Ethics is in the

nature of a policy, we ~ight say, or recommendation as to what

lawyers should do or not do, we have a judicial Canon of Ethics

which I am sure every judge, including myself, follows, that is

not a legal matter. There is no legal precedent for it. It is

something we all ought to follow. I don’t see why you should be

permitted to stand up before the jury and read the canon of

Ethics. The jury don’t need that.

MR. GREEN: The argument I make in the motion very

simply stated is on the cross-examination of Mr. Parkinson.

Mrs. Volner did elicit Mr. Parkinson’s opinion about the

application and interpretation of the Code of Ethics. I objecte.

at that time because I didn’t think it was proper for his opiniol

to be before the jury and I thought it was a legal question,

something left to Your Honor’s instructions.

Unfortunately, my. objection in my view was overruled,

Mr. Parkinson was pirmitted to give his opinion which in my view

is somewhat self-serving in nature but in any event I think the

canons are to the contrary.

I made two suggestions in this motion, the Court eithe~
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permit me read the appropriate canon which I think has applica-

tion or-Your Honor reconsider the instruction which I tendered or

lawyer-client relationships where I had language apropos to this

point.

Your Honor apparently made a preliminary decision not

to use that language. Now that the matter is opened up with

Mr. Parkinson the Court permitted his opinion, I think the jury

should be permitted this standard of reference.

THE COURT: Isn’t there an instruction how far a

lawyer can go?

MR. GREEN: The issue to which I address myself is a

bit of testimony by Mr. Parkinson in his opinion there was no

impediment to Mr. Mardian’s revealing to him notwithstanding the

lawyer-client relationship what Mr. Mardian thought the law to

be, the lawyer-client relationship, referring to Parkinson, what

he, Parkinson, learned from Liddy. I think the canon indicates

that the contrary is possible and has been recognized as such.

We now have it on the record and I want to be able to

rebut that.

THE COURT: As a mistake of fact of the law in. the

case, suppose he did assume that?

MR. GREEN: I think having perf~itted him, Your Honor,

to put his opinion before the jury and over my objection, I

think the Court should see its way to somehow instruct this

jury as to what the law really is on this matter or at least
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instruct them that the opinion of Mr. Parkinson is irrelevant

and not to be taken by them as any~i.indication what the law is in

this matter, because it is a legal question.

THE COURT: I will give the Government an opportunity

to answer this short memorandum. We will discuss it later.

Very well, let’s call the jury.

I might announce to those present in Court or interest

that there will not be a session of Court tomorrow. I have sent

word to the jury through the Marshal to have them indicate

whether or not they would like to sit tomorrow or not and they

have indicated they would not like to sit tomorrow. That is it.

MR. STEIN: Your Honor, that may mean my opportunity

to speak m~y .arise around 4:15. I would rather not start that

¯ late in the day and go over.

THE COURT: We’ll wait until that time comes. I don’t

think we ought to force these jurors to sit. Maybe some want to

do some last-minute shopping or something like that. All right.

~9;hereupon, the jury entered the courtroom.)

THE COURT: Good morning, members of the jury.

Mr. Strickler, can you finish in about a half hour?

MR. STRICKLER: I would say give or take a few minutes

Your Honor, that is what I would hope to do.

THE COURT: Thank you.

d,
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CLOSING ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF DEFENDANT HALDEMAN ~Resumed)

MR. STRICKLER: May it please the Court, ladies and

gentlemen of the jury:

I amgoing tocomplete the argument by agreement with

the Court and counsel that Mr. Wilson started on Friday. It is

not my intention and I will not try to review the areas that he

has already discussed with you. It may be necessary for a minor

amount of overlapping where there is a point that will come up,

but I am not going to rehash his arguments with you.

I would like to commence so that you may know who you

are dealing with in this case. The setting in which the events

that you are considering arose and basically the ~nature of the

person that Defendant Robert Haldeman is.

You heard his testimony in this case as well as the

testimony of others as to his past, his work history, his

college, his Navy experience, his going to work for the J. Walte

Thompson Agency which was described as one of the largest advertl

ing agencies in the world, how he. rose in that agency to where h~

was a vice-president, he was a man@ger of the agency’s

Los Angeles office; he engaged in many civic and community

activities; he was on the Board of Regents of the University in

California and he then became acquainted with Mr. Nixon and in

1956 he would take a few months off here and even longer periods

from his agency always returning to his agency after one or

another of the camPaigns from 1956 up to 1968 when Mr. Nixon
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was~elected as the President.

You know that he became the chief of staff for

Mr. Nixon and you know what throughout his entire life he has

borne a fine reputation for truth and veracity. This was

to by witnesses from this stand.

Mr. Neal has taken occasion topoint out that certain

of these people with good reputations do improper acts. Let me

hasten to add to that that the law in its. great experience and

in its wisdom and the ~udge will so instruct you, is that

reputation,.good reputation standing alone is sufficient to

warrant an acquittal in any criminal case.

Now I say this so that you have in focus in your minds

when you begin your deliberations the person that Bob Haldeman i:

~Mr. Neal, when he commenced his arguments, one of the

first things that he said that was he was proud to be repr

the United States of America.

I, too, have represented the United States of America

on hundreds and hundreds of occasions and I was always proud to

represent the Government. But let me also add that in this case

I am equally proud to be representing Mr. Haldeman.

Now, again trying to take you back in time not to the

day, not with all the knowledge that has been accumulated today,

but what was. going on in 1972 and early 1973 and let ~me summariz~

just briefly if I may the functions that Mr. Haldeman was per-

forming for the then President of the United States.
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Mr. Neal has seen fit to describe Mr. Haldeman as the

second most powerful man in the United States as of~the period

we are discussing. It is true~ He was sitting at the top of

the heap. He had enormous duties and enormous responsibilities.

He was trying to make the awesome job of the President run as

smoothly as he could make it.

His function was to obtain information from all the

sources that flowed into his office, pick and choose, and sort

and funnel in the information that the President needed to run

his office. This is not a simple job. It could not always be

done properly perhaps but nevertheless this was the function

because we all realize no person at the top of our Government

can possi.bly, standing alone, sift through everything in the

mountains of detail that have to come to him. This was

Mr. Haldeman’s function -- to get material in<~.to~the President,

to sit with the President, and take the presidential decisions

back and be sure they started back down the ladder for decision

and for action.

He was with the President seven days a week, 24-hours

a day, 52 weeks a year, year in and year out. When the Presiden

traveled Mr. Haldeman was with him. When the President w~nt to

California for a "vacation", which was never a vacation, really,

Mr. Haldeman was there. If he went to Florida, if he went any-

where else in ~merica, Mr. Haldeman was there.

When the President, seeking to have some detente with
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foreign governments went to Russia, went to China, Mr. Haldeman

was there. Indeed, the trip to China took place during the

height of what you have been listening to.

I don’t want you to lose focus that everything that

was. going on at that time, the trip to China was in February

1973.

Now from what we have heard here for the last several

months, you may fall into the belief that Watergate, Watergate-

related matters, was the only concern of everybody at this

time. This is simply not true. We have, you may recall, the

Viet Nam War was winding down in 1972, intense negotiations were

underway to settle that horrible catastrophy. It was actually

settled in 1973. Again,.go back in time to these critical,

enormously important decisions to you and to me and to the

American people and to the world at which Mr. Haldeman was

sitting right at the apex and you can put the man and the job

in perspective.

There can be no suggestion that Mr. Haldeman was seek-

l~g any political power, he had it. There can be no suggestion

that he was seeking power in the political area, he was not

interested. There can be no suggestion that he was seeking

office in the Government, he had one of the h~best offices.

He simply had no motive to do any of the activities which are

charged here.

There has been some talk that Mr. Haldeman had an
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Let me focus on that just for one second.

First, it strikes me it was not really secret. The

people at the Committee to Re-elect knew about it, people in th~

White House knew about it, and, indeed, a stranger unrelated

to any of these people was asked to hold this money. That is

not the way that a fund is maintained in secrecy. Certainly,

if Mr. Haldeman had any base motives concerning the fund when

that money came into his hands, he would have had exclusive

control of it. He did not do that. Everyone in the White House

-- not everyone, but knowledgeable people in the White House

and the Committee to Re-elect the President -- knew of this fund

If you moved forward at thettime the money was returned at

Mr. Haldeman’s direction, get a receipt for this money, ft was

not complied with but not because Mr. Haldeman didn’t want it.

Again, on the fund, Mr. Haldeman has one chief, one

main accuser in this case -- Mr. John Dean. Take the character

of Mr. John Dean as it has emerged from the stand and stack it

up against the character that we know Mr. Haldeman has. And even

take the $350,000 which Mr. Haldeman could have had right in

his pocket, none of it came off into Mr. Haldeman’s pocket. His

chfef accuser, however, as has been brought out here, did pilfer

did take, did use for his personal use portions of that money.

Let me say Mr. Dean did not disclose this until the

Ervin Committee hearings.
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NOW, I have recited to you the Viet Namese problems

which were of such importance in 1972. These problems spawned

domestic unrest of such gigantic proportions I don’t think have

ever been matched in the history of .this country. There were

good people, conscientious pe~p~e~who were opposed to the

Viet Namese War. They did not engage in the type of illegal

activity which was at that time rampant and I mean bombings of

Post Offices, bombings of Federal courthouses, bombings of

Republican Committee Headquarters. .These are the things that

were. going on at that time. Mr. Haldeman completely awareof

these factors, Mr. Mardian has testified to, Mr. Magruder testi-

fied to them, really we don’t need testimony, we all recall.

Since that time I can’t even get into this Federal

courthouse without opening my suitcase for the guards. That is

what was spawned in 1972.

Now, the activities which any political party requires

is knowledge of what the other side is doing, legally obtained.

Let me emphasize that -- legally obtained. You need your people

your campaign workers to. go and listen to the opponent and repor~

back what he says, what his positions are, and you need to

formulate position papers. This is all legal activity. This is

~hat Mr. Haldeman wanted and wanted the Committee to establish a

apability for.

Now let me interrupt my train of thought now to say tha

~atergate as this evidence has shown is one of the most gigantic
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stupid pieces of idiot action that this country has ever seen.

I am not defending Watergate, I am not intending to do so. I

don’t believe I could do so if I wanted to.

Going back again, we have had White House horrors as

a phrase that someone coined and whichhas been embraced with

open arms by the prosecutors. Sure there were some things that

went on that no one is proud of at the moment. I believe this

is more a choice of personnel. Mr. Liddy as he comes out from

the stand is a completely irresponsible person. Mr. Liddy did

not know Mr. Haldeman and Mr. Haldem~n did not know Mr.. Liddy.

At that time let me. give three examples of matters

that I don’t believe are White House horrors:

If you will go back, you remember the SALT discussions

THE COURT: -- Excuse me, Mr. Strickler. I don’t like

to interrupt you but remember at the beginning of the argument

I told counsel they must noi use the expression, I don’t believe

You may argue the evidence doesn’t indicate this or that, but yol

must not give your personal opinion.

MR. STRICKLER: I understand.

THE COURT: Let’s proceed.

MR. STRICKLER: The SALT discussions were underway.

These are Strategic Arms Limitation Talks to limit the nuclear

Neapons powers. The White House had a negotiator who instructed

the negotiator as to the positions you can take when you talked

~ith the Russians. These positions were leaked in~-some fashion
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negotiating table knew our position.
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Is that a horror to try and find out the source of

those leaks? I submit that it is not. Henry Kissinger, then in

the White House, then moving in international circles to try to

achieve a peaceful world, negotiating with foreign powers, his

briefcase was riffled, his trash bags examined and the material

turned over to other people in the Government. The material was

leaked. Mr. Kissinger’s effectiveness was being destroyed. Is

it a horror to try to. get to the source of those leaks?

Then the Pentagon Papers, the third item. You heard

about them, you know about them. These were leaked. You know

some of the story, I am not going to review that.

My point is not only were they leaked to the press, bul

other copies found their way also immediately into the Russian

Embassy. Was it a White House horror to try and find the source

of those leaks? I say, no. I say any person engaged in trying

to find the source of those leaks was engaged in the highest

call of national unity.

These were other factors that must be borne in mind

as you listen to this case. These factors, ladies.and gentlemen

of the jury, will give you an appreciation of Mr. Haldeman. And

put him in the setting in which various things occurred and you

can examine his credibility in that light. You can examine his

motives in that light and ask yourselves was this man acting
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corruptly? Was he acting evil~y?

Now, with this background there is simply no evidence

before you ladies and gentlemen of the jury that Mr. Haldeman

had any knowledge of the events which were to occur at the

Democratic National Committee. The architects of this plan~

were Magruder, Liddy, and perhaps Hunt. Mr. Haldeman did not

know either Mr. Liddy or Mr. Hunt. Mr. Haldeman did know

Jeb Magruder. Jeb Magruder sitting at the top of this architect

group for the planning of Watergate testified to you that he nev

at any time had any discussions with Mr. Haldeman pertaining to

the planning, its execution or the cover-up of Watergate.

Mr. Dean confirmed this testimony and if you care to

listen to Mr. Dean confirming this request the March 22nd tape,

Page 18, while you listen to it where he said that he was

satisfied ~at that time on March 22nd, Mr. Dean said, he was

satisfied that no one in the White House had any prior knowledge

of these tragic.events at the Democratic National Committee.

Mr. Reisner, who was one of the lower echelon employee~

who Mr. Neal I believe said had no motive to fabricate and I

think -- strike that.

And this is what the evidence would show, said that

nothing that moved from the Committee to Mr. Haldeman’s office --

and I use that word loosely because not everything that got into

Mr. Haldeman’s office got to Mr. Haldeman any more than anything

got into the White House got to the President -- but in any event

~r

~r
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Mr. Reisner said that nothing had passed between his office and

he was the forwarding officer for the Committee to Mr. Haldeman

office, contained any suggestion of illegality.

So you can’t put Mr. Haldeman on having notice of any

illegality.

The tapes define nothing on the tapes and you can

listen to them till the end of time that charges Mr. Haldeman

with any pre-knowledge of the events of Watergate.

Now Mr. Neal says when he argues to the jury, but on

June 17th the word flashed out around the country about what had

happened and Mr. Haldeman, word was flashed to Mr. Haldeman.

This is trying to sweep everybody into a conspiracy, this is the

initial Government effort. Someone standing out on the peripher

like a vacuum cleaner trying to get drawn into the conspiracy.

The fact is Mr. Haldeman was not called on June 17. Word was

not flashed to Mr. Haldeman on June 17. There was a conspiracy

alluded to with Mr. Magruder on the 18th that has been covered

by Mr. Wilson and I will not repeat that.

The next action by Mr. Haldeman occurs on June 20th

when he went into see the President. Watergate was one of the

host of subjects discussed at that meeting.

Mr. Haldeman, as perhaps you have observed, is an

inventoried note taker, his pencil and pad is always going. He

testified this is what he did when he went into the President’s

office, he was always taking notes of what was transpiring. The
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Government used some of those notes, brought them into evidence

for you ladies and gentlemen of the jury.

On June 20th, three days after the break-in,

Mr. Haldeman did see the President of the United States. Water-

gate was discussed. Mr. Haldeman told you from the stand there

was no illegality discussed at that meeting with the President,

nothing concerning knowledge of the break-in, nothing concerning

a cover-up.

He testified to you ladies and gentlemen of the jury

that this was a matter concernigg the adverse public relations,

how the Democrats were. going to maximize the impact of Watergate

for political advantage. This was of great concern.

I might add that on or about this day, June 20th, the

Democratic National Committee did in fact file a million-dollar-

plus lawsuit against the Committee and others. So there was

this seed for adverse public relations and Mr. Haldeman said

this was the subject of my discussion with the President.

His notes that are in the possession of the prosecutor,

and you might -- well, you can’t, they had identified

Mr. Haldeman’s notes as Government Exhibit 143 and it was not

admitted into evidence; but Mr. Haldeman’s testimony is very

clear.

Now, there should be no speculation in the jury that

Mr. Haldeman during the period of the bugging at the Democratic

National Committee, and it was a very brief period I might observ
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Memorial Day, sometime over that weekend until June 17th where

the proceeds of any bugging would be limited to no more than a

14-day period. I am not trying to minimize it, it is a critical

period, but I am trying to press to the jury the total period

was some 14 days.

No one has testified that Mr. Haldeman received any of

the "wire tap logs." Mr. Magruder was, as I said, the architect

of this matter along with Mr. Liddy, testified that only one

copy of these documents were ever made and he retained that copy

himself.

So, again I say in concluding that phase that

Mr. Haldeman had absolutely no knowledge of any of these

horrible events which preceded and took place at the time of the

arrest in the Democratic National Committee.

Now, Mr. Wilson discussed with you the matter of the

destruction of documents allegedly made by Mr. Strachan. Let

me review just a couple pieces of that testimony for you.

On June 17, which is a Saturday, Mr. Haldeman is in

Florida. He hears nothing on June 17 about Watergate except

what he may have heard in a meeting or discussed from other

people who heard it in the meeting.

Mr. Magruder was in California. Mr. Magruder and

Mr. Strachan talked, Mr. Magruder says, and they mutually agreed

to a destruction of documents. Magruder did not mention this

subject to Mr. Haldeman and Mr. Magruder testified to that from
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this stand. Mr. Haldeman did not talk to Mr. Strachan on June 1

on June 18, or on June 19th. June 19th being a Monday.

Mr. Dean, and he is the only witness to this story,

and he has to get it second hand, Mr. Dean says that Mr. Strachal

told him that over the weekend he had cleaned his files.

Now over the weekend Mr. Strachan did not talk to

Mr. Haldeman. If there was any cleaning of files by Mr. Stracha~

and it is a big if in my mind, if there was any cleaning of file~

it was not done on Mr. Haldeman’s instructions.

Now let me review what cleaning of files, if you

believe Mr. Dean’s testimony, there was. According to Mr. Dean

Mr. Strachan destroyed two matters; One, we now know is Sedan~

documents which were completely legally obtained information.

No question about that. The other was some instruction concerni~

activities from Mr. Haldeman to Mr. Magruder which again was non.

Watergate related.

So even if you. believe Mr. Dean that Strachan told him

he cleaned a file over the weekend, we have the fact this could

not have been done on Mr. Haldeman’s instructions and even the

documents destroyed did not pertain to Watergate.

Mr. Neal has, and I am sure will continue to emphasize

where he thinks it is. advantageous any statements by a witness

that I don’t recall this particular matter, I don’t recall this

particular subject, this is not peculiar to witnesses or to

people in general. We go back to Mr. Kalmbach raising money
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which was stimulated by Mr. Dean on June 28th. Mr. Dean testi-

fied he could notrecall whether or not he had talked to

Mr. Haldeman about this subject.~ Mr. Kalmbach testified that

Mr. Dean never told him that the purpose of his raising money

was for any reason other than to pay the attorneys’ fees and

family support for these defendants. This is in every way con-

sistent with Mr. Haldeman’s testimony as toeverything he ever

heard about this case until we get way up into the investigation

period in the late spring of 1973.

Mr. Kalmbach had the same information that Mr. Haldema~

had, and these statements all emanated from Mr. Dean. Mr. Kalmb~

did not hear from Mr. Dean that his raising money had been appro~

by Mr. Haldeman. Asia matter of fact, Mr. Kalmbach testified

that he had no contact whatsoever at any time with Mr. Haldeman

about this money.

Now, questions have been posed and they will continue

to be posed about this case. The Government has alleged a

gigantic conspiracy here where there is an agreement either

expressed or understood between the parties that they are going

to achieve this criminal goal. If Mr. Kalmbach, Mr. Haldeman,

Mr. Dean and others had entered into such a conspiracy, what

evidence is there of it other than John Dean? Take Kalmbach-

Haldeman, no discussion whatsoever about this illegality. Take

the tapes. This is a fertile source for your inquiry.

Recall Mr. Dean had a series of meetings beginning in
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late February with the President, and I mean daily or practicall’

daily meetings, lengthy meetings in the Oval Office, or in the

Executive Office Building.

those meetings, Mr. Dean.

.He was asked what occurred du~ing

He said, I really don’t recall.

These were seven, eight, nine meetings, I think he did

give a few subjects that may have been discussed but he could

not account for what was discussed during that series of meetingl

I say that nothing from this stand was presented con-

cerning those meetings other than Dean’s failure to recall the

bulk of what transpired.

What does this mean?

Mr. Neal engages in inferences from evidence. Doesn’t

this mean there was no evidence on the tapes of a conspiracy?

Doesn’t this mean that if these tapes contained evidence of a

conspiracy, you would have heard it?

No, I submit, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, that

there is no evidence that would tie all ~hese people together

into a neat package that the Government has presented to you.

There is an absolute void of any evidence, of secret deliveries

of money, of clandestine meetings which can be attributed to

Mr. Haldeman. He knew nothing about this and none of the evi-

dence shows he knew anything about it, that he was engaged in

much more important matters and I dare say in this critical

period of time the Watergate matters were no more than a pimple

on the mound of his other duties.
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NOW, on June 23 Mr. Haldeman received -- or on June

22nd Mr. Haldeman received advice from John Dean. The advice

was --

THE COURT: -- Excuse me, let me ask you a question.

Excuse me for interrupting.

I understood, maybe I am wrong, when Mr. Wilson asked

for a half hour for you, you were going to talk about subjects

maybe he didn’t cover. The point is you exceeded a half hour.

I don’t want to cut anybody off from arguing but I don’t want

repetitive arguments before the jury. I thought you were~going

to argue on the so-called perjury counts, something like that,

and here you are covering the facts.

Now, what are we~going to do here?

MR. STRICKLER: Your Honor, may I say I am not trying

to repeat what Mr. Wilson said. There are some points in the

areas he discussed --

THE COURT:

argue.

-- Ordinarily we only allow one lawyer to

MR. STRICKLER:

THE COURT: Let’s proceed.

MR. STRICKLER: I think I can finish very easily in

10 to 15 minutes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Very well.

MR. STRICKLER: Now, by June 23 -- I am returning now

to the state of Mr. Haldeman’s knowledge as of June 23, 1972.

Yes, and I appreciate that, Your Honor
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This is difficult but I think it must be done.

Mr. Dean had been advised to keep in touch with

Watergate. He was. going to be the White House contact on

iWatergate because, as I have said, the potential for adverse

political embarrassment was apparent to everyone. Mr. Dean had

talked to Mr. Gray on June 21 and June 22nd. He knew what

Mr. Gray’s theories were, he found out that there was some

question about the Dahlberg and Ogarrio moneys as they have

become to be known in this courtroom and he recognized this as

a very sensitive area. The sensitivity of this area was not

Watergate, the sensitivity of this area is that there had been

a new law which had come into effect on April 7th, 1972 which

required all the names of all donors to be reported and the

amount of this contributions.

Substantial sums of money had been collected prior to

April 7 which did not have to be reported. It had been colle~te~

on the basis that the donors’ names would be kept confidential

and that their names would never be disclosed.

Into this category fell the Andreas and Dahlberg check~

Let me say two things: Testimony shows Mr. Dahlberg was cleared

of any Watergate responsibility, his money didn’t have anything

to do with it at least directly. It was a tremendous embarrassm~

on Mr. Andreas and Mr. Dahlberg because he was a Hubert Humphrey

supporter and Mr. Andreas naturally wouldn’t want it known he wa~

a Humphrey supporter.
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NOW in the press at that time were tremendous efforts

to have all this money disclosed on a voluntary basis. Tremendol

pressure. This was uppermost in the President’s mind,

Mr. Haldeman’s mind, and Mr. Dean’s mind. So when Mr. Dean

heard from Mr. Gray of this matter he reported it to Mr. Haldema~

You heard the tape of June 23 and you heard it characterized.

Mr. Neal says we are back in the problem area. Sure

they are back in the problem area, they have a potential

embarrassment on their hands, that is~...the subject of major focus

at that moment in time. So it is reported to the President by

Mr. Haldeman who Mr. Dean has told you what Mr. Gray told him.

Mr. Dean told you what he".told Mr. Haldeman. Mr. Haldeman told

you what he told the President and the tapes bear this out.

Mr. Haldeman was relating to the President the exact

story that Mr. Dean had told him. The matter was discussed

between the President and Mr. Haldeman and the President made a

decision as to what to do, instructed Mr. Haldeman to meet with

Walters and Gray.

The meeting occurred, the President had by the time

the meeting occurred brought up the national security interest,

this is on the tape, it brought up the Bay of Pigs, it was a

potential embarrassment and he had in his mind the political

embarrassment of revealing campaign donors’ funds.

These matters are all on the tape of June 23.

Now, as of June 23 we have absolutely no evidence in
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this record that the President knew a blooming thing abQUt

Watergate or the cover-up. So the President in his mind could

not have had a cover-up motive on June 23. He had to have a

pure political motive to avoid this embarrassment of the

revelation of campaign donors.

This is the same state of mind possessed by Mr. Haldem~

at that time.

So we have, let me say, the political embarrassment

idea which was uppermost at that time was testified to as well

by Mr. Dean and by Mr. LaRue in this record.

So the meeting took place. I will discuss that in one

second.

When the head of the CIA could not satisfy Mr. Haldemar

that a full-scale FBI investigation could not compromise CIA

assets, Mr. Haldeman says: You go to Mr. Gray, he is seeking

guidance, and tell him to be careful of uncovering CIA assets.

This was the end of the matter for Mr. Haldeman. The

President’s instructions had been carried out, the problem had

been taken from Mr. Haldeman to the President, the President

decided, the President issued instructions and Mr. Haldeman

related those instructions as it was his function to do. From

then on he forgot the matter. It never again arose in his mind.

I say there was no corrupt or evil purpose in this.

As I have said, Mr. Dahlberg, as facts proved, show@d

this was a non-Watergate related matter and Mr. Dean likewise
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testified to this and Mr. LaRue testified to this. So in the

minds of the participants to this meeting the call was not a

Watergate related matter.

Now Mr. Walters did see Mr. Gray. He testified from

the stand that Mr. Haldeman did not make any improper proposals

to him. He didn’t even begin writing memoranda until five days

later, it occurred to him that perhaps Mr. Dean was making

improper proposals. Then he began writing memoranda. He

related that to you that Mr. Helms was of the opinion that some

CIA methods or operations in Mexico could be compromised by this

investigation.

Now a brief review of another matter on September 15

and again taking you back in time to what Mr. Dean, what Mr. Neal

characterizes as good John Dean or mean John Dean.

Look at good John Dean, if you will. He is testifying

before the Ervin Committee as to the September 15 meeting of the

President where Mr. Dean said, told the President: I didn’t

know the matters wouldn’t come unraveled, I didn’t know cover-up

could be maintained, I didn’t know this or that; and the evidenc~

has shown not a word of truth in those words of John Dean.

What he was doing was creating an aura of high-level

involvement as of September 15, 1972. He did not know of the

tapes at that time. When the tapes came out this aura .he was

trying to create dissolved because it had no substance. Mr. Dear

just flatly didn’t tell the truth to the Ervin Committee in that
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Now let me also say as you listen and I hope you will

to the September 15 tape,, that Mr. Dean testified about the

trouble of raising money he was having problems raising money,

~her~:on that tape of September 15 when according to the Govern-

ment the conspirators are talking, they are congratulating each

other on the great job they done, where~n that tape of September

15 is anything to support that position?

It is not there. !t is not there~

If Mr. Dean at~that time was talking to his co-conspira

as he says he was and if at that time. he was having ~rouble

raising money, such. conversationwould have appeared on that

tape. It did not appear. Dean was mean John Dean..

Let.me move you forward to Camp David. I have only

one more subject to discuss.

On November 15, 1972 Mr, Dean testified he got in an

automobile with Mr. Minnick, rode to Camp David and there he mad~

a tape~ the tape of the Hunt-Colson conversation~ in which Hunt

made references to blabkmail. That tape was played to you ladie~

and gentlemen of the jury. That tape takes 22 minutes to play,

give or take a couple minutes, and it is mostly give, because I

think it runs a little over 22 minutes.

Mr. Minnick was not asked how long Mr. Dean was in with

Mr. Ehrlichman and Mr. Haldeman on direct examination, as I re-

call. On cross-examination Mr. Wilson: Mr. Minnick, how long

:0]~
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were these three people together? Mr. Minnick says 15 minutes.

That was his testimony from the stand. This was terrible for th

prosecution. The time period is really too short to start with

Fifteen minutes does make it impossible.

So on cross-examination Mr. Minnick was asked if he

had earlier told the prosecutors in their office that maybe thi~

meeting lasted 20 to 25 minutes and he said, Yes, he did.

I can’t accept that. If the jury accepts even the

maximum estimate of Mr. Minnick’s of 25 minutes they were in

with Mr. Haldeman and Mr. Ehrlichman instead of the 15 minutes

he came up with before you ladies and gentlemen of the jury,

then you find a tape lasting 2~minutes was played, you find

Mr. Dean acknowledges talking with Mr. Haldeman and Mr. Ehrlichm

about the Dwight Chapin matter and giving them a letter which

had been prepared by Mr. Moore and which Mr. Dean brought from

Washington to Camp David~ so it could be reviewed, the subject

was whether Mr. Moore should be discharged for his participation

in another matter or whether he should be censored.

MR.FRATES: Excuse me, Your Honor.

Mr. Chapin?

MR. STRICKLER: Did I say Moore?

Mr. Chapin should be censored or discharged.

I think you mean

I do get confused.

Mr. Chapin was a

close personal friend of Mr. Haldeman’s and Mr. Haldeman took

this subject up. It was not lightly reviewed.

Mr. Haldeman testified that matter Was the only matter
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discussed at Camp David in the 15 .or 25 minutes, the review of

Mr. Moore’s proposal and m~rits or demerits that had to deal

with Mr. Chapin.

Mr. Dean, himself, confirms that the Chapin matter

was discussed. He says for as much as ten minutes.

Ladies and gentlemen, when you mo~e into a meeting,

you have your opening greetings or salutations, you have your

closing, greetings and salutations, and you discuss a matter

for ten minutes and play a take for 22 minutes, it just doesn’t

fit in the time period we have here.

I say Mr. Minnick has no motive to lie, Mr. Haldeman’s

testimony, Mr. Ehrlichman’s testimony and Mr. Minnick’s testimon

cannot be overriden by the story of John Dean.

Now you undoubtedly will be listening to the tape of

March 21st. I would like to make just one or two minor points

on this which to me reach major significance. Mr. Dean

characterized this and the Government has used it in a shorthand

way as being a cancer on the Presidency speech. Dean did use

these words in that meeting. So it is now the cancer on the

Presidency speech. But why such dramatic language? If this

subject had been discussed repeatedly from June 17 through July,

August, September, October, November, December~ January, Februar

as Mr. Dean testified, if this subject had been discussed among

co-conspirators so frequently and in such detail as Mr. Dean

testified, there would have been no need for a cancer on the
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Presidency speech, it would all have been known at that time.

So when Mr. Dean characterizes this speech as a

cancer on the Presidency speech he is saying to you ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, I am making a disclosure for the first

time. And indeed, he does tell the President on that tape, I an

telling you things today you never heard before.

This was a startling experience, the White House bein<

blackmailed. It was matters of, as I explained, putting them

in dealing with national security. I want you ladies and

gentlemen to listen to the tape, not just a phrase here or the~,

but the total tape. You will find the President and Mr. Dean

and Mr. Haldeman reviewing ~his, that and the other thing, reach

ing apparent decisions, changing decisions, reaching this, movin

on this possible position, doing this, the exact type of dis-

cussion anybody being faced with blackmail would undergo.

Listen and you will hear it all. You will hear the

various positions that can be taken and then reach yQur con-

clusion. There has been not a bit of evidence from this stand

that any action was taken as a result of that meeting. No money

~as paid as a result of that meeting.

Now I would like to briefly discuss and I get full of

words when I stand up here and have so much to say on such a

major case, I would like to put this in setting the perjury

count and the specific acts charged to Mr. Haldeman.

In creating this element there is no purpose of
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belitting anyone, I would like to make a comment on the basis

of matters that occurred during this trial. Maybe you don’t

even recall them now but they are in the record. If I am wrong

on them as.Mr. Neal said, you will take me to task.

Mr. Ben-Veniste said in his opening statement, ladies

and gentlemen, and referring to good John Dean and relating to

you the history of the Hunt safe contents he said with relation

to the contents while they turned over the balance of the

material in Hunt’s safe to the FBI agents who were investigatin!

the case some material went directly to the Director and the

test of it went to the FBI agents. This accounts for all the

material in the Hunt safe. This was not true.

Mr. Dean testified from the stand that he destroyed

the Hermes notebooks, he did it at the time when the original

trial in the Watergate was on, he did it after repeatedly he

didn’t have knowledge of it. It wasn’t until November 1973 he

informed the prosecutors of this matter.

Let me hasten to add Mr. Ben-Veniste is an able

opponent, is full of integrity as any member of this Bar, and

while he made the statement on direct examination it was not

with an intent to deceive you, I don’t want you to think that,

but it was made.

Mr. Ben-Veniste made what I think is an absolutely

innocent mistake.

Another example, Mr. Mardian was asked about his diary
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in front of you ladies and gentlemen of the jury. Hesaid he

couldn’t account for a page missing but he certainly had no

responsibility for it.

missing?

He was asked, Now, isn’t a page mysteri(

Subsequently in his case this diary page was presente(

to you ladies and gentlemen of the jury, it had been in the

Senate. His whole complete diary had been in the Senate

investigating committee all the time. Whenit was presented

one other prosecutor said this matter wasn’t discussed before

the jury. Again an error, an innocent error. Nevertheless an

error.

Now, why do I make.these points?

Itis because Mr. Haldeman has such a vital stake in

this case. He, too, gave testimony before the Senate Committee

and many other places as well. He is now charged with three

counts of perjury. And I say when you look at these matters

from the position of a witness doing his best to recount storie~

I can ask you to look at Count Nine for example where he had a

prepared statement before the Ervin Committee, made no reference

to Mr. Magruder whatsoever committing perjury. He is on the

stand, in national television, hot lights focused on him and

one of the Senators said: Was Magruder’s. perjury discussed.

And he say~, Idon’t believe that it was. He don’t recall it.

I can’t find evil motive,purpose or intent.

I could say the same~thing about the other count,
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Count Seven, which charges him with lying when he said he didn’t

know anyone at the White House knew of the hush money, he belie~

that is still true even today.

of that statement.

be wrong.

He still believes in the truth

And Mr. Wilson covered the other counts on: It would

Don’t forget Mr. Haldeman at the start of his state-

ment said: I am going to give you in substance and read it, it

is in his addendum, I am going to give you in substance what I

can remember about that meeting and remember that the words,

that it would be wrong, were used and Mr. Wilson explained.

I submit the evidence will not support a finding that

Mr. Haldeman in any respect believed his testimony was false

when he gave i~.

Now the overt acts when you retire to your jury room,

read the indictment, read the overt acts, you will find the 45

or so overt acts Mr. Haldeman is charged with having participate~

in just eight of them. I will briefly run down them, they have

been fully discussed for you, I want to make a point of

Mr. Haldeman’s activities as alleged by the Government.

The first item relied upon by the Government is that

Mr. Strachan destroyed documents.

I just finished explaining that to you, that it simply

zouldn’t have happened.

The second item is at Camp David, the playing of tapes

es
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by Mr. Dean.

I just demonstrated to you again that Mr. Dean’s

testimony is inconsistent of all logic and testimony of other

witnesses~ No action is taken, the tape is played, he has

acquired some information.

Then we have the payments of the money, the $350,000

fund which Mr. Haldeman never denied, never tried to evade or

avoid, he says he had the same information that Mr. Kalmbach had

that it was for attorneys’ fees and there is not a blooming

thing wrong with that, it has been his consistent testimony and

testimony on the tapes. Hear the tapes and you will find his

testimony supported in every respect. You will n~ver find any

reference he knew it was hush money.

Again, we move to March 21 and two overt acts alleged

there that he was present when Hunt’s blackmail threat was taken

No action taken. He acquired some information, he~heard all

this but no action was taken or decisions made. No action taken

to further the conspiracy in any way, shape or form.

And the final activity on March 21, please read your

indictment on this, is Count 41. The Government says after

Mr. Dean had proposed a meeting in the meeting, after Dean pro-

posed a meeting Mitchell and he get together the following day

that Mr. Haldeman called Mr. Mitchell.

Of course it happened but there is no -- the mere fact

of Mr. Haldeman making a telephone call to Mr. Mitchell for
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Mr. Mitchell to come to Washington is charged as an overt act

in this conspiracy and there has been not one word of evidence

from this stand to say that had anything to do with the con-

spiracy and Mr. Haldeman says he made the call: I called

Mr. Mitchell, I asked him to come down, if he could Come down

the next morning and later that day his secretary returned the

call to my secretary and gave him the hour. That is all.

Don’t, when you~read Overt Act No. 41 feel it has any-

thing whatsoever to do with this conspiracy. And the following

day we had ample testimony, it has been rehased by Mr. Wilson as

to that meeting and certainly if Mr. Haldeman overheard any

statement that I guess Mr. Hunt’s problem has been taken care

of, that is all he ever did, he has no knowledge of it,to this

day he doesn!t know what was taken care of or what was not.

Even the facts make it clear Mr. Haldeman had no knowledge of

this.

In conclusion, ladies and gentlemen, I have been longe

than I wanted to be, longer than I should have been, I submit

that the evidence does not warrant a conclusion on your part

that Mr. Haldeman during any of these proceedings or any of

these events, as I just stated are very limited as to Mr. Haldem

had any corrupt purpose or any evil intent. I think he was

acting in all respects as the chief of staff to the President of

the United States and I submit he had no involvement in the

Watergate cover-up and he is on trial because John Dean has
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chosen to put him there and John Dean made this decision when

he appeared before the Ervin Committee on September 15 and said

that everyone has knowledge.

Listen to the September 15 tape and you will find this

is not true and John Dean’s story which implicates Mr. Haldeman

is simply false.

Thank you.

THE COURT: All right, we’ll take our morning recess.

(Whereupon, at 10:40 a.m., the jury left the

courtroom.)

THE COURT: Mr. Hundley, how long do you ~hink you

will be?

MR. HUNDLEY: A couple hours, Your Honor, I think.

MR. NEAL: Your Honor, I guess there is nothing we can

do about this but I feel this is a sample this ~morning what.hap-

pens when the Government gives or doesn’t insist --

THE COURT: -- I wish you hadn’t have yielded.

Mr. Strickler told me Friday he would take about a half hour,

or Mr. Wilson told me, and he is now a little over an hour. I

realize there is a lot to talk about but you had to cover five

cases, that is a big difference between each attorney’s time,

MR. NEAL: OneDefendant has taken a~most as much time

as I took of the entire case.

THE COURT: I understand that. I am not going to let

two lawyers argue after this. I indicated that before.
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All right, let’s take our recess.

(Recessed at 10:50 a.m.)
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(After recess, 11:04 a.m.)

(Jury in the box.)

SUMMATION ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANT

JOHN N. MITCHELL

MR. HUNDLEY: Your Honor, may I proceed?

THE COURT: You may proceed.

MR. HUNDLEY: Briefly, at the outset, ladies and gentl

men of the jury,I want to add my thanks and Mr. Mitchell’s

thanks and Mr. Cacheris’ thanks for the outstanding civil servic

you performed here at, I know, great personal inconvenience.

I want you to know I understand it and I appreciate

it.

I think if I have had ny one great strength in this

case it has been brevity and that and winning about ninety percel

of my motions for recess, .which is about the only thing I have

won so far.

THE COURT: Why do you look at me?

MR. HUNDLEY: Now, I have got one preliminary obser-

vation to make before I get right into the evidence and I will

try to be brief.

I will try to go to the issues in this case and I will

try to meet the Government’s evidence.

If you will bear with me I will not get into extran-

eous matters.

At the outset let me make this one observation. Mr.
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Neal, in his summation, indicated what you heard in all of thol

White House tapes was not only conspiratorial but perhaps

reflected maybe the darkest period of our entire 200-year

as a nation.

I am not going to dispute that. That might well be.

But I want you to remember all through my summation and all

your deliberations, out of all of those tapes that you heard

and the Government presented that John Mitchell was just

at one tape and that was the March 22, 1973, meeting, and I

will address myself to that in detail later on, and I wnat you

to remember that all through this summation, that the day

he~.was called down, he was summoned down by Nixon to attend a

meeting on March 22, the day before, according to John Dean’s

testimony there was a meeting and there was an agreement reached

before he ever attended one of those meetings that he was going

to be the ~all guy, he was going to take all the blame for

Watergate.

Just remember that was one agreement that was an agree.

ment to.have John Mitchell be the fall guy in this case.

Now, remember as you listen to these tapes or as you

have l~stened to them there is a lot of talk about John Mitchell

thereafter but only one meeting that he is at, and when you

understand he had been marked for extinction on March 21, you

can imagine the very unkind things said about him at that time.

Mr. Neal made an analogy to an orchestra and I would
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say this to you, that while the maestro of the White House

bank might have been orchestrating some pretty strange tunes

down there, it was clear that John Mitchell was not one of the

boys in that band.

Now, let me harken back just a moment to what Mr.

Ben-Veniste said in his opening statement so many months ago.

He said John Mitchell had a particular motive to engag

in this coverup and that particular motive was to suppress the

fact that he, Mitchell, was aware of and indeed authorized the

Liddy Gemstone plan,

Now, Mr. Ben-Veniste also said in addition to that

particular motive he had a general motive and that was to pre-

serve Mr. Mitchell’s power base in Government.

I think that the evidence has demonstrated that Mr.

Mitchell’s power base in the Nixon administration was to say the

very least greatly exaggerated.

Now, I think that particular motive that Mr. Ben-

Veniste stressed and the particular motive that Mr. Neal stresse

in his ~ummation, namely, that their contention is that Mitchell

approved the DNC bugging, is very, very important and I will

tell you why it is very, very important.

Because, if, as the Government contends, John Mitchell

did approve the break-in in the DNC, then he does, he would

have a motive to join in the coverup, there isn’t any question

about it.
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That is the traditional reason that people who engage

in coverups and conspiracies to cover up~ because they have

done something wrong and they have a particular motive, and

as Mr. Neal and Mr. Ben-Veniste argued, to cover up.

An~ then, if in fact you were to find -- and I am

going to argue that you should not find on the evidence -- if yo

were to find, as the Government has contended so strenuously

that John Mitchell did indeed authorize the DNC bugging, then

all of this post-June 17th, ’72, evidence when the burglars

were arrested is viewed in an entirely different light.

Then you would have to view it in the light of Mr.

Mitchell’s involvement in the break-in, but, as I have contended

throughout this trial, and I have done and we have done our

level best to prove to you not only that John Mitchell did not

authorize the bugging, we have tried to prove who actually did.

Now, the reason that is so important is that if John

Mitchell did not authorize the DNC bugging, nobody contends that

John Mitchell ~had any involvement in any of the other White

House horrors, so if John Mitchell was not involved in the DNC

bugging, then he had nothing personal either to gain or to fear

from the exposure of that fact.

Now, if in fact that is the case, as we will argue

here, then, as Mr. Neal argued to you in his summation, you can

draw a whole different set of inferences from what Mr. Mitchell

did after the June 17th, 1972 period.
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NOW, admittedly, admittedly, John Mitchell was very

loyal to President Nixon. Admittedly, he worked for the re-elect

of Mr. Nixon. Admittedly, he made a conscious solitary non-

conspiratorial decision somewhere along the line that what he

had found out about the wrongdoing in the White House, that he

was not going to disclose because he was convinced, he was con-

vinced that~President Nixon was not involved and he thought it

would be unfair to make those disclosures, the suspicions that

he had, because he felt it would unfairly hurt President Nixon.

It really isn’t important whether you and I agree with

Mr. Mitchell’s evaluation to President Nixon at that time, at

this time or any other time, but I think it is important that

if you feel that ~. Mitchell -- and I think the evidence shows

there is no dispute about this -- that his sincerity and loyalty

and dedication to the Presidency was sincere and that what he

did or what he didn’t do after June 17, 1972,was predicated upon

that sincerity, and belief and loyalty that is an entirely

different ball game than if what he did after June 17, 1972,

was to Goverup his own involvement in criminal actions.

That is why this has been so important in this case,

why the Government has tried so hard to prove that John Mitchell

authorized the bugging and why I have dome my very, very level

best to prove from the witnesses on that stand that not only

did John Mitchell turn it down and turned it off and off and off

but to establish to you who did authorize it.
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NOW, with that background, what I am going to do then

is summarize the evidence first on what I consider this critical

question of who authorized th~.s breakin of the DNC and then try

and analyze the evidence as it applied to Mr. Mitchell’s post-

June 17th period of the alleged coverup case in this case.

That is why I say it is very important to keep your

eye on that ball because His Honor will charge you with motive,

that motive is one of the things you have to take into considera

tion,, you have to determine whether or not John Mitchell had

a specific intent to violate the law as charged in this case.

Now, loyalty per se we will all agree is not a crime

and His Honor will instruct you that you can’t find him guilty

on that alone.

What you have go t to find is the acts. It makes a

tremendous amount of difference whether or not he had personal

involvement in this or he is acting out of his trememdous sense

of loyalty to the President.

It doesn’t matter whether that loyalty was misguided

or misplaced, unreciprocated or anything else.

If that was sincere loyalty on his part, and he didn’t

commit any of the acts in this indictment, then we feel the

evidence will sustain an acquittal in this case.

Let me go then to the authorization. First of al!,

let me say this, that we judge a man sometimes like you judge

a thoroughbred horse. You judge him by his track record.
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NOW, there has been evidence in this case showing that

John Mitchell’s track record is, as far as illegal bugging and

illegal breaking in plans are concerned, there was evidence

in this case, for instance, to show that in 1971 the so-called

Houston ~lan was emanated in the White House, came to Mr.

Mitchell’s attention and that plan, as you remember, contem-

plated black advance jobs, illegal buggings and break-ins.

There is no dispute that one of the people who helped

turn that job off was John Mitchell.

Then we saw how in 1971 we get down to this particular

campaign that again another plan emanated in the White House

for political intelligence in the course of the campaign, namely.

the so-called sandwedge plan.

There, again, that plan had the potentiality for

illegal bugging, break-ins and what have you.

Again the evidence, which is undisputed by all account~

John Mitchell avoided and turned off the sandwedge plan.

Then we get up to two meetin@s in the Attorney General

office, ~ne of January 27th, 1972, the other about a week later,

February 4, 1972.

Now by all accounts,by everybody’s testimony, Govern-

ment witnesses, Mr. Mitchell, everyone else, clearly there was

no approval given at those meetings for the Liddy bugging plan.

Now, Mr. Neal would have you believe that basically

all that John Mitchell did at those two meetings in his office
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was oppose the price of the plan.

He would have you believe that the evidence shows that

Mitchell did not oppose the concept, the illegal concept,that

he was just quibbling about the price.

Now, that is very important to Mr. Nell because Mr.

Neil has to extricate himself from the problem he finds himself

in when he gets down to Key Biscayne, March 30, 1972.

Mr. Neal argued in his summation that it was the Key

Biscayne, March 30, 1972, meeting in which Magruder came back

with the plan, LaRue was there and John Mitchell reluctantly

approved the plan.

That is his contention.

Now, as you know, and I will get into it in more

detail, the only problem with that argument is Mitchell said it

wasn’t approved, Magruder says it was, and you remember what

LaRue said, LaRue said no approval.

So that is the problem Mr. Neal has with that.

So to try and extricate himself he takes the position

in his argument to you that the evidence shows that all Mitchell

did at the two meetings in the Attorney General’s office was

send it back to the drawing board, the price was too high.

Well, let’s see if the evidence doesn’t sustain the

proposition that what Mitchell did was turn down the concept,

the illegal concept, just as he had with the Houston plan and th.

sandwedge plan.
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NOW, let’s take the January 27th meeting. First of

all, there is no dispute in the evidence that Mitchell didn’t

have the faintest idea what these people were coming over for.

He didn’t set up the meeting, the meeting was set up and they

cam in.

You heard Mr. Mitchell testify from that stand that

he said at that meeting, take out those charts and burn them,

which is pretty forceful language, if you want to turn off a

concept.

Now, Magruder, when he testified in this trial, he

wouldn’t admit that JM, John Mitchell, said that at that time.

From this witness stand Magruder didn’t say that. He

just gave the version that Mitchell sent him back to the

drawing board.

So let’s see what Magruder said when he was talking to

his friend, Mr. LaRUe.

You remember Mr. LaRue, Mr. Neal had high praise for

Mr. LaRue as a man who had nomotive to lie, who was very

friendly to John Mitchell and who was a witness you people could

rely upon.

I don’t dispute what Mr. Nell said in that regard,

by the way.

But what does Mr. Magruder tell Mr. LaRue about what

happened at that first meet±ng with the Attorney General?

Here is what he tells him, and this is at page 6766
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of the transcript, and as Mr. Neal said, I will ~orrect him in

any errors he made in the transcript. He gets the last word an4

you can be sure that any errors I make he is going to correct me

on.

Now, on page 6766 of the transcript this is what LaRuE

testified.

He testified that Magruder said when he is talking to

his friend LaRue and what not and they are talking about the

first meeting, and this is a direct quote.

He said that Mitchell said, "Take out that crap and

burn it."

You will remember LaRue’s testimony on that point.

Now, I submit that that evidence is about as forceful

as you can possibly give in turning off the concept of illegali%

and when he tells Liddy to take out t~ose charts and burn them

he is not quibbling about the price, he is trying to turn off th

concept the same way he did with the SardWedge Plan and the same

way he did with the Houston Plan.

How about the February 4 meeting? Again, Mr. Dean and

Mr. Magruder would have you believe, more so Mr. Magruder than

Mr. Dean, would have you believe that again it is a situation

where Mr. Mitchell thought the price was too high and get the

price down and I will go ahead with the plan.

Well, let’s see what happened after that February 4

meeting.
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YOU heard Mr. Mitchell testify that he thought again

even -- and again it is clear that he didn’t know why they were

coming back, appointments are made, he is a busy man, he is the

Attorney General of the United States, he didn’t know why they

were coming back.

He testified again he tried to turn the concept off as

forcefully as he could.

Now, Dean and Magruder, while admitting there was no

approval at these meetings, again would say it is a question of

price.

So let’s see~what happens after the second meeting.

You will recall that Liddy, in a rage, goes to Hunt an~

he tells Hunt, and I think this. testimony is very important, he

tells Hunt that the second meeting was, "a disaster."

Now, Hunt is so impressed by what Liddy tells him, and

this is a Government exhibit, that Hunt writes in his diary on

the date of February 4, 1972, he writes down, "Disaster," writes

the word "Disaster," down in the diary.

And you will remember when I cross-examined Mr. Hunt h(

said that is why I wrote the word disaster down because Liddy

told me, Liddy told me at that time when Liddy was in a furious

rage that he, Liddy, thought that he was going to get the vocal

support of Dean and Magruder and they were ~oing to help him wit~

John Mitchell to get Mitchell to approve the plan.

And remember how he said he told Hunt this, he looked
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around, and when Magruder and .Dean looked at John Mitchell and

saw that Mitchell wasn’t buying the plan that they, "sat there

like bumps on a log and let Mitchell turn the plan down."

What happened, he is infuriated and he tells his buddy

Hunt that the meeting is a disaster, which it was.

Does that sound to you that they were just quibbling

about the price or that John Mitchell had again flatly turned of

this concept?

You know, we could all say, in hindsight -- you know

hindsight is a wonderful thing -- Mr. Neal a lot of times cross-

examined Mr. Mitchell and said he was a former Attorney General

of the United States and ought to have fired these people and

make citizens’ arrests and things like that.

Unquestionably Mr. Mitchell didn’t do that. Maybe he

should have. Hindsight is a wonderful thing and maybe he should

have had all three of them arrested for bringing a plan like that

over there, but doesn’t it make some sense to you that a man lik,

Mr. Mitchell, and remember even Dean characterized him on one

of these tapes in talking about this, you know, as a nice man,

you know, he felt that he had turned off the concept, that when

he had turned off the concept that he would be the type of guy

because he didn’t know anything about Liddy, he didn’t know

Liddy was in the Plumbers or anything else, that if he thought

he had him back on the track and had him pushing the kind of

intelligence plan he wanted, he would not fire him and let it
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go at that.

As I say, we can all argue hindsight and say that is

what he should have done.

If you believe that the evidence shows he did every-

thing he did to turn off the concept, then his conscience is

clear and his activity is clear.

Then we get down to Key Biscayne. Now, this is where

Mr. Neal said it all happens where John N. Mitchell approved the

plan and a budget of a quarter of a million dollars.

Do you remember Mr. Neal saying, you know, Mitchell

says let’s give him the money and see what happens? Now, that

is what Magruder said.

Do you remember how Magruder testified that it was a

reluctant decision that they all joined in, Mitchell, Magruder

and LaRue? Nobody was happy about it, but Magruder said,

approved, Mitchell approved it.

Now, you remember Mr. Mitchell’s testimony. He testi-

fied that the proposal came up at the very end, there isn’t any

dispute.about that it was the last item on the agenda, that ther~

was a little discussion about it, that he, John Mitchell, looked

at the proposal and basically threw it back to Magruder with a

comment, and this is a direct quote, "Not again."

Mr. Mitchell testified that clearly he thought, with

final exasperation, this is it, this is the end of it.

Now, the important thing, the key thing is what does
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Mr. LaRue say. Mr. LaRue, the witness about whom as I say Mr.

Neal had so many nice things to say about and certainly had no

motive to lie in this case.

Now, what I am going to do, and this may be a little

time consuming, but I really hope you will bear with me and I

will try to move on.

When I get into some critical items of testimony, in

my opinion, because you have heard so much testimony over so man’

many months, I am going to read it to you from the transcript, o

I have copied it from the transcript.

The Government will check me. Because I will only do

that when I think it is vitally important because I don’t want

you to rely on my recollection. I would rather read it from the

transcript because I think that is the best way to do it, and

I think it is critical. So let’s see what Mr. LaRue says about

Key Biscayne.

We will see what he says about ifif I can find it.

Oh, here it is. This is Mr. LaRue.

His first direct testimony, and I will read this in

the order he gave it. On page 6759 of the transcript he is down

at Key Biscayne and this is the critical meeting.

"LaRue: I said I do not think it is worth the risk."

Remember~ hesaidMitchell asked him what he thought,

and he said, I said I do not think it is worth the risk.

"I do not recall any specific discussion after that
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point other than the fact that Mr. Mitchell made.an

observation, well, this is really not something we have

to decide at this meeting or decide now."

Then moving over to page 6760, and the question was

asked of Mr. LaRue talking about this thing, and this is my cros

examination, and I said, remember?

"Definitely not approved?"

And LaRue said, "Yes, definitely not approved.

"~ I take it, Mr. LaRue, that you feel you were

present for the full discussion on the proposed electronic

plan?

"~ Yes, I do."

And then you remember how LaRue testified that he has

had it, these later discussions with Mr. Magruder, and he charac

terized Mr. Magruder as a friend of his. They were quite, quite

friendly and they used to talk about some of these matters that

had proceeded before, and this is from pages 6756 and 6757 of

the transcript.

"~ Do you recall Mr. Magruder telling you what Mr.

Mitchell’s position was on those two meetings on the

proposed plan?

"~ To the best of my recollection, Mr. Mitchell

rejected these proposals on both occasions.

"~ For instance, do you recall in that connection

Mr. Magruder telling you that at one of those meetings
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Mr. Mitchell told Liddy, ’Take all of that crap out and

~rn it?’

,,~

Mr. Magruder told me substantially that, yes.

That was said by Mr. Mitchell?

That is what was told me was said by Mr.

Mitchell.

"~ Do you recall Magruder telling you that Mitchell

actually approved that plan right in that room?

"~ During those discussions he did, yes.

"~ And do you recall telling Mr. Magruder I

have a very obvious difference of opinion as to what

happened at that meeting?

Yes~ I do.

You still do?

Yes, I do."

Now, that is his testimony on the point.

Now, what is perfectly clear is that LaRue’s testimony

flatly contradicts Magruder’s, his buddy, on this point. And

I submit or I say the evidence submits -- what I say, as His

Honor has told you on other occasions, is not evidence, it is

what the evidence shows.

I submit that the evidence shows that LaRue’s testimon

certainly supports Mitchell’s testimony, that there was clearly

no approval on it, and I submit that when you analyze the eviden

that Mr. LaRue’s testimony is nearly perfectly consistent with

e
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Mr. Mitchell’s testimony, because you have got to remember that

when Mr. LaRue went down to Key Biscayne he didn’t know anything

about the prior two meetings in the Attorney General’s Office.

You know, he didn’t know about that, he comes down

there and he sees this plan for the first time.

Now, when you remember Mr. Mitchell’s testimony, he ha

got the background, he knows there has been two meetings in his

office.

Magruder knows, he is at the two meetings in his offic

he knows.

There has been all sorts of discussion in those prior

meetings so when this comes up for the third time Mr. Mitchell’s

testimony is he gets the plan, he looks at it, and he has had

all this background, and he says, not again, and he flips it

back at Magruder.

Now, when you figure that LaRue, he doesn’t know any-

thing, now, it is clear as between Mitchell and Magruder why

there wouldn’t be much discussion about this because John Mitche

had shot it down twice before, as he shot down every illegal

bugging plan that he had gotten, so all LaRue sees is very littl

discussion and it goes back over.

Now, I say when LaRue said that his version of it is

that it was basically a non-decision, I think that if he had had

the background and, you know, that it is much more consistent

with Mr. Mitchell’s version.
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Certainly, in any event, in any event, it flat out

contradicts Magruder’s version.

So, when we get it down to the final analysis, all the

Government witnesses, all of them, there ~s only one witness,

Jeb Stuart Magruder, who says that he heard the magic words from

John Mitchell, that John Mitchell approved it.

Now, what does Dean say?

Dean says he doesn’t know, he wasn’t there.

Now, Hunt says -- Let’s try and touch all the bases

because it is only fair to the jury and it is the fair thing for

me to do, and I am an officer of this Court.

Huntsays, Hunt says that Liddy told him that the big

boy approved the plan; and, of course, Hunt said that he is con-

vinced that the big boy is John Mitchell.

But in the same breath, you know, that Hunt said that

Liddy is telling him that Mitchell approved it, Liddy is telling

John Dean on June the 19th that the guy who pushed and pushed hi~

in there is not John Mitchell but Magruder, and the guy who was

unhappy with the intelligence information they are getting from

the bug is Magruder.

So I think, you know, we .have heard enough evidence

about G. Gordon Liddy, and we know it is out this side

(demonstrating) and out the other side, so I don’t believe you

can place too much credence in his testimony.

Now, Magruder is really the only one.
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NOW, Mr. Neal is quite aware of the dilemma he faces

in this regard and he even went to the extreme, I respectfully

submit to my good friend Mr. Neal, that in trying to overcome

this burden that he has got two witnesses at Key Biscayne who,

you know, would say no, he even cited some testimony to you from

Chuck Colson in support of the proposition that Mr. Mitchell

approved the bugging plan that day.

Now, if he.wants to cite testimony to you from Chuck

Colson then he can be my guest because I am going to get to Mr.

Colson later. But, so Magruder is really the only one that says

that Mitchell approved it.

So let’s look at the whys of why Jeb Magruder would

testify that John Mitchell approved the DNC bugging at Key

Biscayne squarely in the face of the testimony of two other partio-

cipants, LaRue and John Mitchell.

First of all, you heard Mr. Magruder’s testimony on

the stand that he is an admitted perjuror. He committed perjury

in this same Courthouse before this same Honorable Judge in the

original Watergate trial.

If that wasn’t bad enough, he induced poor old Bart

Porter to come into this same Court before this same Honorable

Judge and he had him commit perjury.

You have heard the testimony of the arrangements he

had with the Government. Except for the arrangement he had with

the Government where he was permitted to plead to one count, he
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would have been in this Court as a convicted perjuror.

There isn’t any question about it.

Now, secondly, as far as Mr. Magruder is concerned, th

record is replete with instances where Magruder pointed the fin-

ger at others, others than John Mitchell, as being responsible

for the authorization at the beginning and the finalization of

the DNC bugging.

Let’s first take Mr. Dean’s version. And, again, let

me read you that because I think that that is critical testimony

Here is Mr. Dean’s testimony on page 3614 of the trans

cript. He is talking in mid-February, 1973, in O’Brien’s law

office. This is a quote now from ~. Dean.

"He told me" -- meaning O’Brien -- that Mr. Magruder

had told him that the direct authorization for the Liddy

plan had come to him from Mr. Strachan, who said that Mr.

Haldeman had checked with the President."

And then Mr. Dean points out, "I should tell you that

that story was retracted by Magruder."

And then I asked Mr. Dean a question.

"9 The point that I am making is that Mr. Magruder

has told several versions about the authorization, is

that correct?"

Mr. Dean answers, "Yes, sir."

Now, you will remember the April 14th transcript of th

meeting between Mr. Ehrlichman and Mr. Mitchell, which I will
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touch on later in my summation, where they get into a discussion

about Magruder’s imagination, and Mr. Mitchell said that he has

a fantastic imagination and has told any number of stories about

who is responsible for the Watergate bugging; and Mr. Ehrlichman

says, yes, he has told twenty different stories.

Now, let’s look at another exhibit in this case on thi

same point, and where possible I will refer to exhibits because

they are quite substantial evidence in this case.

Now, let’s take the Colson memo of March 23rd, which i

in evidence in this case. I don’t have the exhibit number for

this memo, but it is in evidence and it is a memorandum that

Charles Colson wrote for the file dated March 23rd, 1973, at

2:15 p.m.

Significantly enough, this memorandum%as prepared by

Mr. Colson just two days after the cancer on the Presidency

meeting.

Now, what Mr. Colson is doing in this memorandum is

summarizing~ As the evidence shows, everything that Mr. Colson

writes is quite self-serving, but he is summarizing a telephone

conversation he has had with Mr. Haldeman.

And then we get over to page 2. Just let me read to

you a little bit of it to put it in context. Colson says in th~

memo:

"Haldeman asks whether I had ever met McCord or

He asked
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whether I had ever made any representations to McCord,

and I said, no. I explained that I had made no represen-

tations, direct or indirect, to anyone. Bob again asked

whether Hunt could get the impression from what I said that

he might be out before the end of the year and my answer

was that Hunt could get any impression he wanted from the

fact that I had stated that I was his friend and that I

would help him in any way that I could, but I was explicit

in my recollection that I had not said anything that would

give anyone any cause to have any specific understanding.

In fact, there was no understanding."

Now, that gives you some -of the background. Now, let

me get over then to page 3 where Colson~ in this memo, you know,

is giving his version of this Jeb Magruder quote which I will ge

to.

He said, "I explained to Jeb that I wasn’t advocating

their plan because I didn’t know what it was but that Hunt

was a good man and if they had some ideas that ought to be

explored and used they should have an opportunity to talk

to someone who could either authorize them to do something

or not. Haldeman said that that may not be the way Magrude~

remembers the conversation. Magrudera he said, seems to

think, that he was told to get the operation started by

Colson."

Now, I think that is significant and I am going to get
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back to that memorandum because I think that is where all the

credible evidence points as to who was really responsible for th

authorization of the DNC bugging, and that was Mr. Charles Colso

working with Mr. Magruder and perhaps others, which I will not

comment on.

Here are some known facts in this trial. When I say

known facts that means that there is no dispute as to this testi

mony.

By all accounts after Magruder and Liddy had struck ou

twice with John Mitchell, that is the January 27th and February

24th meetings, by all accounts that Liddy then goes to his buddy

Hunt. And Hunt, who has this relationship with Mr. Colson, and

by al! accounts Hunt arranges a meeting with his buddy, the move

and the shaker or the loose cannon, as he has been characterized

Colson.

Now, the account of the participants at the meeting,

the two we have had testifyin this case, Hunt and Colson, they

differ.

There isn’t any question about that. Hunt would have

you believe -- Do you remember? I am sure you remember --

Hunt would have you believe that he just drifted to the back of

the room, the back of this small room, because he, Hunt, didn’t

want to know what Liddy was telling Colson.

Colson, on the other hand, I mean he would just have

you believe that he had an inocuous conversation with the two of
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them and that they said something to him about an intelligence

plan and he didn’t want to know anything about it, but even thou

he didn’t know anything about it, he picked up a telephone and

called Magruder and said, I don’t know anything about it but

look into it. That is his version.

Let me say this, I think the evidence is if there were

ever two people who deserve each other it is Hunt and Colson.

Now, can you imagine, can you imagine that super snoop

Hunt ever drifting to the back of any room, much less when his

buddy Colson is involved, an~ not finding out precisely what

happened in that conversation?

Can you imagine an infuriated Gordon Liddy who goes to

Hunt after the meeting and Hunt writes down disaster. That is

Liddy’s version of the meeting at Mitchell’s, it is a disaster,

and Mitchell just shoots this thing down.

Can you imagine G. Gordon Liddy, who had the temerity

to bring these charts into the office of the Attorney General of

the United States, that he would go into Colson’s office with

Hunt and he wouldn’t tell Hunt why he was there? Unbelievable,

unbelievable.

And can you imagine that loose cannon Colson not seizil

upon this opportunity to approve this plan? You remember the

testimony.

fire him.

Mitchell tried to get him fired and Nixon wouldn’t

will get to the evidence why Nixon couldn’t fire

~g
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Now, let’s look at Mr. Colson’s track record as com-

pared to Mr. Mitchell’s track record which I have described.

Colson’s track record, according to John Dean, and re-

member Dean testified that Colson told Caulfield, who was on his

staff, that he, Colson, wanted the Brookings Institute broken

into and fired, and Caulfield went to John Dean and John Dean

hopped on an airplane and flew to the West Coast and got John

Ehrlichman to turn it off.

Now, when Colson was asked about that on the stand he

said that was a quip. Well, in any event, that quip from Chuck

Colson chased John Dean all the way across the country to get

it turned off.

And then we have the testimony about the Diemcable

you remember that, that Mr. Hunt performed with the knowledge

and the direction of Chuck Colson. All those cables were going

to do were to hang the assassination of President Diem on the

Kennedy Administration.

Finally, even Hunt admitted that he thought that was

rather stupid. And then, of course, you are aware of the Dita

Beard episode where she was spirited out of Washington. That

was another Charles Colson operation.

There is Mr. Colson’s track record, break-ins and

entries and the Diem thing as compared with Mr. Mitchell’s track

record.
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NOW, let’s look, since this telephone call from Mr.

Colson to Mr. Magruder is pretty critical. Let’s look at some

different accounts.

Let’s go to the Government’s principal witness again.

Let’s go to Mr. Dean.

Now, on page 3591 of the transcript this is Mr. Dean’s

testimony.

"~ Did you testify on direct, Mr. Dean, about Magrude

telling you about certain pressures that he had received

from Mr. Colson, is that correct?

"~ Yes, sir. "

And then there was a similar question and I think ther.

were some objections and then we get down to ~.~. Dean’s answer

at the bottom of that page.

"I recall testifying I believe to one conversation

where Mr. Magruder and I were walking from the Executive

Office Building over to the Re-election Committee, and

he told me that he received these calls from Colson and

that was one of the reasons that he had gone ahead was

because he was afraid Colso~was going to take over the

operation."

What is LaRue,s version? That is on page 6768 of the

transcript.

"Mr. LaRue: Mr. Colson, in effect, was raising hell

with Mr. Magruder because the Liddy budget had not been
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approved."

Now, this is the same LaRue who knows there was no

approval by John Mitchell because he was at Key Biscayne when

it was turned down.

Let me ask you this. Why do you think Hunt was always

pressuring Colson with this blackmail threat or as he refers to

it as his billcollector threat?

Why was it always Colson at the White House? Why was

it never John N. Mitchell if, as Hunt says, Liddy told him that th

big boy did it and he figured the big boy is John Mitchell?

Why always the threat, the blackmail, never goes to

John Mitchell, it always goes basically to Mr. Colson?

Now, probably the most famous piece of documentary

testimony that we have in the case, as I refer to it, is the

Hunt-Bittman memo, which, as you jurors know, was late in arrivi

in this case and is in evidence in this case.

And on that point I just mention -- Let me see, let’s

see what Brother Hunt has to say about who is responsible for th

Watergate bugging in this memorandum; and, again, I don’t have

the exhibit number.

This is Government Exhibit, I have, Number 62. It is

the review and statement of the problem.

THE COURT:

MR. HUNDLEY:

MR. NEAL:

Is that November 14, 1972?

I don’t believe we had a date.

Yes.

g
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MR. HUNDLEY: I am on page 2.

Now, here is the memorandum which Hunt prepared where

he is talking about items for consideration. I am on page 2, an

we are down to the fourth item for consideration.

"4. The Watergate bugging is only one of a number of

highly illegal conspiracies engaged in by one or more of

the defendants at the behest of senior White House official

The Watergate bugging is one of several done at the behest

of senior White House officials."

Now, John Mitchell was never a senior White House

official, a junior White House official, never had any official

capacity in the White House. Who is he talking about?

T submit the evidence shows that he is talking about,

as far as the Watergate bugging is concerned, he is talking

about Colson.

Now, you will remember that Bittman testimony that

Bittman testified~ and this is one of the few things he was

consistent on, he has always testified that this memo was for

Charles Colson; this memo was for Charles Colson. And I would

also just like to direct your attention to the first page of thi

same memo.

Again objections were overridden. He is talking about

the break-in and the intent was loyally made even though money

for the outside guards was struck from the operational budget by

Jeb Magruder.
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NOW, what about the testimony about Charles Colson goi

to then-President Nixon on January 8th, 19737 I am sure you wil

all recall when we played that tape.

We had it played in this courtroom and then we asked

Mr. Colson to listen to the tape and all Mr. Colson could remem-

ber was that it was his voice and that it was Mr. Nixon’s voice,

but no other bells rang.

He couldn’t remember anything about it except that.

In any event, first of all, remember that January 8th,

1973, when Charles Colson went to President Nixon and they agree

at that meeting, and I am going to refer to that transcript and

you have heard the tape, that is when the two of them agreed,

the two of them agreed that executive clemency would be given to

Hunt.

That meeting, January 8th, 1973, that was two and one-

half months before the cancer on the Presidency, two and one-hal

months before that.

Now, let’s take a brief look at the transcript of that

January 8th meeting. 4:05 to 5:34 in the EOB in that meeting

between Charles Colson and the President.

Right at the first page:

"The President: (Unintelligible). Incidentally,

Haldeman was telling, told me, that, apparently, that Hunt

is going to now very definitely. I think it is the right

thing for him to do, Chuck.
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And Chuck says: "He is doing it at my urging."

I submit the only inference drawn from that is that

Colson is telling the President of the United States that Hunt

is pleading guilty at his urgence.

Then we get over to page 5. I am not going to read to

much of this to you, but I want to read you this point.

Colson is talking to, you know, they want to get Hunt

out of jail, get him out. So then Colson says:

He said: "See, I don’t give a damn if they spend five

years in jail."

He is talking about the Cuban-Americans basically.

"The President: Oh, no.

"Colson: What I am watching closely --

"The President: I think that application because -- "

And Colson, relating back to saying, I don’t give a

damn if. the Cuban-Americans spend five years in jail, Colson say

"They can’t hurt us."

Now, he is talking to Nixon. This is Colson and Nixon

This is us.

"They can’t hurt us. And Liddy direct (unintelligible

directS.meetings. Hunt and Liddy, direct meeting."

The only thing, I submit, the evidence shows is that

Colson can be referring to on that occasion is the meeting when

Hunt and Liddy came into his office and got his approval for the

bugging plan. Direct meetings, Hunt and Liddy, direct meetings,
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discussions very incriminating to us.

Now, let me just read you, and I tried to select just

a few, let me just read you a few quotes by the then President

of the United States of his concern and his anxiety about Brothe

Colson.

First, the March 21st, which is probably the most

talked-about tape in this case.

March 21st, the cancer on the President, page 50. The

President is talking to Dean.

"President: (Unintelligible) You think --- you feel

that really the man, the trigger man was Colson on this

end?"

Now, let’s go over to page 71, the same meeting.

"President: He had the impression thought, apparently

that he, he was the, as it turns out, really is, the trigge

man. Uh, may of damned well have been the trigger man whet

he just called u~ and said, now look here, Jeb, go ahead

and get that information. And (unintelligible) got to be

a decision on it at that time. This is February."

This is the President. He is bringing this up himself.

He has got the facts very accurate.. He is not being told this

by Dean, he is bringing it up. He has met with Colson at least

we know about back on January the 8th when they entered into a

compact, just the two of them, for Hunt.

Let’s take the April 15th tape. And I don’t have too
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Pages 3 and

"President: I think we have had enough of the damned

thing myself. Now I will have to hard line it."

Dick is not Bittman. There is testimony he was talki

about Kleindienst.

"Let’s face it,

this thing.

"That is right.

he hasn’t been very helpful throughout

"President: And as for Mitchell."

And then John Ehrlichman says, and I think this is ver

significant:

"Mitchell, he stood as far away frcm th~_m as he could

get."

"President: And Mitchell, and Mitchell let him get it

away from him, a little bitter, don’t you think, is that

what he said to you?

"Ehrlichman:

"President:

Yes, he expressed real bitterness.

Ah, you didn’t get Colson yet?

"No, not yet. He is at church, apparently. Ziegler

will be there at church and then he is coming over. So I

will see him while you are seeing Kleindienst.

"President: I told Colson this is about -- is it abou~

well, I guess, Hunt and Bittman, which, of course, Hunt and
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There is not a goddamned

thing you can do about it though, is there, John?

"Ehrlichman: No, really not, not at this point. You

have to depend on Hunt’s natural secrecy."

Now, I had some more I was going to read, but I don’t

want to be responsible as the one holding you here over the New

Year’s. I think you all remember the constant concern that Nixo

kept bringing up on all of these tapes about Colson~.

Now. And then, and this will be basically my last on

this point and then we have Colson’s testimony.

Do you remember how he testified that he had taped his

buddy? Do you remember Hunt said when he found out he had been

taped by Colson? You know, Hunt was horrified. I asked Colson

why he taped his buddy buddy, and this was his answer.

He said he taped his buddy because he was afraid, that

Colson was afraid, that Hunt was going to testify at the Waterga

trial that he, Hunt, had been ordered to do the break-in, the

DNC break-in, by me, Colson. That was the reason that Colson

gave right from the stand why he taped the buddy of his life.

He was afraid. This is before Hunt had decided to plea

guilty. He was afraid that Hunt was going to testify that he,

Colson, had ordered him to do the DNC break-in.

Now, to quote Mr. Neal, why, I can’t say it as good as
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Mr. Neal can say it, but why, why would he make this up if it

wasn’t true?

Sure, he had a good reason to be afraid of Brother Hun

that he would have testified that he had. ordered him to do the

break-in. I submit that the evidence shows that that is pre-

cisely what happened at the Liddy, Hunt, Colson meeting, that

that is why Colson, that is why Colson went to Nixon on January

8th even though Ehrlichman told him, don’t go to the President.

That is why Colson went to the President. That is why

he extracted the agreement for executive clemency January 8th,

’73, two and one-half months before the cancer on the Presidency

I submit that is why Dean testified that there was

thunder in the building when Colson came out of that meeting wit

Bittman and that is what led to the meeting with the President,

and that is why the Hunt memo said what I just read to you, and

that is why the threats were always to Colson and the White Hous

always in that direction, never to JNM because JNM had nothing

to fear.

He had nothing personally to fear from Hunt. He wasn’

involved in the DNC break-in and he wasn’t involved in any of

the hierarchy. There wasn’t anything Hunt could do to him.

Whatever Mitchell was doing or not doing was because of his beli

in the President of the United States.

Hunt is a very smart cookie, he isn’t going to try to

blackmail someone who hasn’t a personal involvement. Hunt would
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never understand the kind of loyalty that John Mitchell had for

the President. When he is going to blackmail somebody he is goi

to somebody who has got some real personal involvement.

That is why he goes to Colson.

And do you remember the testimony everyb~y in the

ginning suspected Colson? Do you remember how Dean testified

suspected and everybody suspected Colson? He had this back~

and everything else.

The reason why they focused on John Mitchell as the

fall-guy and stayed away from Colson, even though they all

knew he did it, was because he was in the White House and the

name of the game was that everybody in the White House has got

to be protected. If that means giving up poor old John Mitchell

that is too bad, you know.

You can’t give up Colson, he is in the White House,

a Special Consultant to the President.

Who were the actors? You know the actors in the DNC

break-in, Hunt and Liddy. Where did they come from? Both came

from the White House and both were sent over to CREEP. Colson

vouched to John Mitchell for Hunt, but nobody told John Mitchel~

that their basic training was in the Plumbers or in breaking

entering or anything like that. He wasn’t told this, the die

was cast When they were sent over there.

And remember Hunt’s testimony where they started workJ

on the plan. In December long before the first meeting with
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John Mitchell they are working in Room 16 in the White House.

And also remember Magruder’s testimony on cross-

examination. He said he didn’t know at the time but at least

$37,000 had been given to Liddy long before he ever went down to

Key Biscayne.

So I say to you, you know, certainly there was very

little discuss±on down in Key Biscayne. There wasn’t any need

for any discussion. First of all, the plan was already in opera

tion. They are over there working in the White House, not in

Room 16. Thirty-seven thousand dollars has been put out.

Magruder, he has got Colson. He has got all the support he need

He is aware of the Strachan call, the interest in the White Hous

He knows, he knows the White House wants the job done

and he is smart enough to know, this fellow Magruder, that that

is where the power is.

The power isn’t in JNM. The power is in guys like

Chuck Colson. All he has got to do is go through the motion

down at Key Biscayne and say John Mitchell approved it and put

it in operation, and he can authorize the money on his own.

He didn’t need JNM to approve.

Again, let me read you Mr. LaRue’s testimony on this

point as to whether or not Magruder on his own without Mitchell

ever knowing about it would authorize this kind of money.

And that is on page 6654 of the transcript:. Here.~ is

the question, 6654.
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"Now, did Mr. Magruder have the authority to authorize

the budget on his own of $250,000?

"A.~I would say that Mr. Magruder could have authorized

that budget. Whether it would have been questioned or not,

you know, I just don’t know. But I can relate a specific

instance where Mr. Mitchell was not available and Mr. Magru

and I would jointly authorize an expenditure in excess of

one million dollars. That was later discussed with Mr.

Mitchell, but the initial authorization was made by Mr.

Magruder."

And then it goes on and just so I complete the thought

that he said whether it was questioned by the Finance Committee.

"~ Who was at the Finance Committee?

"~ Well, the head of the Finance Committee was Mr.

Stans. "

Now, I submit to you that the evidence shows that that

testimony that there were millions of dollars in cash floating.

around at that time. No one really knew how much money they had

There is no question that he could have authorized it, and let m

get to this.

The whole purpose of the June 24th meeting was a con-

frontation between Sloan and Magruder where John Mitchell was

trying to find out how much money had been expended down there.

They had so much cash and so much money tlhat nobody

knew what they had, and a fellow like Jeb Magruder, as LaRue sai
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they could get together and authorize a million dollars on their

own, much less a quarter of a million dollars, which was the

budget figure on this.

Now, as so often happens, you know, one little lie can

lead to another. Let’s look at this.

Magruder, he began to cooperate in April of 1973. He

knows, you know, basically what the White House game plan is.

Nobody in the White House is involved, period. He -.- you remembe

this testimony -- Magruder, he dutifully reports to Mr. Higby an

Mr. Higby tapes his call, and Mr. Magruder tells Mr.. Higby that

nobody in the White House is involved, you know, it is all John

Mitchell.

Now, this is notwithstanding the fact -- this is why

I want to get back. This is notwithstanding the fact that in

this Colson memorandum of March 23rd, and this is Colson relatin

this, that Haldeman said that may not be the way Magruder rememb

the conversation. Magruder, he said, seems to think that he

was told to get the operation started by Colson.

In addition to that, LaRue -- pardon me---Magruder kno

that he has told LaRue out in California June the 17th, 1972,

he said, you know, and he knows LaRue is going to cooperate, too

They are very close. He knows that he has told LaRue when LaRue

told him they had arrested the burglars.

Do you remember how LaRue testified that Magruder said

oh, my God, last night was the night they were supposed to go

rs
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back in there?

So, you know, LaRue knows that Magruder knows that he

has got knowledge of the second break-in. To translate that to

Mr. LaRue’s testimony when he told John Mitchell about the break

in, they are all together out in California, you know, Mr.

Mitchell said it was incredible, and I asked him was he surprise

and, you know, he said, Mr. Mitchell was as surprised as Mr.

Mitchell can get.

But, in any event, he knows, Magruder knows that, you

know, he has made it clear to LaRue that, you know, he, Magruder

had knowledge of this second break-in.

And he knows the game plan and so he needs a little

more cover on this second break-in.

So what does he say? He says, he testifies in this

case that John Mitchell in his presence, in Magruder’s presence,

called in Gordon Liddy -- this is after the first bug has been

installed -- and Magruder says that John Mitchell chewed out

Gordon Liddy because the information they are getting from the

bug isn’t any good.

You know, a perfect cover -- in other words, the

inference_the~Government would have you draw from that or at

least Mr. Magruder would have you draw from that is that Mitchel

you know, sent him in for the re-entry.

First of all, that is not what Liddy told Dean. Liddy

told Dean June the 19th that Magruder pushed him back in there
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and that Magruder was unhappy with the information.

But on that point since this ~sue of how many times

Mr. Mitchell had seen Gordon Liddy is in issue, I would direct

your attention to Mr. Mitchell’s logs, which are in evidence in

this case.

You will remember the young lady who testified how she

kept these logs. That was Miss Jablonsky. She testified how

she picked up the practice when she became Mr. Mitchell’s secre-

tary when he was Attorney General.

She picked up the practice followed by the secretaries

before her, and logged in those diaries any t±me anybody would

come in, any time a call was made, any time a call was completed

when people would come in and join in the meeting, and it would

be all logged.

And she said that that was done without any direction

or supervision or even knowledge of Mr. Mitchell. She just did

her job. You have heard her testimony on that point.

Now, I would submit that you take a look at those logs

They are both in evidence. See how carefully they are kept. Yo

will see, for instance, that a call perhaps from Henry Kissinger

is recorded, you will see that even every call that was received

from Mrs. Mitchell, and there were a lot more calls from Mrs.

Mitchell, and they were all logged in.

You will see when you look at those logs when somebody

comes in late and joins the meetings they are picked up by the
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secretary, by Miss Jablonsky, or by the girl who assisted. You

will see that the logs faithfully recall when Magruder was in

there, when Liddy was in there, who they brought in with them at

the time.

Now, you will also see three entries, three times, tha

Gordon Liddy was there. Number 1 was the January 27th meeting

in the Attorney General’s office, which we have heard so much

about, the February 4th meeting, and, finally, a June 15th meeti

with Van Shumway.

You have heard testimony on that, Van Shumway was the

PR man for the Committee to Re-Elect the President.

That is it.

MR. FRATES:

No Magruder meeting, no LaRue meeting.

Your Honor, since Mr. Hundley has argued,

I detected he wants a substitute for a motion to adjourn for

lunch. It has been an hour and ten minutes.

a break?

Do you want to tak

I am all right.MR. HUNDLEY:

THE COURT: Suppose we recess maybe fifteen minutes

longer until 1:45 today.

THE DEPUTY MARSHAL: Everyone remain seated in the

courtroom, please.

(The jury was excused and departed from the courtroom.

THE COURT: You gentlemen come up for a moment.

g
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(At the bench.)

MR. NEAL: Mr. Hundley, I didn’t know whether or how

to bring this up or how to do it. But Mr. Hundley, in his zeal

went into the Hunt memo and pointed out two references in the

Hunt memo of November 14th wherein there is mention of White

House responsibility for the break-in, or something to that

effect, and also a reference to Magruder.

Mr. Hundley continued to argue that this memo showed

that it was a White House operation or a White House-connected

or Magruder-connected rather than anything to do with Mitchell.

Now, that is taking advantage of the Government in

that there was a reference in the memo to perjury by Mitchell.

Now, having done that I ask the Court to open up and substitute

now the true memo in there.

THE COURT: What is the true memo?

MR. NEAL: The true memo also refers to perjury by

Mitchell.

MR. HU~DLEY :

THE COURT :

MR. NEAL :

May have been.

Just a minute.

That is probably what may have caused one

or two of the facial expressions.

It wasn’t a smile by me at all. It was some perplexio

as to what to do. I didn’t know what to do~

THE COURT: I understand that. Neither side has inter’

rupted to any great extent. The problem is, you see, some of
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these things you take something out of context. That means one

thing. When you read the whole memorandum to the jury it means

something else. Now, for me to take out something that has al-

ready been taken out, I don’t want to make a ruling on that righ

away, but then you get back into supposition, speculation, guess

work, etcetera, you see.

Now, I would suggest that, undoubtedly, you are making

notes of these things and you can handle it in closing argument,

but when you refer to an exhibit I suppose the defendant takes

out the thing most favorable to his side like I am sure the

Government would do it.

I have no objection to that.

I don’t want to say this was in there be-

I think you just haw9 to handle

There is no way I can do that~in my argumen

because it is not in evidence.

THE COURT: What is not in evidence?

MR. NEAL: The reference in that memo to Mr. Mitchell

I don’t mind Mr. Hundley arguing because I do it and we all do

it, take bits from here and there and put them into a mosaic an~

we will argue that the jury, based on these infer so-and-so, and

we just have to rely on the jury system to consider all of the

evidence, but the point is Mr. Hundley took this memo well knowi

that something regarding Mr. Mitchell had been excised and then

,g
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argue~ this memo had been used to show the White House is behind

it.

THE COURT: I think Mr. Hunt said Mitchell[ may have

committed perjury. The point is this, they may believe certain

points Hunt said and they may not believe other things. It

comes down to the credibility of the witnesses, they don’t have

to believe everything Hunt says. They just can’t believe every-

thing he said.

He has admitted at other times he has told other stori

MR. NEAL: I understand. I am asking that portion tha

has been excised, I am asking that be put back in there so the

jury will have the benefit of what Mr. Hunt said about Mr.

Mitchell.

MR. HUNDLEY: You would have to do that with so many

tapes you have excised prejudicial material.

THE COURT: Let’s think about it over lunch.

THE DEPUTY MARSHAL: This Honorable Court stands

recessed until 1:45 this afternoon.

(Recess as noted at 12:23 p.m.)
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AFTERNOON SESS’I~ON -- 1:45 p.m.

(Defendants present in the courtroom.)

THE COURT: I would like to put this question to all

of the defense counsel, all of the Defendants, with the exceptioi

of Mr. Mardian: Will all Defendants who expect to be away, say,

tomorrow and Christmas, in the event something might happen or

a plane might be late coming back or. getting in, sickness or

anything, do they waive their right to be present Thursday

morning so we can Continue on with the arguments?

MR. HUNDLEY: We do, Your Honor.

MR. FRATES: We do, Your Honor.

MR. STRICKLER: We do, Your Honor.

THE ~COURT: I think it is a fair request.

COUNSEL: Fair enough.

THE COURT: Very well, thank you.

MR. NEAL: I was. going to ask two things, Your Honor?

I don’t think the Court can in view of the fact

Mr. Haldeman’s counsel took the same amount of time in one

Defendant’s case that I approximated, that I took in my opening

and I don’t think I can be accused of anything but extreme

tolerance in closing argument. It does seem to me, however,

Your Honor, that we should try to conclude, the Government makes

this request that we conclude Mr. Mitchell’s argument and the

argument on behalf of Mr. Ehrlichman today even if we have to

sit somewhat later.
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Again, I assure the Court that I will take both my

opening of three hours and 56 minutes and my rebuttal will be

less than half the time taken by all of the Defendants, I assure

the Court of that but if we don’t get to that point today, and

we do not hold Court tomorrow and Wednesday, I can see that per-

haps the case won’t even go to the jury till Friday because even

at that schedule that means there will be two Defendants’~ argu-

ments and a rebuttal argument on Thursday and possibly Friday

and then charge of the Court. It seems to me that is not an

unreasonable request that we simplygo today until we conclude

Mr. Frates’ argument on behalf of Mr. Ehrl~chman.

THE COURT: How much longer do you think you will take~

MR. HUNDLEY: ~Your Honor, I clocked it around an hour

and ten minutes. I would need about another hour and a half.

THE COURT: I’ll talk to the jury when they come in an4

see how they feel about sitting later. We don’t want to hurry

anybody, you understand.

MR, FRATES: No, sir. Mr. Neal, as Mardian said on th~

stand that Mr. Mardian is a very impatient man, and Mr. Neal is

a very impatient man, he can’t wait to. get to his rebuttal. Now

Your Honor has been very considerate of us. Mr. Neal spent a

great part of his argument on Mr. Ehrlfchman and I anticipate

that my argument will be at least three hours. I will try to cu~

it down.

This jury expressed over and over again they don’t lik~
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to sit late, they are tired and I think it would be an impositiol

on the Court and everyone else and we are really not going to

save any time by doing that and Mr. Neal will get his time for

irebuttal; but, as Your Honor said, this is too important and

Your Honor treated it this way, you have not rushed us and we

have not abused it and I assure you I won’t abuse my final

summation. But I don’t want to be rushed and I don’t want

Mr. Neal looking up at the clock and keeping the jury here till

6:00 or 7:30 and listening to a lawyer argue.

Maybe I should have put a limitation on itTHE COURT:

but I didn’t.

MR. FRATES: Your Honor, again I assure you I have no

objection to starting and recessing at our regular time because

I think that is what this jury wants, time after time they have

expressed that, and come back Thursday and finish it.

THE COURT: Let’s go as far as we can.

Bring the jury in.

(Whereupon, the jury entered the courtroom..)

THE COURT: All right, Mr. Hundley.

MR. HUNDLEY: Let me try and cover three points in one

because they are all interrelated.

When we recessed for lunch we were talking about

Mr. Magruder and his need to have additional cover for some of

his activities.

This brings us up to June 19th meeting in ~Mr. Mitchell
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apartment. That is Count Six, it is a perjury count in the

indictment, as you remember. It was also an overt act in the

indictment and goes to my theme that the evidence shows Magruder

had good reason to push some of this off onto Mr. Mitchell.

You will remember as to the June 19th meeting in

Mr. Mitchell’s apartment that Mr. Magruder testified, and bear

in mind, this is June 19, the summertime, he says John Mitchell

tells him to take those Gemstone files and burn them that night

in his fireplace.

Now, let’s analyze that. First of all, Mr. Magruder

testified at Page 4825 of the transcript that all were present

when he arrived. That means Dean, Mitchell, Mardian and LaRue

were present when Mr. Magruder arrived and Mr. Magruder testifie~

that all were still there when he left.

Now you recall Dean saying, this is Page 2:673, he says

he arrived late but all were there when he arrived and that

Magruder left shortly after he arrived.    ¯

Now I think the important thing there is Magruder who

was giving this damaging testimony against Mr. Mitchell is sayinq

that everybody was there when he arrived and everybody was there

when he left.

Now you will recall that when Mr. Dean testified he

said nothing about anybody saying anything at this meeting about

destroying records or setting any fire or starting up. the fire-

~lace or not.
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I respectfully submit the evidence shows had that

happened at that meeting Mr. Dean would have testified to it

here.

Now you will recall that Mr. LaRue testified in

corroboration. Mr. Magruder testified that Mr. Mitchell did say

to Mr. Magruder to destroy or set a fire, you recall I pressed

him on it and he said that was his best recollection.

Now let"slook and see how Mr. LaRue remembered that

this was said at this meeting. Because I think thfs is very

important, let me just read to you Mr. LaRue’s testimony on that

point.

This is Mr. LaRue, on Page 6775 of the transcript, and

again he is relating conversations that he was havir~ with

Mr. Magruder about all of these events that happened and he

characterized Mr. Magruder as a friend of his. He said:

"I was having a conversation with Mr. Magruder as

I recall in late April --"

And the period of time he was talking about was ’73,

April ’73, which is the period when Magruder was getting ready tc

cooperate with the Government.

"I was having a conversation with Mr. Magruder as

I recall in late April discussing that meeting and I told

Mr. Magruder, you know, I_ remember being over at

Mr. Mitchell’s apartment; I remember, you know, Mr. Dean

and Mr. Mardian and myself and we being there but I just
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don’t remember what we discussed. And Mr. Magruder

said, Well, don’t you remember I had those files and

was asking, you know, what I should do with t~m and

Mr. Mitchell said that it would be a good idea if I

had a fire. And that triggered my memory of that

particular instance, yes."

So there is Mr. LaRue testifying he recalls this

instance only because he is talking with Mr. Magruder and

Mr. Magruder refreshes his recollection, triggers his recollec-

tion as to what happened.

What did Mr. Magruder testify about how he remembered

this meeting? And because that is equally important, let me

read you that. This is Mr. Magruder and the transcript citation

is Page 4833. He says:

"My memory was refreshed after testimony at the

Senate after I appeared at the Senate by Mr. LaRue

as to how that exact phraseology of that meeting

occurred.

"Question: Your memory was refreshed by

Mr. LaRue?

"Answer:    Yes, sir."

Now here’s Mr. LaRue testifying that his memory is

refreshed by Mr. Magruder and in the same breath Mr. Magruder

right from that stand is saying that his memory as to John

Mitchell saying start a fire was refreshed by Mr. LaRue.
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Now I respectfully submit the evidence shows

Mr. LaRue on this point was just honestly mistaken and that it

was suggested to him by Mr. Magruder in April of 1973 when

Mr. Magruder was gettingready to cooperate and knew was the

evidence shows that the game plan was to keep it out of the

White House and put it on John N. Mitchell.

Now, another factor, couple other factors on that

point. Remember Magruder’s testimony that before he went to

the June 17 meeting in Mr. Mitchell’s apartment --.June 19,

excuse.me, he had a meeting earlier that day with Gordon Stracha

and that he and Strachan had reached an agreement at that meet-

ing before he ever went to Mitchell’s apartment that both of

them, that Strachan and Magruder would destroy the records.

This is before he ever goes up to John Mitchell’s apartment.

Then let me put this last factor in, that with all the

massive evidence you have in this case about the destruction

and shredding of documents by so many different people, this is

the only instance, only instance in this whole case where any-

body has suggested that John Mitchell ever suggested destruction

of any records. Nowhere else, nobody else says. Again, it is

basically Magruder.

Now you will remember that Magruder testified that

everybody was there when hearrived and everybody was there when

he left. So you got Mr. Dean doesn’t support Mr. Magruder,

Mr. Mardian doesn’t support Mr. Magruder, Mr. Mitchell doesn’t
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In addition, you have all these external

I simply say that on the state of that record that

there is no way.that the Government has met its burden of sus-

taining that perjury charge.

And let me say this, talking about Mr. Magruder: We

don’t have to dispute Mr. Reisner’s testimony. All Mr. Reisner

testified to was that at Magruder’s direction he kept a Gemstone

file for Mr.Mitchell and one for himself. Mr. Reisner never

testified he ever saw Mr. Magruder take that file up to

Mitchell’s office or he was present when it was allegedly shown

to Mitchell or anything like that. All he testified to was the

practice.

I don’t doubt that for a minute that the way

Mr. Magruder was operating he would have instructed Mr, Reisner

to keep a Gemstone file for Mr. Mitchell.

What I do doubt is as to the question whether or not

Mr. Mitchell ever saw it.

Now perhaps the best example why it is so important

for you ladies and gentlemen to decide whether or not

Mr. Mitchell authorized the DNC bugging or whether you agree

with the arguments I put forth and evidence we put on that it

was not Mr. Mitchell is perhaps the allegation in the indictment

that Mr. Mitchell was present on certain occasions when

Mr. Magruder discussed the false story he was going to tell to
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the Grand Jury in this case.

I think by all accounts the evidence is that Magruder’

false story on explaining the money and the diary entries and

whatnot that it was basically, the story was basically Magruder’s

concoction.

Let me very briefly read you again Mr. LaRue’s testi-

mony on that point.. This is transcript 6785, and the question

was asked of Mr. LaRue:

"Do you have any recollection of any suggestions

being made to Magruder from John Mitchell in that re-

gard?"

That is in reference to the false story Magruder was

going to tell.

Mr. LaRue answered:

"No, I don’t. As far as I know the cover story

that evolved was a product of Mr. Magruder’s efforts."

Now the best that the Government can do with reference

to that point is that they placed John Mitchell at ].east at one

and maybe two meetings with Mr. Magruder when Magruder’s false

story is being discussed. And you recall John Dean’s testimony.

John Dean testified that he took Mr. Magruder through a dry run

and polished up his story acting as the Devil’s advocate. You

recall John Dean testified he had talked to his lawyers and he

hed never pled to subornation of perjury because his lawyers to14

him what he had done, you know, dry running Magruder, that didn’
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constitute subornation of perjury.

Now the evidence on Mitchell was that he was present

at one or possibly more than one of these meetings when the

story was discussed, not that he said anything or did anything.

I just read you LaRue’s testimony. Of course he put in the

additional testimony which is admitted that Mr. Mitchell

strongly suspected at that time that Magruder’s story was false.

My argument is that if John Mitchell had authorized

the break-in, which whoever authorized that is a d@spicable and

criminal act, if he had done that and I submit on the evidence

you can conclude he had not, but if he had done that and if he

had something personal to feel in thet regard for Mr. Magruder

telling a false story then you could draw the inferences from

that evidence that Mr. Neal is arguing for but if in fact you

find that he did not have anything to do with the DNC bugging,

that he just turned it off every time it came along, then I

think the inferences to be drawn are just as consistent with

innocence as guilt.

If I can draw you an example, I think the situation

where, let’s say, one of your neighbors perhaps is subpoenaed

to appear before a Grand Jury and the neighbor comes over and

tells you about the story, you have no involvement in this but

for one reason or another you suspect that the story your neighbc

tells you is going to tell the Grand Jury is false. Now there

is no legal obligation or no duty on your part to call up the
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police or the prosecutor and say, Gee whiz, I think, I suspect

my neighbor is going to tell a false story. Certainly you can,

there is nothing wrong doing it either way. But I submit that

is the situation here where there is really no legal certain

obligation on the part of anyone whether he be a foxier Attorney

General or just a citizen like the rest of us where you have

suspicions and you are not personally involved, you have nothing

personal to fear from it, then there is no obligation as long

as you don’t take affirmative action to do any more..

Now let me, if I might, move on to the morley in this

case which is a subject Mr. Neal spent a good deal elf time on

and which I would like with your indulgence to try and confront

and rebut the evidence against Mr. Mitchell in that regard.

Now unquestionably there are tremendous conflicts of

testimony on this money not only between the Goverrmlent and the

Defendants but between individual Defendants, themselves. I

mean it ismy job and my only job in this case to represent

John Mitchell and argue what I believe what the credible evidenc~

on the money shows as to him. It is not my job to point fingers

in any other direction and I don’t intend to do that as far as

anybody in this case is concerned, but I would submit that an

excellent rule to follow in fixing responsibility for money when

anybody claims as the Grand Jury has claimed here that money has

been used to further an illegal purpose is to see who actually,

you know, when it getsdown to the crunch, to see who actually
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comes up with the money.

Now in that connection without commenting one way or

the other on the credibility of the Government’s evidence, I

would direct your attention to the Government’s money chart

which is in evidence in this case and which is the contention of

the Government as to where basically the money came from. You

will note that under one of the items under the $330,000 item,

remember there is a Rebozo $25,000 item. I will address myself

to that. That needs comment as far as Mr. Mitchell is concerned.

You can see by the chart that there is no claim that

the money was supplied by Mr. Mitchell. The great bulk of it

is the $330,000 White House fund and the other $220,.000 which

brings you out roughly to a half million over fund is the

Kalmbach-LaRueTDean-Ulasewicz operation.

Now you will recall that there was several efforts

made to get John Mitchell to raise~money for these Defendants

and it started with the LaRue-Mardian debriefing of Mr. Liddy

on June 21st.

Now this I think is quite important. Where Mr. LaRue

and Mr. Mardian were debriefing Liddy, you know, shortly after

the break-in and everybody is trying to find out what is going

on, according to Mr. LaRue, this is Mr. LaRue’s testimony,

Mr. LaRue said that Liddy told him at that time that commitments

had been mad e to these defendants and LaRue said, and this is

a direct quote from Page 6603 of the transcript:
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"I (meaning Mr. LaRue) told Mr. Liddy if commit-

ments had been made it would be kept."

Now, this is the first time the subject of .commitments

comes up and here is Mr. LaRue admitting in his testimony that

when Liddy brought it up, he, Mr. LaRue, said, I told Mr. Liddy

that these commitments would be kept. Mr. LaRue. Nobody testi-

fied that Mitchell told LaRue to do this or anybody else. He

said: I told him the commitments would be met.

I think it is interesting because you will recall I

asked LaRue on cross-examination, here he makes a decision these

commitments will be kept and remember he said he never inquired

or he never found out who actually made it, you know, the first

commitment to Mr. Liddy, you know, whoever toldMr. Liddy commit.

ments are there.

Then you will recall they reported back to ~. Mitchel

and, you know, Liddy wanted bail money and I think the evidence

is clear that the first time that the need for money for these

defendants in the form of bail money is brought to Mr.. Mitchell’

attention is on June 22nd and it is clear Mr. Mitchell refuses t

use any CRP money or any other money for bail money. It is

turned down.

You are aware, because it is mentioned so many times

in this trial on November 15, 1972 John Dean goes to New York

and plays a portiQn of the Hunt-Colson cassette to Mr. Mitchell.
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I believe that Mr. Neal misspoke himself when he said yesterday

that he had played the whole tape and I can be checked on this

if I am wrong, but Mr. Dean said on direct that he played the

whole tape, on cr0ss-examination he said he only played a portio

of the tape. But that was the upshot that he played a portion

of this tape for John Mitchell.

Now unquestionably Dean’s purpose as he. so stated in

taking andplaying a portion of this cassette for Mr. Mitchell

was to try and get Mitchell to raise money and that was the

whole purpose of the exercise.

Mr. Mitchell admitted on the stand that he understood

they were looking for money and by all accounts that purpose did

not succeed, no money was raised by Mitchell on that occasion or

any other occasion. As a matter of fact, apparently Dean’s

efforts, with Mr. Mitchell to try and raise money with Mitchell

got so bad, you remember you had the February ’73 LaCosta meet-

ing, this is onPage 3651 of the transcript, John Dean, according

to his testimony talking out at LaCosta and he is complaining

about the fact that he just isn’t having any luck with John

Mitchell at all in getting Mitchell to raise any money and I

won’t bother to read it, if I am misstating it, I will be correc~

but in essence that is what he is~telling the people out at

LaCosta, that I just~haven’t had any luck with John Mitchell, I

can’t get him to do anything on this and I am throwing the ball

back in your lap. I am sure you will remember him saying that
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to these other people, this is his testimony, to Haldeman and

Ehrlichman, saying in essence: Look, I struck out with John

Mitchell in raising money and if you want to try be my quest.

There is nothing more I can do.

Then the testimony is Mr. Richard Moore is sent to

New York to see Mr. Mitchell. This is Dean’s testimony on two

grounds. Number one, to try and get Mitchell to raise some

money and number two, to see if Mitchell will come down to

Washington to take over the administration handling of the

Watergate Committee hearings. Again there is no dispute the

testimony that Mr. Mitchell refused on both grounds,, would not

raise the money, would not come down to Washington to take up "

the administration handling of the Watergate hearings, and the

testimony on that point is finessed, the point.

So I think the evidence is clear that Mr. Mitchell’s

position on the money as it was in everything else was that if

there was a problem, it was a White House problem and every time

they would bounce Dean or Moore or anybody else up to New York

and you have to bear this in mind that Mr. Mitchell resigned[his

position with the Committee because of personal problems on July

1 and he physically moved out of Washington, went up to New York

in September of 1972 when he was practicing law up there. But

any time they would bounce anyone up there to try and get him to

come up with some money, he would always bounce them back to

where they came from.
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NOW the Government tried to bridge this infirmity

with some interesting and highly suspect testimony, principally

of Mr. Dean, trying to show that John Mitchell, ~you know, even

though he never raised any money he put the money olperation int¢

motion.

Now specifically Dean testified about a meeting on

June 24th, 1972 which was a Saturday, which was in John

Mitchell’s office. There was Dean, John Mitchell, Mardian and

LaRue, according to Dean on this problem of bail money and

according to Dean Mardian probably suggested the CIA for the

bail and according to Dean Kalmbach’s name was mentioned and he

says John Mitchell pulled him aside and said talk to Haldeman

and Ehrlichman about the CIA.

Now there are several problems with the testimony.

Number one, LaRue by his own testimony wasn’t there, he was

down in Mississippi at the time. Second of all, both John

Mitchell and Mr. Mardian have both testified that the sole pur-

pose of this meeting was in confronting Magruder and Sloan to

try and find out how much money had actually been expended by

Liddy.

Now you recall when I asked Mr. Dean about, you know,

whether or not that wasn’t the purpose of the meeting to confron

Sloan or Magruder to see where the money had gone Dean said he

didn’t even recall their being there, could have, but he didn’t

recall Magruder and Sloan being there. He said the subject neve~
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came up at that meeting of the confrontation.

Magruder testified that indeed that was, you know, the

basic purpose of the meeting, that he was there and Sloan was

there and everybody else, you know, was. going back and forth to

find out how much money had been expended to Liddy.

Magruder of course put a different connotation on the

meeting than did Mr. Mardian and Mr. LaRue. That was basically

his testimony on the point.

Now Mr. Mitchell’s 10gs show Magruder was there,

Sloan was there, Mr. Mardian was there, Mr. LaRue was not be-

cause he was in Mississippi and Dean came in and joined the

above people.

Now I think all of th~s is very significant when you

take it with the next phase of it, you see, because here accord-

ing to Dean and unquestionably meets with Wal~ters and whatnot

and then he claims on the 28th of June that he reports back to

John Mitchell by telephone and according to Dean he says that

the CIA won’t, go along with the fund and according to Dean John

Mitchell says talk to Haldeman and Ehrlichman about getting

Kalmbach involved.

And here are the problems: Before the Watergate

Committee Mr..Dean testified to the same happenings on the 28th,

only when he testified before the Watergate Committee said it

was a meeting in Mitchell’s office and Mitchell was there, he

testified and you remember his testimony on cross, he said he
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noticed John Mitchell testified under oath before tlhe Watergate

Committee and he denied that it was a meeting and Mr. Mitchell’s

logs indicated he was in New York on the 28th so he couldn’t

have been at a meeting at this office. So Dean says that

triggered my recollection then I remembered it was a telephone

call and then he testifies here it was in Mitchell’s office,

Mitchell wasn’t here but was up in New York as he testified

before the Committee, but I called John Mitchell in New York

from Mitchell’s office in Washington.

Now the problem with that is that as Mr. Mitchell

testified his logs show that on the 28th he traveled by car

back from New York and arrived back in Washington, I believe

either at 5:00 p.m. or 5:30. You can check the logs if you want

Now Dean said after talking to Mitchell on the tele-

phone from Mitchell’s office, he claims he gets him up in

New York, then according to Dean he talked to Ehrlichman and

Haldeman and then he reaches Kalmbach by phone in California

and according to Dean he tells Kalmbach, Ehrlichman, Haldeman

and Mitchell have given me this assignment. Remember Kalmbach

fixed the time of the call as being 1:30 or 2:00 p.m. California

time which would be about right with all these various telephone

calls. So you can see that that is just impossible. I mean

there was no way with Mitchell traveling down from New York by

car and arriving at 5:00 or 5:30 and is talking to Kalmbach at

1:30 to 2:00 p.m. California time that that call ever could have
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been made. And remember that Kalmbach never testified that
Mitchell’s name, you know, was ever mentioned in any of these

various conversations he had with Dean about this money o~

that they were in.

Again, when Mr. Kalmbach Was looking for some assuranl

as to whether this business was okay, never went to John Mitche~

never, never. He went to the White House, that is where he went

Let me tell you something if I might about. Mr. Dean

and I think I am certainly not standing before youand trying to

argue that Mr. Dean’s story by any means is made out of whole

cloth but what I am saying is simply this: I t~ink that you

get a pretty good picture of John Dean on the tapes and I think

the picture you get of John Dean on the tapes is that, youlknow,

I mean he is a pretty good self-starter himself, you know. The

picture you get of him on the tapes is he can get things done.

As a matter of fact, Mr. Neal brought up, I mean in his summatiol

you remember when they were praising him, not the mean John Dear

but the good John Dean, all of the emphasis, and they did praise

him, no question about it. When they were praising John Dean

one of the grounds they were praising him on is that he almost

single handedly took the bit in his teeth and you know, he did

it himself, a self-starter, he kept this thing together. To

hear him testify in that event, I would say I am not attacking

his basic story, but to hear him testify you would get the

impression that he never made a move, you know, without somebody
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telling him to do it. It was either Haldeman or Ehrlichman.

He never did anything unless somebody specifically said, You do

this, you do that. To hear him now he never did anything with-

out specifically reporting back, you know, usually on a tele-

phone and usually through the White .House switchboard where

there is no record of the call.

Let me digress from the money to another point that

is important, to make this point on Mr. Dean and I will get back

to the money.

You remember Dean testified at great length at this

trial here about a telephone call that he had with John Mitchell

he claims on June 22nd, 1972 and basically his testimony was

that he reported to John Mitchell what Gray had told him

basically number one, the FBI was onto the Dahlberg and Ogarrio

checks and Gray thought that it was a CIA operation.

When he is asked was there ever any response to

Mr. Mitchell, he says, no response, never any response from

Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Neal tried to bridge that gap by. getting some

testimony in, you know, that Mr. Mitchell was not a talkative

man. The testimony is no response, he just tells him this.

Now on cross’examination on this point Dean said that

he never testified before the Grand Jury, the Watergate, his

hours of interviews on this telephone call because no one ever

asked him about this telephone call.

Then, to show you that in some respects --- let me say
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this, when Mr. Neal was summing up that testimony the other day

he inadvertently misspoke himself, he said that Dean made that

telephone call to John Mitchell on the 22nd, that afternoon.

Now that isn’t what Dean testified. Dean is, well, a little

slip Mitchell made, Dean testified he didn’t make that call on

the 22nd~ to John Mitchell until sometime in the late evening,

probably after 7:30. You know why? Because Mr. Mitchell~s 10gs

that are in evidence show that he was in his office on the 22nd

until 7:05 p.m. Those logs are available to the Government,

and also to the ~atergate Committee and Mr. Dean very carefully

had his telephone call after 7:05 because there is no Dean call

to Mitchell reflected on those logs for June 22nd.

Now the question on cross and let me just finish off

this June 23 point because that tape is in evidence and that

again is one of thetapes where Mitchell is not present but his ~

name is mentioned as you remember. Let me read this because I

think it is quite important.

Now here you have got Dean saying, and he puts this

knowledge on Mitchell for the first time in~-.this trial, you

know, at a late date, by the way, you can check that log and

ascertain what I told you is correct as stated in the log. Here

he is~putting this information, all this knowledge about the

FBI being on the Dahlberg and Ogarrio checks for the very first

time, never done this before, called Mitchell up that night and

told¯ him. Of course you know that was the discussion on the
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23rd between Mr. Haldeman and President Nixon. They are talking

about some plan Dean and Mitchell put together to use the CIA

to put the skids to the FBI because Mitchell is not there. But

remember this now and I think the inference that the Government

is trying to argue to you is you know, Dean gives this informa-

tion to Mitchell and Mitchell to Haldeman and Haldeman to the

President. Let’s see on that.

Now here is Dean being asked specific questions on

cross-examination. On this very point, it is Page 3639 of the

transcript, I am asking:

"Did you ever suggest to Mr. Mitchell that it

would be a good idea to have the CIA step in and stop

the FBI investigation?

"Answer: I have no recollection of doing that,

no, sir.

"Question: It is indicated that you never sug-

gested it to Mr. Mitchell. Did you ever suggest to

anybody that maybe we could use the CIA to put the

skids to the FBI?"

And then he says:

"I could have, but I don’t recall."

What I have said to you I am not arguing that the

story is by any means made out of whole cloth, I think the evi-

dence shows by the same token he is not a choirboy either. I

think if you remember how John ~ean admitted, you remember I
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mentioned this in the beginning of my summation, on March 21 he

admitted joining in a plan to get John Mitchell to step forward

without any evidence, you remember, the same day he told the

President, I don’t know whether Mitchell did the DNC or not,

but he says he joins a plan on March 21 to get Mitchell to step

forward and take the blame, and to quote him directly, he says

the reason I did that, and the reason I did that and finally

admitted he did it to save his own skin, and the reason I did it

was that would have saved everybody in the White House.

Now I respectfully submit that anybody who is capable,

you know, of doing that is also capable and I think the evidence

shows in filling in a few phone calls and a couple meetings for

his hide’s sake again.

Now, let me get back to the money.

Mr. LaRue, who admittedly was big in the money busines

with Mr. ~lase~icz, youremember the testimony and I would agree

consistent with his problems I think LaRue tried to be a very

truthful witness in this courtroom. Since the money is so

important let me read some of Mr. LaRue’s testimony who was so

involved in this, what he has to say about Mr. Mitchell and the

money. I could summarize it but I think it is important because

the money is .such an important part of the Government’s case I

will try to cut down reading as much as I can.

THE COURT: Take your time.

MR. HUNDLEY: This is Mr. LaRue on the money. This is
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question:

"Question:
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Getting back to this, here is the

Now the prior meeting with

Mr. Kalmbach, did you have any conversation with

anyone about raising funds for the defendants, the

Watergate defendants?

"Answer: Yes, I have..stated previously there

have been conversations immediately in the ~me

frame preceding this and I had a conversation with

Mr. Dean and Mr. Mitchell and in this time period

Mr. Mitchell asked me to work with Mr. Dean on this

problem."

You remember that?

looks unfavorable. Let’s go on. He picks up on Page 6615:

"~hat were you supposed to do with Mr. Dean

according to what Mr. Mitchell told you?

"Answer: I was supposed to work with Mr. Mitchell

on the problem of meeting the commitments.

"Questioh: Can you explain to the jury what the

problem of meeting commitments entailed as it was

described to you?

. "Answer: I can describe to the jury what my

impression of what it entailed is, I don’t recall it

being described to me. The only way to describe it

as meeting the problems of the commitments. I can only

And you know at first blush that
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Then go to Page 6666 of the transcript.
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Here is

Mr. LaRue after a lot of questions back and forth on the money

and Mitchell, this is Mr. LaRue:

"I don, t recall ever discussing with Mr. Mitchell

the specifics of requests for funds, or specifics of

the delivery of funds. Only the vaguest generalities

about the commitments were being met."

Then we go on, and this is LaRue’s testimony on the

-- well, to make the point on that which he did, I mean there

was so much time spent in this courtroom about, properly spent

I submit by the Government, the Court and the jury, I am showing

the surreptitious manner that money was handled, phone booths,

code names and whatnot, but that is LaRue’s testimony. Nobody

is putting those specifics on John Mitchell. Nobody is saying

that he knew anything about the way it was delivered. That is

the important thing. For instance, on the $350,000 fund this

is LaRue’s testimony, Page 6688 ...........

"Late October, early November ’72 I asked

Mr. Mitchell if there would be any possibility any

of the $350,000 could be used to meet commitments

of the defendants. Mr. Mitchell says to take that

up with Mr. Dean."

Let me give you some more instances. I am trying to

give you all the inferences of Mr. LaRue’s testimony. Here is
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March 15, 1973 meeting, you heard testimony about up in New

York in Mitchell’s office, Page 6725 of the transcript, Dean,

O’Brien, Mitchell and LaRue:

"Question:. Mr. LaRue, do you recall any discussion

beyond that of replenishing the $350,000 fund, was there

any discussion about any additional needs the defendants

might have or would have?

"Answer: We certainly had a continuing need for

money in addition to replenishing the White House fund

and there was an ongoing need for money. Whetlher we

discussed that or not I just don’t recall."

Then the general question was asked by Mr. Ben-Veniste

and Mr. LaRue then gave his understanding, you know, what the

hush~oney was, they discussed this with Mitchell up there, and

I broke in and. said I wanted to know if this was discussed on

March 17, 1973~or was it just a general question.

Mr. Ben-Veniste honestly answers it is a~general

question. Page 6728:

"He asked me what it was for and I s~id. --"

This is the March 21 telephone call which I want to

treat separatelY about.the Rebozo money. And I will be through,

I want to emphasize this point because I think it is so importan

I only have a few more to read. Much as made about the Rebozo

$25,000 on the chart. The only connection with Mitchell on the

chart. Page 6669, LaRue’s testimony:
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"Did you have any conversation aboutwhat should

be done with the balance of approximately $25,0007"

This is after Mr. LaRue testified, you know, talked

to Mitchell and he went down to see Rebozo and picked up

$50,000. That was the question. Here is LaRue’s answer:

"I don’t recall any specific conversation about

the balance oflthe $25,000. The balance of the

$25,000 went into~my cash fund that was being used

to satisfy the commitments to the Watergate defend-

ants."

Page 6675.

"Answer: I think I just testified that

Mr. Mitchell designated a specific amount of money

to go to the campaign."

This was that other campaign mentioned earlier which

I previously discussed.

"And it is my recollection approx±mately

$25,000 for that campaign. He, Mitchell, did not

specifically tell me what to do with the balance of

the money other than I was just to keep the balance

of the money.

"Question:

"Answer:

You were to just keep it?

Right."

Finally after some more argument on the point and

.there was argument at the bench and Mr. LaRue got back on the
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"Maybe I misunderstood your earlier question

when you asked me did Mitchell spedifically tell me

what to do with that money, in other words did he

tell me to give it to Mr. Bittman or as you know

very shortly after that I delivered a sum of money

to Mr. Bittman. I thought you were asking me if

Mr. Mitchell told me to give that money to

Mr. Bittman. He did not. He told me to deliver

a certain amount of money to that other campaign,

approximately $25,000 and to keep the balance of

the money which I did. The money went into my

fund and was later disbursed for the commitments

to the Watergate defendants."

And then finally on Page 6679:

"Question: When Mr. Mitchell told you to keep

the fund was there any indication by anything said

prior to that time that you would apply those funds

or as needed to the ~atergate defendants?

"Answer: That was certainly my impression,

yes, sir."

Page 6680:

"He asked me if Mr. Mitchell instructed me what

to do with this money.

it.

" ii,

He didn’t, he told me to keep
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"Question: For what purpose?

"Answer: I can only assume one purpose,

Mr. Ben-Veniste, Mr. Mitchell I am sure knew I had

funds and from time to time those funds had been

disbursed to the Watergate defendants. Other -than

that campaign situation, that is up to that point,

that is the only other disbursem°ent~.or reason for

disbursing of funds I know."

One other example Mr. Neal in his summation made much

to do about the contact of a Mr. Pappas in connection with rais-

ing money and in connection with Mr. Mitchell, in connection

with raising money.

Let me just read it and this will be the last sample

because I feel this is so important. Here is all the Pappas

testimony, 6712, this ~s LaRue, he is asked the question:

"With whom did you have the conversation?"

This is about Pappas. His answer:

"With Mr. Dean.

"Question: Was anyone else present?

"Answer: No. Dean suggested that I contact

Mr. ~appas to see if Mr. Pappas would be willing to

contribute a substantial sum of money, 250 to 500

thousand dollars for this project."

Page 6714, and they refer to another:

"What was the conversation you had with Mr. Mitchell
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about Mr. Pappas?

"Answer: I had a conversation with Mr. Mitchell

concerning a potential business venture which Mr. Pappas

discussed with me on the basis of my participating with

him in this venture."

At no time about raising money for defendants with

Mitchell. It is all with Dean.

Page 6715 in the transcript:

"Mr. Dean indicated that there could be perhaps

some sort of quid pro quo on the basis of Mr. Pappas

making a contribution and in return this venture would

be looked on very favorably by the White House."

Finally, LaRue says he decides not to talk to Pappas

anyway.

Finally:

"Question: Do you know whether or not from your

own knowledge or from what anyone else has told you

Mr. Mitchell spoke with Mr. Pappas?"

After all this. LaRue says, No, I do not.

Then the question is:

"You have no knowledge either way?

"Answer : No. "

What that adds up to against Mr. Mitchell is zero.

And it is then they have got one meeting. Kalmbach is

out of the money business and Dean testifies that there is a
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meeting during the time in January right after the ;~ministratiol

after the election and inauguration and whatnot, Dean testifies

that he gets hold of Kalmbach and according to Dean~ you know,

Mitchell asked Kalmbach to get back in the business. But check

Kalmbach’s testimony. It is, Yes, there is a meeting, Dean

brings Kalmbach to the meeting, Dean says Mitchell wants them

and Mitchell is there, Kalmbach testifies that it is Dean-who

says to Kalmbach, Will you get back in the money -- not Mitchell

Dean is trying to get Kalmbach back in the money business. And

Kalmbach says, No. And that is the end of it.

Then another interesting item, you remember how I told

you LaRue was the guy told Liddy commitments would be met. When

Kalmbach gets out of the money and LaRue talks with Dean, this

is on Page 2872 of the transcript, according to Dean LaRue tells

him that Kalmbach is now out of the money business, I am going

to take it over. LaRue says I’ll just keep carrying it on.

Nothing Mitchell told me this, that or anything else. He is

keeping the business, going.

I think it is all consistent with the position we have

taken~in this case that when anybody, goes directly to them for

money he. gets bounced back to where he came from.

Whenever these other approaches are made the same way

he handled Moore, Dean, the cassette or these other approaches,

he finesses it, he pushes them back to where the problem is.

Let me deal if I can with this March 21st payment
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because the Government has stressed that and there has been a

good deal’ of testimony~on that.

That is the situation you remember when LaRue calls

Mitchell up in New York about the $75,000 because this is very

important, let me just read briefly some testimony on this.

This again is LaRue’s testimony, Page 6728 of the transcript,

he is testifying that he has been told by Dean that Dean is out

of the money business and Dean suggests that he call up Mitchell

So he calls up Mitchell. Here is his testimony:

"He asked me what it was for and I said I under-

stood it was for legal fees, $75,000. He said under

tho~ circumstances I think youought to .pay it."’

Page 6729, this is LaRue:

"I did not care to get into all of those things

with Mr. Mitchell on the phone so this was a decision

I made, I passed on the request of $75,000.

"Question: After this conversation with

Mr. Mitchell did you speak with anyone else?

"Answer: Yes. After the conversation with

Mr. Mitchell I determined that lwould make adelivery

of $75,000 and I contacted Mr. Bittman."

Now, just one other item so I will give you all of

LaRue’s, he is the only one testifies to this. Here is his

testimony again on this point, on Page 6785 and 67861:

"Going to the March 21st meeting you said your
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best recollection was you called Mr. Mitchell in

the morning?

"Answer: That is correct.

"Question: You testified you told Mr. Mitchell

they needed $75,000, is that correct?

"Answer : Yes.

"Question: You fixed the figure of $75,000?

"Answer: That is correct.

"Question: I take it according to your testi-

mony then he asked you what it was for, is that right?

"Answer: That is correct.

"Question: What did you tell him?

"Answer: I told him it was for legal fees.

"Question: Isn’t this the only time you checked

with Mr. Mitchell before making a payment?

"Answer:    Yes.

"Question: That was only done because Dean said

he was out of the money business?

"Answer: Dean told me he was out of the money

business and suggested I call Mitchell."

The Government lays great stress on the¯ fact after

this telephone call when Mitchell comes down on the 22nd there

is this meeting with several people and Mitchell doesn’t recall

the remark, Mr. Dean testified, Mr. Haldeman and Mr.. Ehrlichman,

that there is some sort of conversation between Dean and John
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Mitchell to the effect the problem is taken care of, you know,

with the inferences taking care of Hunt’s. blackmail problem.

The only evidence that is in this record tending to

show John Mitchell knew anything about the Hunt blackmail is

Dean’s testimony that on March 20th that he called up John

Mitchell in New York and this is his testimony, I will give it

to you the way he did, this was an abbreviated call that some-

body picked up the telephone call so Dean couldn’t really talk

and there was some stuff about a Greek bearing gift~ and

Mitchell said, I’ll call you back.

There is no testimony they ever talked. That is the

only evidence, you know, that somehow Mitchell knew anything

about this blackmail.

So when he comes down even assuming he made the com-

ment, he sees Dean, he knows this telephone call with LaRue,

you know LaRue calls him up and says, Dean is out of the money

business and we have some legal fees to take care of. It is

as conveying to Dean I. got a call from LaRue ~for legal fees and

I said okay. It is just as consistent with that in the record

as it is with the insidious inference that he knows all about

the Hunt blackmail.

The record is clear except for the one abbreviated

telephone call Mr. Mitchell says he couldn’t recall, about

Greeks bearing, gifts and somebody picking up the phone. That is

it, All the evidence about blackmail as I indicated earlier you
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never go near Mitchell with it, it is always steered to brother

Colson and others. Never Mitchell.

Let me get to this March 22nd meeting. As I indicated

earlier that is the only tape of all.the tapes played in evi-

dence that John Mitchell is present at. All the others they

talk about them and fret and worry and scheme how to get them

but this is the only one he is present at.

First of all, let’s look at the background of the

March 22nd meeting John Mitchell is summoned down. March 21 he

got the famous cancer on the presidency. Dean lays it on him.

Right after Dean lays it out to the President on

March 21 he gets together with Haldeman and Ehrlichman, you kno~

to save everybody in the White House and it is agreed we’ll get

Mitchell to fall on the sword.

He just told the President of~the United States he

don’t know whether he is¯involved~.iniit or not but we’ll get

Mitchell to fall on a sword.

Before they even call Mitchell up to get him down

here on the 22nd, you know, they entered into this agreement to-

gether and they call him up and get him down.

When he gets down there obviously nobody tells him

what happened at. the March 21st meeting and nobody tells him,

you know, that he has got to. go.

So without knowing what transpired at the March 21st

meeting, no idea of all this talk about blackmail and money,
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all these options, without knowing that and that he has already

been marked for extinction, he goes into a meeting on the 22nd

with the President.

I don’.t think there~is any.dispute when John Mitchell

opens up his mouth at this meeting all he is. doing is advocating

this position, he is saying, Mr. President, you are on a sticky

wicket with your position on Executive privilege. Bear in mind

John Mitchell’s faith in President Nixon is the h~.~ghest. He is

firmly convinced that President Nixon has no involve_merit fn any

of this no matter w!~at anyone else suspects and he says,

Mr. President, the. sticky ~icket you are on is not letting

people testify~ taking Executive privilege on it, That is his

position.

He is saying, Get off the sticky wicket~ let us all

go up and testify and end this thing and get over. ar~ above ~t~

Now then, I mean if you have any doubt that he doesn’~t

know what is going on, the rest of them get into the discussion

about modified limited hang outs, he doesn’t say a word.

Check it. Right at that time they are talking about,

you know, modified -- if anybody thinks they know Mitchell knows

what is. going on, that. is When they get on with the line Dean

says, You know, it is not a bad suggestion because for lack of an

~iternative, or a body, you remember that, Dean says we might go

this route but we don’t have the body. Everybody laughs, they

~re talking right in front of him for lack of a body, you know,
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maybe we’ll go this route.

Then you get to the end. All right, I’m .sure Mr. Neal

is going to emphasize that in his rebuttal and that is the part

where the President, you know, says to John Mitchell: I want

you to stonewall it, Fifth Amendment it, things like that.

All I ask you is check all through that meeting even

during this period. I don’t know what the President was talking

about, he obviously had plenty of knowledge my client didn’t

have, I am not vouching for anything he said but check what my

client says. Anytime he opens his mouth he is back on Executive

privilege, you know, he would butt in and say, How about it,

you know, look what he says, never mind what Nixon is talking

about. She what my client says at that part of the meeting.

I read it,now you check, and I am sure if I am not correct

Mr.~N~al will pick me up on it.

What happens? He is down here for this first meeting

on the 22nd. So he goes back to New York unbeknownst to

Mr. Mitchell Dean doesn’t get out a report, Mr. Ehrlichman is

assigned, you know, to look into the matter.

March 30th, 1973, Mr. Ehrlichman begins to talk to

people. He talks to Mr. Colson, you know, Mr. Colson who obviou~

is not very fond of Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Mitchell tried to get him

fired and Nixon wouldn’t fire Colson, so brother Colson obliggs,

re unloads on John Mitchell, a lot of hearsay innuendo and it all

~uilds up until we had the April 14th situation where they are

.y
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This is the meeting

where President Nixon, a grief stricken President Nixon is

instructing John Ehrlichman on how to get his former law partner

to take them all off the hook.

Remember this, he says: You got to say this is the

toughest decision he has made, tougher~than Cambodia, than

May 8th, December the 8th, put together. Those are the days

when they started remining H~e~hong Habor.or North Vietnam,

this is as tough to President Nixon to do to bomb out his old

buddy as ever. He gives his instructions to Mr. Ehrlichman how

they are going to get John Mitchell. They aren’t going to have

any evidence, they’ll get him to come forward.

Going back to March 21 agreement, he gives him the

instructions and he says be ~sure Mr. Haldeman to call him up and

say the President wants you down here. And he dutifully comes

down and then he has his meeting with Mr. Ehrlichman.

Elaborate plans are made to insure Mr. Mitchell knows

this is what Mr. Nixon wants. To the~erlasting credit of

Mr. Ehrlichman he just couldn’t do it.

is on tape and I have got the tape here.

He got him in there. It

Mr. Ehrlichman doesn’t

tell him what the President wants him to tell him. If he did,

my client would probably have confessed to the Ammidown murder

but instead John Ehrlichman tells him that as far as the

President is concerned he just doesn’t. If Mr. Mitclhell has
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remained silent or has not volunteered any information because

he is afraid it would hurt the Presidency, go ahead and talk to

him.

Mr. Mitchell specifically asks, Are my options open,

is the President going to give me my options.

And Mr. Ehrlichman to h±s everlasting credit says,

Yes, your options are open, Mr. Mitchell.

So then you remember he, in this surrounding, with

being imPressed that the President wants him down here and told

him his options are open, then he lays it out. Mr. Mitchell

tells Mr. Ehrlichman he is innocent, he tells him how he didn’t

authorize the break-in, you know, he made some mention he has

acquired some knowledge of the White House horrors which

Mr. Ehrlichman reports back to the President of lobb~ng mud

balls at the White House.

No reason to lie. Mr. Mitchell tells the same basic

story of his innocence that he told on the stand of his loyalty

to the President and specifically flat out denies any authorizat

for this bugging all of which I have gone through, so I won’t.~go

through it again.

So then Ehrlichman reports back to Nixon that Mitchell

is innocent, you know, really not such a tremendous problem

because at that point Magruder is cooperating and they have got

him on tape that nobody in the White House is involved, he is

only pointing at John Mitchell, he has forgotten about the
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Colson meeting and everything. He shows what can’t be accomplisl

directly can be accomplished indirectly.

All these meetings, March 22nd is the only one and

while all of these meetings are go±ng on John Mitchell is only

brought down here twice, direct orders of the President both

times, March 22nd, April 14th, which I discussed.

And before he is ever brought down on March 22nd they

have already agreed that you are it.

I think the evidence I submit is far from being any

member of a conspiracy if there ~as a conspiracy, going on in

all those meetings he wasn’t a member, he was a victim of the

conspiracy.

On the Burning Tree episode I will direct your atten-

tion to Mr. LaRue’s testimony on that point. You are aware of

what Mr. Magruder testified to, I will direct your attention to

Mr. LaRue’s testimony which is contrary to Mr. Magruder’s.

You got Mr. Mitchell’s testimony where he has denied

he ever had anybody else call up to try and get Mr. Kleindienst

to get the burglars out of jail, this is the important thing,

corroborating testimony on this point ~s far as Mitchell is

concerned. This is LaRue’s testimony on Page 6652 of the tran-

script, the only other specific part of that conversation at tha

meeting that I recall Mr. Ben-Veniste, was a suggestion by

Mr. Mitchell that Mr. Mardian called Mr. Liddy and told Mr. Lidd~

~O contact Richard Kleindienst, then Attorney General., and
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Mr. Kleindienst to contact Jerry Wilson, Chief of the Metropolit

Police Department and ascertain what facts he could on the break

in.

A far cry from trying to get hold of Kleindienst to

.get these burglars out of jail, particularly when you remember

when the issue was put directly to Mr. Mitchell after the de-

briefing that he would not make~any CRB money available or any

other money available for bail to these people.

Now, I am up to the perjury count and honestly, I real

don’t have that much more and I want to touch on these briefly

because all of this is important, very important to my client.

On the perjury count we already covered it, the fire-

place perjury count, so I won’t touch on that any more.

I think basically if you agree with my arguments that

Mr. Mitchell did not authorize the DNC bugging and therefore he

did not join in any efforts to cover it up, .you know then he

just wouldn’t have any motive or reason to commit perjury in

furtherance of any cover-up.

You start off with the premise if I am right on those,

the perjury charges almost fall from their own weight, there

wouldn’t be any reason to commit perjury if you didn’t authorize

the DNC, if he didn’t join any cover-up for his personal involve-

ment. There isn’t any point to lie. I think I stressed that on

a prior point. Th~at becomes particularly clear I think with

reference to the perjury count that. the Government al!~ges he
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didn’t tell the Grand Jury about the debriefing by Mardian and

LaRue have lied. The argument on that is there wasn’t any reaso~

to conceal that. He had been told by Mr. Ehrlichman on April 14

which we just discussed that his options were open, he didn’t

have to keep his mouth shut, he told Mr. Ehrlichman the same

basic story he toldhere, that he told before the Watergate

Committee when he goes in the April 20th Grand Jury, just Six

¯ ~0days later after April 14th he tells basically the same story,

he tells aboutthe meetings in his office, he tells about

iKey Biscayne,~you know. Thereafter he tells the Committee

investigators about the debriefing. He testifies about the de-

briefing before a nationwide television audience. He either

didn’t honestly recollect the meeting at that time or didn’t

relate to it because the word, confession, was used..

The basic point on it is after telling the Grand Jury

about the meetings in his office, the Watergate meeting, the

whole bit, testifying fully before the Committee about his

.activities, you know, Mr. Neal cross-examined on that at great

length.

What Mr. Mitchell did or did not do is basically some-

thing you are going to have to decide, whether or not it con-

stitutes a crime. Whether or not you know he reported on this

debriefing, that is not a factor, you know, one way or the other

Absolutely just no motive. You know people sometimes do go in

the Grand Jury and want to tell the whole story like he did,
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telling about meetings in the Attorney General’s office, in

Key Biscayne, but at that stage in the game you hold back this

debriefing. No iQgical reason. As I say, he certainly and

honestly tried to lay it all out at the dme.

The other perjury count, which was his appearance on

September -- Count Four, the appearance before the Grand Jury,

September 14, 1972:

"Question: Was there any program to your knowl-

edge at the Committee or any efforts to organize .~

covert clandestine operations basically, you know,

illegal in nature to gather intelligence about the

activities ofany Democratic candidates for public

office or any activities of the Democratic Party?

"Answer: Certainly not because if there had

been, I would have shut it off as being entirely

non-productive at that particular time of the

campaign."

Obviously he construed it as an operation in existence

he focused on was there any program, he said certainly not, if

there had been I would have shut it off as being entirely non-

productive at that time of the campaign.

The next question:

"Did you have any knowledge direct or indirect

of Mr. Liddy’s activities with respect to any intel-

ligence~gathering efforts with respect to Democratic
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candidates or the Democratic Party?

"Answer: None whatsoever. If there was, I

hadn’t heard anything about his activities in

connection with it."

LooK, were the answers artful, evasive, non-responsiw

You are an intelligent jury and I will not argue with you about

that~ But they were literally true. Read them. He is saying

certainly not because if there had been I would shut it off as

being entirely non-productive. He already shut it off SO he

didn’t know about it. None~whatsoever, because I didn’t know

there Was anything going on of that nature. I would have shut

it off if there was. I didn’t anticipate havingheard anything

about his activities. The answers are literally true. Youseen

that happen so many times in this courtroom on both sides where

someone will get up there, the question is asked, the answer is

true as far as it goes, you know it isn’t responsive and His

Honor you know will jump right in and say, you know, that is not

responsive, Mr. Hundley, Mr..Prosecutor ask~another question,

Mr. Prosecutor ask another question, ask the right question you

get the right answer.

Let me conclude because I have gone considerably longe

than I thought I would.

Mr. Neal told you of the awesome responsibility of,

youknow, representing the United States. You know his feeling

of pride, you know, inadequacy in representing and I can
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certainly understand that and appreciate that. But let me tell

you,. you know my judgment is really a more awesome responsibili%

and feeling of inadequacy is much more acute, you know, when

you represent a defendant in a criminal case doesn’t make any

difference whether he is a former Attorney General or any

defendant in a criminal case, because to a large extent you kno~

that person entrusts to you as his lawyer his liberty and his

life. In this regard you know I mean one thing, Mr. Neal didn’%

tell you if he is going to tell you in his rebuttal argument

what I always told jurors when I was a prosecutor, you know the

United States Government, they always win when justice is done

and you know if a just verdict is guilty they win and if a not

guilty verdict they win.

I submit you know as I have argued so often throughout

this trial, you know Mr. Mitchell certainly didn’t receive any

justice from his pmers at the White House and I certainly have

much more confidence in this jury that he will receive justice.

I say everything Mr. Mitchell did in Watergate he did not to

protect himself, to help himself, because he didn’t do anything

wrong, but because he bel±eved in and trusted and he was com-

pletely loyal to President Nixon. Now you know you and I might

not have the same belief in that particular point but I think we

all understand and respect the principles of law. I know I do

and you know one of the questions you ought to ask yourselves in

the jury room is if you don’t share that appraisal Mr. Mitchell
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did of President Nixon you ought to ask yourselves suppose

Mr. Nixon were a giant as Mr. Neal says as Jefferson, Lincoln,

Eisenhower~ or as the .late President Kennedy then would you

think what John Mitchell did to protect the President was so bad

Because I submit on the evidence you know the charges have just

not been proven and I would ask you to consider that and think

when you consider all the evidence on these points ’that you will

in conscience, I ask you return a verdict of not guilty to all

counts as to Mr. Mitchell.

I thank you for your indulgence.

THE COURT: All right, we will take our afternoon

recess.

(Recessed at 3:15 p.m.)
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Yes, sir.

Your Honor, we have had a moment here

to look at some charts, what Mr. Frates proposed to use in his

argument. As Your Honor will recollect, we brought our charts

in advance and had a discussion about them.

Now, these were sitting here, and I simply have

looked at them. I am told that there are some other charts,

but they will not let us see those.

MR. FRATES: You will be able to see those.

THE COURT: Let me hear one at a time, now.

appreciate

speaking.

I would

it if you wouldn’t interrupt while somebody else is

precise

by item.

With respect to the chart Your Honor is seeing now,

captioned, "John Dean," I object to nothing on this chart if

there is any rational basis in the record for it. When I had

my chart we had a transcript citation for each entry, and we

offered to the Court and to defense counsel, if they wanted

to challenge it, to produce ~he transcript page wherein it

occurred.

MR. FRATES: Yes, sir.

MR. NEAL: Yes, sir. Now, I certainly want to be

in my objections, and therefore I must take them item
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NOW, there are some fifteen items on this chart. I

believe I’m correct in stating that, some fifteen items. Yes.

~I really think that all of these items are within the range of

rational argument, with the exception of three of them. Some

of them I wouldn’t agree with, some of them I think are taking

quite a license, but I don’t say that they’re beyond the range

of reason.

I do disagree with Number Three, which says, "John

Dean caused Herbert Porter to lie in connection with the cover

story."

Now, there is absolutely no basis in the record for

that statement.

Two. "Dean told Egil Krogh to lie like he had never

lied before to the United States Senate." There is evidence

in the record to that.

"Dean told Kenneth Parkinsonto forget about Dean’s

showing him "FBI reports on the Watergate investigation."

There is evidence in the record about that.

I do maintain that Mr. Frates cannot show me a

reference for Item Number Three anywhere in the eleven or

twelve thousand pages of this record.

Number Five. "Dean told Colson to destroy a memo-

randum which Colson wanted to send to the U. S. Attorney

detailing Colson’s relationship with Hunt." I challenge

Mr. Frates to.show any basis in the record for that statement.
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NOW, there is a basis in the record for Dean telling

Colson not to send that on, because that would contradict

Mr. Magruder. That is the testimony, and in a brief period

of time I can get that reference.

But to destroy the memorandum, there is no basis in

the record for destruction of memorandum Number Five.

MR. FRATES: We’re playing with words. In an attempt

to save some time, Your Honor, I’m going to make some changes.

I think these are certainly literal interpretations, but if

we can work it out --                               ~

MR. NEAL: Now,~Number Thirteen. "Dean was exclusi-

vely guilty of endeavoring to obstruct the FBI investi-

gation (Gray)."

Not only is that not in the record --

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

Would you like to read the record?

Wait a minute, gentlemen, just a second.

Excuse me, Your Honor, I’m sorry.

The other day I thought I relaxed a

little bit on the procedures I have been following in the

Court here, and frankly I was disappointed with the showing

everybody made. That was the last day. Everybody was~trying

to get their exhibits in, and everybody was talking. I’m not

going to permit that anymore. I think I have been trying to

conduct this trial in a proper way. I’ll listen to each one

of you, but please do not interrupt each other, because we
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won’t get a good record that way.

Now, what

MR. NEAL:

With the one that Mr. Hrates has

"Dean was guilty of endeavoring to obstruct

I have no fault with that.

Thirteen,

investigation."

is the other objection?

Can I go back to these two just a moment?

changed, Number

the FBI

THE COURT:

MR. NEAL:

obstruct the FBI investigation."

"exclusively" is not supported byword

Endeavoring to. He said endeavoring now

"Dean was guilty of endeavoring to

He admitted that the

the record, and he stru,

the word out, and I have no problem with that.

Now, in going back to Number Five, I think Mr. Frate~

agrees that "destroy" -- "Dean told Colson to destroy a

memorandum which Colson wanted to be sent to the U. S.

Attorney" -- that the word "destroy" shouldnot be out,

but "destroy" should not be out, but it now readsthat Dean

told Colson to "blank" the memorandum. Hold, or not send.

THE COURT: It sounds like Mr. Hall prepared this,

because he hasn’t been in Court all the time.

MR. FRATES: Judge, I’m not going to do like some

people in this country, I’m going to take the responsibility.

MR. NEAL:

THE COURT:

MR. NEAL:

THE COURT:

If I may continue on this.        ~

Wait until he writes it in.

Hold, or not pass on to the U. S. Attorne

Well, that’s all right, hold a memorand~

k
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testimony.

Now the third one here, Your Honor, "Dean told

Egil Krogh to lie." Again we’re not painting a halo over

Dean’s head. Dean told Kenneth Parkinson to forget about Dean

showing him these.

"Dean told Herbert Porter to lie in connection with

the cover story."

THE COURT: Is there anything in the record, Mr. Hall

to support that statement?

MR. HALL: Yes, sir. It comes from the inference

from the March 21st, 1973, tape.

THE COURT: An inference.

MR. HALL: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Who drew the inference?

Did you draw it?

MR. HALL: It’s an arguable inference. Yes, sir,

I drew it.

THE COURT: What does it state?

MR. HALL: It’s a quote from Mr. Dean in his~con-

versation with the President, on Page 18, where he’s saying,

"I know, I personally know Porter has perjured himself in the

Grand Jury, and we certainly know the Grand Jury proceedings

are secret. He knew he must have been involved.
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THE COURT: Wait a minute, counsel. I’m not going

to permit this. Why didn’t you just quote his language instea~

of inserting it like it is?

MR. HALL: Sir, because I think we are permitted to

draw an inference, and I think that’s a fair inference from

the record, from an exhibit introduced into evidence by the

Government itself.

THE COURT:

MR. NEAL:

THE COURT:

MR. NEAL:

a liar, and that was Mr. Magruder.

MR. FRATES: That’s right.

MR. NEAL: That caused

only three we have, Your Honor.

All right, let’s go to the next one.

May I respond, Your Honor?

Yes, you may respond.

One of our other witnesses calls Porter

Porter to lie. That’s the

THE COURT:

MR. NEAL:

THE COURT:

reasonable, of course.

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

You have already settled two of them.

Yes, sir. This is the only one we have.

I would think if you just insert the

words that were actually used, and then let you argue to the

jury whatever interpretation you want to put on it, that’s

Isn’t that agreeable?

Yes, sir.

All right, Mr. Frates said that’s agree-

able.

MR. HALL: I’ll make a change.
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Now, let’s get started.

Your Honor, how long will we go this

THE COURT: I think we ought to go to five o’clock

today. An hour and a quarter would be about right.

MR. NEAL: Your Honor, could we ask that we be allowe

as we did to them, be allowed to see the other charts before

they are exhibited to the jury?

MR. FRATES: Of course you can.

THE COURT: Very well. We’ll have about an hour and

a quarter, now,

MR. FRATES:

hour, would you?

THE COURT:

MR. FRATES:

namely me.

MR. HALL:

and then we’ll suspend until Thursday morning.

Your Honor, you wouldn’t consider an

Let’s see how we get along.

Some people have to catch a plane,

Excuse me. Mr. Frampton has observ~ the

change, and it is satisfactory with him.

THE COURT: All right, Mr. Hall.

You may not even get to those.

MR. FRATES: No, Your Honor.

going to get to

over them.

THE COURT:

I assume we’re not

those today, and if we do we can just skip

We’ll try to go to a quarter to five,

then o
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MR. FRATES: I appreciate that, sir.

THE COURT: Bring the jury in.

(Jury in the box.)

THE COURT: All right, Mr. Frates.

MR. FRATES: May it please the Court, ladies and

gentlemen of the jury: Each of us have made some observations

as we have stood up here. I was impressed with Mr. Wilson’s

comment that we have been here so long and looked at each

other, and I almost feel as if we are working together, and in

effect we certainly working together, because as Mr. Hundley

so ably put it, as lawyers we are advocates, and as trial

lawyers I guess all of us want to win. My wife tells me that

all of these men have big egos. But what we’re really after

is justice in this courtroom for all of the defendants. And

if I may take the liberty, as I look around, after we have

spent three months together -- and I hate to say I don’t recall

how long, but it’s been many weeks -- I would like to make

some observations, because while this is a historical trial,

it is no more important than the trial in the lowest court in

this District, and its basic fundamental issues, which is

justice. But as I look around I can’t help but comment on

the Judge, who has established himself in history, legal

history, because he has made available these tapes for you to

hear.

I look at you, and I’m not going to thank you,
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although you have been so kind, but I would never expect less

from you, but the letter that you wrote -- and this is not

my view, this is the view of each one of these lawyers here,

including the prosecution-- that letter will becmme famous,

because I think every one of us was touched by the service and

the sacrifice that you are willing to give to see that this

system works. I might also say that what your practice is in

sitting in this jury box is self government. Don’t ever let

anybody take it away from you, the jury system.

As you go on in your future life and hear the

about should we have a jury system, don’t ever letarguments

anybody take your right to decide your rights and your

citizen’s rights away from you, or modify St in any way. And

I look back over hereon the left, and I’m sure you realize we

have the media, God bless them. You can agree with them and

disagree with them, but we must fight to keep them free and

keep them from censorship.

Then I look around and see some family and friends

of these defendants. I look at the prosecution and I say that

never have I seen a case prepared better by the Government of

the United States, nor more ably presented.

One of the problems is that the Chief Prosecutor is

so articulate, so persuasive, that he puts a tremendous burden

on me and the other defendants in trying to meet his great

ability.
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The other defendants are represented by extremely

able lawyers. One of the problems, as I told you earlier, is

having everybody in one pot, because it makes it very difficul~
_

for us to talk about some of the things we mlght want to talk

about in this case; but none of us as lawyers want. to harm,

prosecute or defend another one of the defendants.

So this has been somewhat a limitation, but I think

none of us would have it any other way since we’re all here

together.

But I say let the chips fall where they may on the

evidence, regardless of whose right or whose wrong.

Now, we’ve heard a lot about opposite. Mr. Neal in

his superb opening statement talked about symbols. I think he

had Mr. Parkinson and somebody else back there with symbols,

and then somebody else had the first violin, and I think ~at

was Haldeman.

In other words, we had an orchestra going here.

Ladies and gentlemen, we’re missing one person, the orchestra

leader, that’s who wet’re missing in this case. And I’ll talk

more about that later.

Now, I would like to deviate from what was, I hope,

a reasonably prepared outline, and talk about two or three

things that have just been told to you by Mr. Hundley and a

couple other of the people.
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When Mr. Hundley said John Ehrlichman sat in there

with Haldeman and the former President Nixon, and was sent to

be, as he said, the fall fellow, I don’t agree with that, but

was sent to him, to his everlasting credit. He didn’t do it.

He did what was right, to his everlasting credit. And through-

out this case, and these tapes, and throughout-this situation,

who do they turn to? And to his everlasting credit it’s

John Ehrlichman. And I appreciate Mr. Hundley saying that,

because it is, it is true.

I don’t live in Washington, but I have a feeling

every time I drive around the White House, or Congress, some-

thing about those two institutions impress me. We are almost

two hundred years old now, and I think it’s very difficult,

it’s impossible, for me to visualize what it means to work

with the President of the United States, because he is not

Gerald Ford, he is not Lyndon Johnson, he’s the President of

the United States -- or he’s not Jack Kennedy, he’s the

President of the United States.

Mr. Dean -- Mr. Neal -- and I apologize, I don’t

mean that. I have a bad habit of using wrong names, and I’m

sure Mr. Neal knows that. He says that he was proud to

represent the United States Government, and that he represente

them many times; and Mr. Hundley has represented t~em many

times. Occasionally I have represented the Government on

special instances. But there is nothing that makes me as
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proud to represent an underdog or someone with an unpopular

cause, that I have spent a considerable part of my career

trying to help people in court rooms that I felt were entitled

to justice under our Constitution.

Another think that I think about in going back to

Mr. Ehrlichman, that Mr. Hundley meant when they talked about

buring the Brook Institute, what a ridiculous thing. Who did

they turn to to stop it? John Ehrlichman. What did former

President Nixon say on April the 29th, when he literally

tossed out into the street John Ehrlichman, who had served

him for six years? He said, "you’re my conscience, you’ve

been my conscience, I wish I had followed yours, advice."

What did Mr. Haldeman say when he testified here on

the stand and before the Senate Committee, talking ~about the

tape of the 21st? And it shows on there, and the meeting

then turned to the question of how to deal with this situation

and the President mentioned Ehrlichman’s recommendation that

everybody should go to the Grand Jury. "Ehrlichman’s recommen.

dation that everybody should go to the Grand Jury."

And then on the next page -- and this is his

testimony, and he had no reason to make these statements unles

they were actually true, they didn’t help him in any way --

Mr. Ehrlichman was arguing for going to the Grand Jury without

immunity in order to get the truth out.

"Going to the Grand Jury without~immunity." And
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I’m sure you all realize that means you go and tell it, without

immunity, and if you’ve done anything wrong they can bring a

charge against you. But no, see, some of the people didn’t

want to do that, because many of them, including the President

0f the United States, didn’t tell Mr. Ehrlichman, including

Mr. Dean, all they knew.

We talk about the clemency situation. And again I

point these out to show what kind of man is John Ehrlichman.

After the Hunt-Colson tape, when Bittman got involved, they

went and asked Ehrlichman if he could see Bittman, or if he

thought it would be all right to see Bittman, who was Hunt’s

lawyer. Here is a man who had lost his wife, who had four

children to raise. And what did Mr. Ehrlichman tell him?

And this is uncontradicted evidence. "Mr. Ehrlichman said he

saw no reason for me not to see Bittman, but obviously if

Bittman should make any appeals on behalf of his client, I

should be careful to make no commitments or presentations."

In other words, he warned him before he went~about

if bemade any appeals.

Now, I didn’t mean to cover those at this stage, but

I’m going to work them in later, but they’re just illustrations

of the kind of man John Ehrlichman was and is.

Now, let me go back to certain comments that I made

on the opening statement. Obviously no one would approve,
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condone, the unlawful bugging, break-in, perjury, subordination~

of perjury -- which means getting some one to lie on.the

witness stand -- paying witnesses to remain silent when they

might testify, intentionally destroying documents, intentionally

concealing documents. Obviously this is improper and illegal,

and I don’t want any of you for one minute to ever think that

I think anything otherwise in my argument.

Now, we come down to the people involved. You know,

contrary, I guess, to the general feeling of some of us, and

certainly when I was younger the feeling when you get on a

trial, when you were an advocate and you were sort of carried

away with your prosecution or defense, but as I grow older I’m

not exactly sure what

wrong. I think I do.

and their problems.

is exactly right and what is exactly

I’m a lot more tolerant about people

Mr. Neal said, "mean John Dean." No, I don’t want

to call him mean John Dean at all, nor do I want to cast any

disparaging remarks at any of these people that have testified

and some of the people who haven’t testified, becauseI feel

sad for all of these people, they’ve paid a terrible price

for their mistakes. So I want you to know that when I~talk

about John Dean, and apparently I have to, although he did

a good job for the White House until the orchestra leader

trapped him, and he, like so many of us, and I’m talking about

Dean and some of the other people like Jeb Magruder, who I
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think was a fine young man, and some of these other people

that have testified were trapped in such an unnecessary

some serious accusations

forced to discuss John Dean

with you and his credibility when he makes these charges

against Mr. Ehrlichman. What’s his motivation? He was sent,

and yet the tapes will show he was working with the President;

I don’t know how long before on the tapes. But do you remembe~

Mr. Mardian testifying from that witness stand who was running

the Committee to Re-elect the President? And he said the

President of the United States. I believe that. I believe

Mr. Mitchelllwas involved, obviously. To what degree I’m not.

going to discuss. So we have to talk about why, what the

motivation for a young man who was loyal and dedicated and

would do almost anything for former President Nixon? Why does

he make these accusations, what’s the motivation for it? And

let me discuss this with you. And it’s so clear t~at it is

for you to determine their credibility, not for me.

He goes to Camp David and he realizes that he is

involved, and he says in his own words, "Dean, I’m involved

in .this like a blanket," and he was. ~But he was doing ~t

for the President of the United States. And then he started

to try to work out of it, and then he looked and saw, "I’m

totally involved." And John Dean then decides, as he starts

writing it down, how completely emerged and how completely
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entrapped he was. And again I reiterate I feel sorry for that

young man, I really do. So he goes, or has his lawyers start

talking with the authorities here in this building, the

U. S. District Attorney. And, folks, it wasn’t the Lord that

called John Dean, it was Jeb Magruder who said finally, "I’m

going to go and tell exactly what happened at CREP." And you

can say, and they can talk all they want to about Magruder,

or Jeb Magruder, whether what he said is true or whether it

isn’t. I’m not going to get involved in that because that

relates too much to these other defendants. But t~at young

"Iman sat on that stand and said several times,    ’m ashamed of

it, I admitted it, I’m willing to pay the penalty, I’m not

going to get anybody else involved, I’m going to tell it like

it is." Contrast to that, what did John Dean? John Dean gets

his lawyers and starts hard bargaining, and he says, with the

States Attorney -- and I don’t blame him for this, I don’t

blame him -- on April the 2nd -- well, when you hard bargain

for immunity, and what he wanted to do was get’immunity so

that he wouldn’t be charged with anything, and hewas from

the start to the end of this thing. I don’t know how one

person could be so involved. But I want you to understand

that I don’t blame him for going and trying to get immunity.

But he goes and he does not implicate the President of the

United States, although he knows from the March 21st tape

what went on there. And you listen the March 21st tape and
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yOU can only draw one conclusion from it, and he knew that,

but he never implicated the President. And I think his

dedication even went that far to him, and maybe to the office.

So he has to have something to sell to get his immunity, to

get somebody involved, so he picks two big fish, Haldeman and

Ehrlichman, and he makes specific accusations against both of

them. And you have to now determine his credibility on these

issues, both of their credibilities on these issues.

The bargaining continued on for a long period of

time. Mr. Neal stand up here and tells you the President call~

him in and has a lawyer there, and who drew the letter of

Mr. Ehrlichman? I remember. Mr. Ehrlichman drew it. And who

asked Mr. Ehrlichman to draw the two letters? The President

of the United States. So he did. Mr. Dean didn’t: like either

one of them, and so drafted his own.

All right, now we come back to Mr. Dean’s credibilit

and let’s analize it. His Honor has told you, and youwi11

hear it in the charges -- and I hope you will bear with me if

I repeat it again -- the Government must prove their case

beyond a reasonable doubt. And John Ehrlichman is~ presumed

innocent unless he is proven beyond a reasonable doubt~that

he is guilty.                                                   ~

Now, let’s look at Dean’s credibility. Dean helped

Magruder prepare a cover story and assisted him in lying both

to the Grand Jury and to the original Watergate Jury in this
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Court before Judge Sirica, and he said, "I was the Devil’s

advocate."

Ladies and gentlemen, I’m not taking.up for

Jeb Magruder perjuring himself, but he was a non-lawyer. For

a lawyer to take a non-lawyer and coach, him to lie before the

Grand Jury, and then coach him to come in here and put his

hand on that Bible and lie, is as low as a lawyer can get. An~

when you, re back in there talking about Dean’s credibility --

I thought of this in the middle of the night -- if Mr. Neal

were arguing this point, I can see him turning wit~ his face

red saying, can you imagine somebody going and telling a non-

lawyer to lie before the Holy Bible? I can hear him say it

now, because it’s, to a lawyer, it’s shocking, absolutely

shocking. And you’ve heard him, or you’ve heard Egil Krogh,

and he admitted it before he was going to the United States

Senate to be confirmed as an Assistant Secretary of the

Department of Transportation, he had a meeting with him. And

he said that we have this problem, what do you do’with it?

And Krogh, another fine young man that’s dragged down by the

orchestra leader, said that John Dean tells me~i~1~.~I~

like you never 1led befoze nyo~r ~e~

Now, number three, Herbert Porter was the young man

who worked for Magruder, another a non-lawyer, and Dean knew

that Herbert Porter lied in connection before the Grand Jury

and before this Court and before this Judge, and he permitted
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sad thing, Herbert Porter being

this

out.

Colson wanted to send to

relationship with Hunt.

Dean told Kenneth Parkinson to forget about Dean

showing him the FBI reports on the Watergate investigation.

You heard that from Mr. Parkinson the other day. And again

young man was trapped, and he was trying to work himself

And then Dean told Colson to hold a memorandum which

the U. S. Attorney, detailing Colson’

Don’t do that. Dean was an accessory

to Kalmbach’s destruction of his record of the money paid to

the Watergate burglars.

Here’s another witness. Dean permitted Caulfield

to destroy McCord’s diary in Deans presence when McCord was

a defendant in this case, and that was evidence they needed

in the courtroom. And John Dean said, or sat there, while

he destroyed evidence when a man’s liberty was at stake.

Now, here is number eight. Dean destroyed Hunt’s

Hermes notebook and appointment directory. You heard us talk

so much about that.

And Mr. Dean, when he appeared before the.Senate

Watergate Committee -- and I’m sure some of you saw that,

Senator Montoya said, after he had finished a 250 page state-

ment, "Mr. Dean, do you now have peace of mind about what you

have done?" Mr. Deansaid, "Yes, sir." And Senator Montoya,

"-- in disclosing everything that you knew."
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But what was in the Hermes notebook that he destroyec

and didn’t tell anybody about till he told George Frampton on

November 2nd, 19737 And he lied to Silbert about it, he lied

to everybody about it. He said he didn’t know anything about

it, because it had the plans of Gemstone in it, and it involve~

Magruder and Dean and another one of the defendants in this

room, and I’m not going to use his name. Certainly it wasn’t

Ehrlichman, I mean to straighten that out. And he destroyed

them, and he destroyed it in the early stages. So Mr. Dean

-- and you can see this pattern with him, is getting a pattern

of we’re going to deep-six something, who are we going to

accuse. So we’ll accuse Ehrlichman of deep-sixing, or telling

me to deep-six the electronic equipment.

But what was deep-sixed? The Hermes notebooks,

because they’re metal notebooks and can’t be destroyed in the

shredder.

Dean suggested part of Magruder’s diary be destroyed

when the United States Attorney asked that it be given to the

Grand Jury. He told Magruder, "destroy them." Dean destroyed

his own check, used to allegedly to cover the $4,850 -- and I

guess, and I said, I get over and I realize that some good

people make mistakes -- if he put a check in there to cover

some money that he took out for his honeymoon, I guess certainly

couldn’t condone it, but he said he put it in there. But then

I asked him where is the check? And he said he destroyed it.
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He destroyed it.

Now, anybody as bright as John Dean, do you think

he would destroy an IOU check if one was there? Of course not.

Then of course he admitted that he was all over~Watergate like

a blanket.

Then Dean recommended the CIA be used to divert the

FBI investigation. And Dean was guilty of endeavoring to

obstruct the FBI investigation -- Mr. Patrick Gray. And

when we come back to the pleadings in this case, what the

obstruction of justice is, it was interferring with the FBI

and interferring with the Department of Justice. And do you

remember when Mr. Patrick Gray -- and I have it here and I

want to read it to you later -- when I asked Mr. Patrick Gray,

"Did John Ehrlichman ever interfere with the investigation of

the FBI?" And he said, "Absolutely not." Then he was asked,

"Did John Dean?" And he said, "Yes, he did."

All right. Dean ordered Hunt out of the country.

We’ll talk about that in just a few minutes. And Dean offered

McCord Executive Clemency to keep silent, withoutpermission

from anyone.

Now, let’s, if

country. Who said that?

I may, go to the orderedout of the

John Dean said it. But what does

the evidence show. He testified that at four o’clock in the

afternoon of June the 19th, 1972, he met with John Ehrlichman
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and Charles Colson. At the beginning of the meeting Dean says

Ehrlichman told him to have Liddy tell Hunt to get out of the

country. Dean admits that Colson was present.

We brought Colson here, and he said, "Mr. Ehrlichman

made no such statement in my presence, it was not discussed,

but what was discussed was that Dean came to my office and

said I have ordered Hunt out of the country." And Mr. Colson

said he exploded and Dean went over to the phone and cancelled

What else is the evidence? Hunt went to Glanzer,

and he admitted -- Hunt told Mr. Glanzer, who was an investi-

gator for the United States District Attorney, that Hunt told

him that Liddy had said that Dean had cooked up the idea, Dean

had cooked up the idea, but never mentioned Ehrlichman at all.

And then we get Mr. Hunt’s book, and he reads it, and it shows

-- and he denies it -- I said, "You read it, didn’t you?" And

he said, "Yes." It shows where Hunt was ordered out of the

country in the morning. And the meeting we’re talking about

didn’t occur until four o’clock. So look at the evidence

against that. Has the Government proven that beyond a

reasonable doubt? I say absolutely not. Like so many of

Dean’s stories that he tells about so many of these defendant~

-- and I agree with Mr. Hundley, that anybody says there

wasn’t a Watergate episode going on just hasn’t listened to

the testimony. And some of it was criminal, some of it was

it.
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wrong, this breaking in and bugging and all of that thing is

so stupid it’s

be condoned by

Now, I think I’ve covered here -- I think I. said

Howard Hunt admitted to Seymour Glanzer, Assistant United

States Attorney, but I didn’t underline the facts that he was

investigating the Watergate matter, he was the one who Hunt

said Liddy said Dean cooked up the idea.

Now, in Hunt’s book he admits, or he said he wrote

this, and he said he denied it after I read it to him -- he

said, "I wrote it," but then he denied it, and here is what

he said:

unbelievable, but it is wrong, and it shouldn’t

anyone.

the orders to me, they want me to get out of tow~.

do I go? How about Europe?"

He goes on and talks about -- this was in the after-

noon -- and he goes and sees Bennett, who was going outfor

lunch. "When he was out of sight I retraced my steps to Mullen

and Company, and went into Bob Bennett’s office just as he

was getting ready to leave for lunch."

His voice was almost hoarse, his words clipped ’Howard,

go down to the street and walk west on Pennsylvania

Avenue, as far as the corner. Turn left, and I’ll meet

you there. We’ll keep walking.’" And they went through

that little deed. He then caught up with Liddy. "Those are

Where

"Then, about 11:30, I got a call from Gordon Liddy.
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NOW, bear in mind, again, and please bear with me if

I repeat, the meeting in Ehrlichman’s office didn’t occur until

four o’clock. So the time is wrong. Colson said it didn’t

happen, Ehrlichman said it didn’t happen. Colson puts it

earlier in his office, when Ehrlichman was not there.

Now, let’s talk about the deep-six. Mr. Dean accuses

Ehrlichman of telling him to dee-six the electronic equipment.

What happened? This was the same meeting on June the 19th,

at four o’clock in the afternoon. John Ehrlichman convened

a meeting in his office to determine what the precise employme~

status of Howard Hunt was. At that meeting Ehrlichman was told

that Hunt still had a safe within the Executive Office Buildinc

even though his employment had been terminated three months

earlier.

They decided -- and Ehrlichman was the Senior man

there -- to go into Hunt’s safe and get the stuff out. And

who did they get to go into it? A Secret Service Man. You

heard him testify, that was Baker. They had Kehrli, they had

General Service people there, they had six or seven people who

were there. And I asked Mr. Dean, "That certainly isn’t in

accordance with any indication that you were trying to make

a secret out ofit, is it?" And he said,"no, it isn’t." But

it doesn’t make sense. Ehrlichman wasn’t even there. And he

sends all of these people to go and get this stuff, including
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a Secret Service Man who didn’t inventory it, but he looked

through it. And then sometime later when John Dean found

Hermes notebooks he destroyed them. But he accused

Mr. Ehrlichman of deep-sixing or saying he was going to deep-

six something. He didn’t do it, nothing was deep-sixed. The

only thing that was destroyed out of that safe was Hermes

notebooks. But it doesn’t make sense, does it? It doesn’t

to me.

We have heard Secret Service Agent James Baker and

Charles Ro~chford of the General Services Administration

testify that Rotchford and Baker, with two employees of the

Safe Master Company went to open up Howard Hunt’s safe late

in the afternoon of June the 19th. You have heard from the

witness stand that a careful procedure was employed to insure

the safe was opened. The contents would be delivered in tact

to Bruce Kehrli, the Staff Secretary of the White House.

Kehrli in turn gave

Fred Fielding and John Dean.

White House lawyers.

the contents of the safe to

Both Fielding and Dean were

As a result not only did the five people.who~were

in that four o’clock meeting know that the contents of Hunt’s

safe had been taken into custody, but also the Secret Service

knew about the contents of Hunt’s safe, the General Service

Administration knew about the contents of Hunt’s safe, a

private firm knew about the contents of Howard Hunt’s safe,
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and it was far from a secret matter, as John Dean has testifie~

from the witness stand, he said it was totally inconsistent

with secrecy.

Now, the FBI inventory, Exhibit No. 13 -- and of

course what they have said is that Mr. Ehrlichman was involved

in the Ellsberg matter, and this is why he wanted it deep-

sixed -- and one of the items, one folder marked "Ellsberg"

meaning numerous papers concerning one Daniel Ellsberg, this

was turned over to the FBI, and you remember that testimony.

Finally the contents of the safe, after they had

been separated by Dean, were brought into Mr. Ehrlichman~s

office. And all of those matters relative to Watergate -- and

there is no dispute in this -- were given to the Field Office

of FBI, which was investigating it.

Every single paper dealing with Watergate was given

to the Field Office of the FBI in Mr. Ehrlichman’s Office, and

this is the inventory of it, showing Daniel E11sberg’s paper.

Is that consistent, that he’s trying to.conceal the

Ellsberg matter? I’ll talk about that later. It also has the

brief case label on here too. It just doesn’t add up, does

it? But it’s a question again of has the Government proven

beyond a reasonable doubt, that these things happened. They

would be serious if Ehrlichman said get Hunt out of the countr

if he said destroy these documents, that would be serious.

But, see, again, Dean’s motivation, he has to have
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some reason to tell the United States District Attorney some-

thing so that they will give him immunity.

And then what happened to the other documents? You

heard this from Mr. Gray, and it is undisputed evidence, and

it is easy to determine what the lawyers say, but what really

is important -- and I know you will remember -- is what the

witnesse~ said.

Another thing I have learned in my years of practicir

law, the collective intelligence of jurors just absolutely

amazes me. That’s why I have no doubt that you will remember

collectively what Patrick Gray said. "I got some papers, they

were not related to Watergate, they were given to me because

the leaks in the FBI were so bad that it was embarrassing to

me." And here is the Acting Director.

So, retracing this, John Ehrlichman orders all these

people to open up this safe, and to give everything to the

FBI, the Field Office, and the Acting Director. Is that

obstructing Justice? That’s why when I asked Mr. Gray,

"Mr. Gray, did John Ehrlichman interfere in any way with one

of the most vigorous investigations since the Kennedy Assassi-

That’s the Govern-nation?" And he said, "No, he did not."

ment’s evidence.

Your Honor, may we --

THE COURT: Do you want to stop?

MR. FRATES: I’m getting a little hoarse.

~g
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We promised Mr. Frates that we would

to five. I suppose that he’s getting a

to get a plane too.

No, sir, that’s --

All right. We’ll suspend until Thursday

Now, I suppose all of the members of this jury will

always remember this Christmas, particularly, because this is

the first time in your lifetime, undoubtedly the last time,

that you will ever be sequestered on Christmas Day. All right.

So I hope you all have a happy and wonderful

Christmas.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: All right.

MR. NEAL: Your Honor, just two or three things. I

do want to let the record reflect, in case there is a necessi~

for appeal, that there was some laughter in the courtroom

during Mr. Frates’ summation. I thought it was calledfor,

andI make no complaint about it. But it does kind of balance

up things a little bit.

Mr. Frates didn’t complain about the laughter at

that point. So the record should reflect that.        ~

THE COURT:

MR. NEAL:

I’m not going to object, I don’t care how far Mr.

Well, the record will reflect that.

Now, the second thing, Your Honor, and

Frates goes
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outside the record, because I don’t think he would do it to

any flagrant degree, but I would urge him to remember that

things like there is no proof in the record that there were

Gemstone plans in the notebook -- as a matter of fact, Mr. Hun~

said there were no Gemstone plans in the notebook.

And prior statements to that e~fect made outside

of Court are not substantive proof, but merely used for

impeachment, and I don’t think you have gone too far on it,

but I.would urge my brother lawyer

like that are not in the record.

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

MR. NEAL:

MR. FRATES :

THE COURT z

MR. FRATES~

MR. NEAL:

to remember that things

Your Honor --

Wait a minute, now. Are you’finished?

No, I have one more thing, Your Honor.

Well --

Wait a minute. Let me hear him.

All right.

The other thing is this, and it his been

my plan, Your HonOr, and I will abide by Your Honor’s judgment

on this, but it has been my plan, in view of thefacts, that

we will have some rebuttal, and I would like to ask the Court

for indulgence to allow no more, and we will be precisely no

more than thirty minutes for Mr. Ben-Veniste to rebut ~

Mr. Hald~man. He is so much more familiar with the record of

Mr. Haldeman than I am.

If there is any concern about it, if some other
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counsel is going to insist on the division of argument, then

I’ll withdraw it. I will then take the remainder of the

I rebuttal thereafter myself.

MR. FRATES: I have no objection, Your Honor, since

I’m standing up.

THE COURT: I don’t think that’s an unfair request.

MR. NEAL: It will be Haldeman rebuttal and a couple

remarks on the law.                                               ~

Mr. Ben-Veniste will not stand more than 30 minutes,

and I’ll take the remainder of the rebuttal.

minutes.

THE COURT:

MR. NEAL:

Well, if he confines himself to 30

It will be no more. I will jerk him

down by the coattails, Your Honor.

THE COURT: All right, gentlemen.

MR. FRATES: Your Honor, in answer to that, so the

record is straight, in answer to Mr. Neal’s comment about the

Gemstone, may I read from Mr. Hunt’s book, which was read, and

I asked him in front of this jury, "Bittman asked Silbert if

he was holding them in another area, but Silbert declared to

that what I review was all there. It was sufficient to convic

me. But any material that could have been used to construct

a defense for me was missing. My operational notebooks,

telephone lists and documents in which I have recorded the

progress of Gemstone from its inception, mentions Liddy’s
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three principles by name, Mitchell, Magruder and Dean."

MR. NEAL: That’s the point I’m making. I think

Mr. Frates knows the difference between a prior statement made

in a book and brought into Court to impeach, which is not

substantive proof, and substantive proof.

THE COURT: While we’re talking outside the presence

of the jury, let me read an instruction which the Court has

indicated to all of the attorneys, or part of an instruction,

rather, that it will read to the jury, and then I want to ask

Mr. Frates a question.

This appears -- do you have your instructions? I

gave each one of you a copy of the proposed instructions which

we have settled already.

MR. FRATES: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Starting at the bottom of Page 38. Does

everybody have their instructions?

it states:

Do you have

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

it?

Yes, sir.

Under the title of missing witnesses,

You must, of course, weigh the testimony of all the

witnesses who testified before you, and all of ~the cirCumstanc

concerning which testimony has been introduced. A substantial

number of witnesses were mentioned to you at the time of jury

selection, and you may realize now that a number of those

~S
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witnesses did not appear. This often happens in the course of

a trial, as a witness list changed, depending on developments

in the case.

Now, you should not draw any inference against any

party, because a particular prospective witness may not have

appeared, and of course your concern in weighing the testimony

must be solely with the testimony of the witnesses who have

appeared before you.

Now, on that list of witnesses submitted by the

Government, as I remember, was the name of, I believe, former

President Nixon, among many, many others, and I think he was

also on the list of witnesses submitted by Mr. Frates, andi~

probably others.

A great many of those witnesses, including the

former President, has not been called, as we all know.

Now, Mr. Frates made some reference -- he didn’t

name them -- but of course everybody knows who he meant when

he said, in effect, the conductor or the headof the orchestra

is not here, or something to that effect. Now, he is undoubte~

ly going to make an argument on that. I have already ruled

that he didn’t have to be here because of the report of the

three doctors that were Court appointed to go out to Californi

to examine him.

Now, it just seems to me that we ought to settle

this matter as to how far, if at all, you should go in
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have said, in effect, he wasn’t needed in this case,

as I knew, from the evidence, from my opinion.

But isn’t the theory of the defense

that just because he is not called as a witness,

the defendant should be acquitted? Is that your
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I think, first of all, that I

as far

in this case

that therefor~

theory?

MR. FRATES: Well, Your Honor, I can’t answer that

no, because we have taken consistently the positionyes or

that he was indispensable, and the Government has made several

issues during the trial, of which we have contended even

further made him indispensable to a fair trial for

Mr. Ehrlichman.

Now, I think, Your Honor, that the fact that he is

not here, per se, should be commented on to the jury, and I

think that I would have the right. I didn’t go that far, that

we had subpoenaed him, but that he was physically unable to

come, because that is what the record shows.

And of course we mentioned that in our opening

statements, although I did qualify and say that His Honor

would have to rule on that. So I don’t think, and certainly

for Mr. Ehrlichman, I don’t think the fact that Mr. Ehrlichman

if he had done something illegal, which we of course contend

that he didn’t, per se, the fact that Mr. Nixon is not here

makes any difference at a11. What we do say is the Govern-

ment has put into issue several material things, such as the
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report which they call a phony report, a charade, the letter

from Mr. Nixon which Mr. Neal -- and it’s a very effective

way, he couldn’t have done it better, with words -- led the

jury to believe that it was a false signature and a false

date, all of these things.

So to answer what I think is on Your Honor’s mind,

my answer is no, I don’t think that you have a right to per-

form, unless it is Natlonal Security, I don’t want to get

into that, to perform an illegal act if you know it is illegal

and if you have the intent, and the fact that he is not here

does not alter that.

THE COURT: Well, I don’t think the fact that he is

not here, if the jury believes beyond a reasonable doubt that

the Government has proved each one of the elements beyond a

reasonable doubt as to each one or some of these defendants,

that it makes any difference.

Because I don’t think there is any evidence that

would support an argument that everybody was doing what they

did at the specific direction of the President, and even if

they were, assuming that the President said I want you to do

this, I want you to cover up, I want you to stonewall it, that

doesn’t make these other people innocent if they went into

this matter with their eyes open. They’re all over 21 years

old, some are lawyers. They could say to the President, no,

I’m not going to do that, it’s against the law, I don’t have
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Suppose five people get together, 9s an example;land

t~ey g~’up to Riggs National Rank and they rob it,.and ".they’re

uonvicted of bank robbery, a Federal violation. Four p~op

go to jail. Because one is lucky enough to have maybe a little

influence, or some way or some how is able to convince the

~ardoning powers that he ought to get a pardon, does that mean

the jury must acquit the other four who were equally as guilty?

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

Like that to a jury?

MR. FRATES:

No, sir.

Absolutely not.

Of course not.

How can you get away with an argument

Well, I don’t think that’s the argument

that we’re making anyway. Let’s go to the discussion with

Krogh, which we will discuss in the overt acts. The President,

and this uncontradicted, the President -- Krogh testified on

behalf of the Government, Mr. Ehrlichman testified on behalf

3f himself, that the President of the United States, in his

~fficial capacity as Chief Executive, said under no circumstanc

should anyone reveal any information relevative to the Plumbers

~nit.

Now they were following those instructions, and it

¯ as their intent to follow those instructions. And I think

in that respect it is an entirely different proposition than
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what Your Honor’s illustration is.

THE COURT: Well, that’s the defense you have

attempted to put in the trial before the jury.

MR. FRATES: No, sir.

Your Honor, in the case with Judge Gese11, Judge

Gesell said that the National Security was ~absolutely no

defense, and if there was an unlawful entrf, that was for the

break-in itself, that was no defense. I think he instructed

the jury that there was an illegal entry, and of course there

was an entry.

I think it directed a verdict for the Government and

against the defendants.

Here we’re talking about an obstruction of Justice,

and what was their intent. And if you will recall, Your Honor

that’s why I asked Mr. Krogh, Egil Krogh, who later for

reasons of his own, felt that it wasn’t National Security, but

said at the time he was firmly convinced, and he has testified

that he was firmly convinced that it was justified, and he

thought they had gone to excessive force in the manner in

which they had done it, but he felt that it was absolutely

justified under the guise of National Security at that time.

So, Your Honor, in their mind at that time, again

going through the intent, there was certainly no intent,

certainly no intent on the part of Mr. Ehrlichman to conceal

any crime, in their minds~
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NOW, the jury might disagree with that, but the

issues are entirely different than what the issue was in the

Fielding case.

MR. STRICKLER: If it please the Court, I have one

word to say, and I notice Mr. Frates has lost his hoarsness,

but be that as it may, in response to Your Honor’s question,

which I understood at the outset is the position of the

defendants because of the absence of the President, I would

like to say that we did request before the trial started an

opportunity to have his deposition taken, which was rejected.

We joined in the effort to bring him here by way of

depositions, which may have been available in another six

weeks, but which was rejected.

And in connection with both of those motions we

submitted seriatim points that only the President could testif’

to, and which we deem to be vital for our defense of this

case. So, yes, we do have to take the position that the

absence of the President has been highly prejudicial to our

case.

MR. NEAL:

as I understand it.

Your Honor, that doesn’t go to the point,

Their position that the absence of the

President is prejudicial to their case is a matter that if

there is an appeal can be determined.

I think what Your Honor is getting to, and I didn’t

think that Mr. Frates, in all of that circumlocution, really
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addressed this point, and that is how is he going to argue

this absence of the orchestra leader. I understood him to

mean that the man with the baton is Richard Nixon.

And I assume he’s going to argue something to that

effect. And I think the Court, the point~the Court is getting

at, is what he is going to say, and I think this is a matter

that involves the other defendants, who at this point have not

argued the absence of the orchestra leader.

If Mr. Frates goes into this I would think that we

would have some response, but it was my understanding that

this was a matter that would not be gone into, based on the

instructions, the absence of witnesses, not just the President

but the absenceof a number of witnesses, which is a happen-

stance that occurs in the trial, and no inference either way

is to be taken from it.

THE COURT: Well, take the question of pardon, if

it makes any difference that he was pardoned, it’s too bad --

well, I better not say what I’m thinking. But it doesn’t

make any difference so far as the legal issues are concerned.

THe fact that Mr. Nixon got a pardon is one thing.

The question in this case is does the evidence justify~the

findings by a jury in this case, from the facts in this case,

that these defendants knowingly, intentionally, willfully~or

corruptly entered into this alleged conspiracy, and that there

were overt acts committedin~ persuance to it, or as the
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difference,

as far as the issues are concerned.
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If they do it knowingly, it doesn’t make any

in my opinion, that Mr. Nixon has been pardoned,

the

the June 23rd conversation there,

was very innocent; maybe it was.

the President’s resignation, didn’t he resign?

Now, there might be a moral matter, something that

jurors might think about, but I don’t know. You talk abou

in an effort to indicate it

But didn’t that lead up to

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

Your Honor, that’s my next hour.

Are you going to talk about that?

Yes.

All right. I wou~d like to hear it.

MR. HUNDLEY: Your Honor, I have one matter, because

of Mr. Frates summation. He was talking about Mr. Mitchell’s

position, and I think I have a direct quote, he said, "I

believe Mitchell was involved, to what extent I do not know."

I know it’s hard to break the habits --

THE COURT: Who said that?

MR. HUNDLEY: Mr. Frates.

THE COURT: You ought to relate

Mr. Frates.

evidence

it to the evidence,

MR. FRATES: Yes, sir, I stand corrected on that.

THE COURT: You can argue that you believe the

indicates that.

MR. FRATES: Yes, sir. And I think that I was
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I didn’t.

Mr. Neal, can we agree on that?

MR. NEAL:

this point?

THE COURT:

MR. NEAL:
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I apologize, if

Your Honor, excuse me, may I go back to

As long as one of you talk at one time.

I don’t have any doubt that this jury

is going to be, however carefully we have avoided the question

I have no doubt that this jury is aware -- and I probably

shouldn’t say that -- perhaps the jury is aware of the pardon,

Your Honor remembers the voir dire questions, and I suspect

that the jury will.

Whether they discuss it or not, they will have that

somewhere in the back of their minds. That’s just one of

the circumstances with which we live, but it’s not helped by

arguing the matter, it seems to me, nor is an argument of the

absence of the bandleader, or the orchestra leader, relevant

to any issue in this case.

As I say, they have their issue on appeal if they

want to pursue it, but I would urge the Court at sometime,

maybe not this afternoon, but sometime before Mr. Frates gets

into the absence of the orchestra leader, that Your Honor

inquire as to how he is going to get into that matter. Perhap

let him take his chance and the Court can call him down.

THE COURT: Let’s find out now. Why not now?
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morning?

MR. NEAL: That’s suit me, Your Honor.

THE COURT: He must have some theory about it.

MR. FRATES: Your Honor, could we do it Thursday

THE COURT:

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

idea about how you’re going to work

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

Fine. Your’re tired, I know that.

I’m tired.

I think you ought to give counsel

that in.

All right, sir.

All right, thank you.

some

Have a good Christmas.

(Whereupon, hearing in the above-entitled matter

was recessed at 4:50 o’clock p.m.)
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P R 0 C E E D I N G S -- 9:30 a.m.

(The Defendants present in the courtroom.)

THE COURT: Good morning.

Counsel approach the bench.

[Bench conference off the record.)

THE COURT: On the record.

Page 40 of the proposed instructions is this instruc-

tion I think that was requested by the Government, I am not sure

though -- starting at Page 40, the first paragraph:

"WPnile I am sure you understand the importance

of this case both for the Defendants and the Govern-

ment, I want to emphasize one thing, neither the

pardon of former President Nixon or any other cases

or extraneous matters should have any effect on your

deliberations or your verdict. The Defendants and

the Government are entitled to have this case decided

solely on the evidence presented here in Court and

on the law as I have given it to you."

Now, in view of the instructions which I am going to

give, I would like to know the position of Mr. Frates as I

didn’t hear Mr. Strickler refer to the failure of the President

being here or deposition or anything like that, or Mr. Hundley

or Mr. Wilson. I don’t think they mentioned that.

How far do you think you can go on this, Mr. Frates?

MR~ FRATES: Judge, I have given this a lot of thought
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I would request, Your Honor, that either Your Honor -- and I

would prefer Your Honor to tell the jury that we have, that

Ehrlichman has subpoenaed him, that the President is unable to

attend the trial --

THE COURT:

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

MR. FRATES:

Because of his health.

Because of his health.

I would be glad to tell them that.

Because they wonder, they speculate, I

don’t know whether they know it or not; but I think I mentioned

it in the opening statement and on that basis in view of your

instruction, the pardon obviously, I think legally we agree, we

hope it will have some effect on the jury but we would legally

agree --

MR. NEAL: -- Your Honor, we don’t think the Court

should charge any particular Defendant subpoenaed any specific

person. If youget into that, then you would have to get into

the fact that Mr. Frates may have subpoenaed or indicated he is

going to call a number of people or that the Government did.

Why isn’t Liddy here; why isn’t McCord here?

We have one instruction which coversTHE COURT:

everybody.

MR. NEAL: We submit that should cover the President,

tool They are to take no inference from the fact that no indivi

dual is here, no inference for or against the Government or any

other party.
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MR. FRATES: Your Honor, I think that is~grossly un-

fair because we have subpoenaed the President. Absent his ill-

ness, some form of testimony would be here. I think that it is

better for this jury to know that.

he?

THE COURT: Mr. Haldeman filed a subpoena, too, didn’

MR. STRICKLER: We didn’t, but we joined in his.

MR. NEAL: We subpoenaed them.

MR. O’DONOGHUE: We filed a suggested prayer, Your

Honor, we think is very appropriate.

THE COURT: Why can’t youget together on some simple

instruction agreeable to both sides and I can read it to the

jury at the ~ppropriate time. I don’t see any use in doing it

now.

MR. NEAL: Your Honor, truthfully, it could be a mis-

take of fact that Mr. Frates says he would give ev£dence here

if he weren’t ill. That is not necessarily true. He might

claim some sort of privilege. He might even refuse to testify.

If the Court ordered him to, it might be determined that no one

wanted his testimony after there was a deposition taken, there

could be any number of reasons.

THE COURT: I will not act on it now.

to lay off that part of it.

MR. O’DONOGHUE:

standing, we take objection.

I think we ough

Your Honor, so there be no mis~nder-

Your Honor has submitted to us youx
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proposed instructions, which is rather an unusual privilege, I

suppose to have --

THE COURT: think it was nice doing it.

MR. O’DONOGHUE: Yes, sir; but since you have done it

we thought it appropriate to wait until after the instruction

is given to try to submit in writing some of the objections we

have and we have not done it but will do it later today.

THE COURT: I understood there were objections to

certain ones.

MR. O’DONOGHUE: I don’t think they have been gone

into so far. We didn’t have the opportunity to go into them in

detail before so we will submit that.

THE COURT: I submitted an index to all of you.

Apparently, there were no objections.

MR. HALL: Maybe I can refresh the Court’s recollecti¢

I think after the close of evidence and after the discussion of

admissibility of documents --

(At this point counsel standing behind the

Reporter were having a colloquy among themselves

and the Reporter was unable to hear.)

MR. HALL: -- and the Court did that, said it would

rather move on and we would have an objection to all portions of

the Court’s charge.

THE COURT: You can object tothem. File your objec-

tions.
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MR. O’DONOGHUE: That is what we thought we would do.

THE COURT: Before I charge the jury.

MR. O’DONOGHUE: Right.

THE COURT: I don’t want you to file them after.

MR. O’DONOGHUE: That is right. We will file today.

MR. GREEN: Your Honor, you have an instruction res-

ponding to something Mr. Neal said about failure to call wit-

nesses and you have labeled that instruction, The Missing Witne~

Instruction.

I am sure the Court knows that is not really the

missing witness instruction, it is an instruction on failure to

call any witness; and I think may be confusing to the jury

because absence of certain witnesses can be argued to the jury.

THE COURT: I am not going to say it is a missing wit-

ness instruction, that just identifies it, that is all, to me

when I read it and I will not say this is the missing witness

instruction.

MR. NEAL: Your Honor, we never resolved what

Mr. Frates is going to do about his"orbhestra leader,,.

going to argue Mr. Nixon is not here?

THE COURT:

MR. FRATES:

THE COURT:

MR. FRATES:

We Come.

Is he

I don’t think he should.

I had not planned on it.

So the question is moot.

r wasgoing to say play California Here
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MR. NEAL: Your Honor, we have one issue to make with

his second chart and we can make it back here.

THE COURT:

MR. HALL:

All right.

Your Honor, I would like to get it done

with because I think I know what you are going to say and I have

a very specific comment.

the break.

MR. FRATES:

You want to take it up now?

THE COURT: Take it up in open Court.

we might as well do it now.

I don’t think we will get to that until

MR. NEAL: Maybe Mr. Hall

might want to do something about it.

THE COURT: All right.

(IN OPEN COURT:)

MR~ NEAL: May it please the Court, we have considered

over Christmas the second chart to be used by Mr. Frates in his

argument; and, again, we think that he is exercising considerabl~

license at¯a number of these things but all are within the range

of reason, we suppose, and we make no objection to them, assum-

ing, of course, this chart, like the other chart he used, have

the same status that the chart I used has, that is, they are not

in evidence and soon as the argument is over they are through.

The entry we do object to is No. 8 on the chart labele.

"Ehrlichman Wants a Hang Out Full Disclosure." Item No. 8 recit,

that March 28, 1973 Ehrlichman tells Attorney General Kleindienst

that if the Justice Department finds facts incriminating anybody
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at the White House, Kleindienst must tell the President directl~

That is not in the transcript of the testimony, Your

Honor, We have checked both the testimony of Mr. Ehrlichman

and the testimony of Mr. Kleindienst. It is not there. It is

on a transcript of a telephone -- recording of a telephone con-

versation between Mr. Kle~ndienst and Mr. Ehrlichman on March

28. However, we objected to the recording of that conversation

and it was never admitted into evidence. We objected to that o~

the same basis that we objected to the testimony of that conver-

sation of what Mr. Kleindienst said coming in when Mr. Kleindien

was onthe stand, that is, Mr. Kleindienst was not named and we

do not contend was a co-conspirator and his statements and state

ments in that conversation are not admissible and the Court so

ruled with respect to that conversation.

THE COURT: Have you finished now, Mr. Neal?

MR. NEAL: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: I’ll hear you, Mr. Hall.

MR. HALL: Thank you, Your Honor.

I checked the transcript, also, because Mr. Neal at

least told me this issue was going to come up. It was my recol-

lection I thought that Mr. Ehrlichman testified to that. It

turns out Mr, Ehrlichman testified that there was a telephone

conversation and Mr. Kleindienst did, also.

The Court at the time the testimony was given said, No

that is heresay.

t
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If the Court will recall, after that time we offered

the ~pe and transcript of the conversation. The Court looked a~

Mr.~Neal and said: Hasn’t that been testified to?

And Mr. Neal said, Yes.

And on that basis it was stricken for whatever reason.

Now I argued at the time that it was relative to

Mr. Ehrlichman’s state of mind and aspect of his specific intent

which is, of course, a very material part of this case. So I

think while Mr. Neal, what he says is true, it does not go to

the ultimate fact and that is I think the Court in excluding

the March 28 tape objected on the basis of what Neal recalled

the transcript reflected and turns out-he was in error at that

time; and I think he is attempting to take advantage of it.

THE COURT: IS it in evidence?

MR. NEAL: It is not, Your Honor, and I dispute

Mr. Hall.

~THE COURT:

sustained.

MR. HALL:

THE COURT:

It can be settled quickly. Objection

Very well, we will delete it from the chart

All right, call the jury.

[Whereupon, the jury entered the courtroom.)

THE COURT: Good morning, members of the jury.

Mr. Frates, are you ready?

CLOSING ARGUMENT. ON B~ OF DEFENDANT EHRLICHMAN

MR. FRATES: May it please the Court, ladies and
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gentlemen of the jury -- back to work, I guess, after two days.

I stopped at the deep six argument and I just have one

or two comments that I would like to make relative to that issue

and that is Fred Fielding’s comments, and you remember he was

Mr. Dean’s assistant, the young man who came here and testified

that some time between the 21st and the 28th Mr. Dean had made

some comments about Ehrlichman wanting him to deep six the

electronic equipment.

Now I don’t doubt for a minute that Mr. Fielding was

told that by Mr. Dean because Mr. Dean had deep sixed the Hermes

notebooks and as he has done throughout this incident, again

underlining my comments relative to Mr. Dean, I feel sorry that

I have to say these things about him, but underlining that com-

ment was always not only with Mr. Ehrlichman but. everyone, he

was always deemed protecting his flanks.

Now there is no dispute that it wasn’t until November

2nd, 1973 that he ffnally admitted that he destroyed a terribly

important piece of evidence in this case and in the other case

when he told Mr. Frampton he had destroyed them.

So he is setting the stage up. So I don’t doubt for a

minute he told Mr. Fielding that.

You know another interesting thing, all these things

that Mr. Dean said about Mr. Ehrlichman, about destroying docu-

ments and things of that nature, not one of them ever happened.

Itwasn’t deep sixed. There isn’t one shred of evidence
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Mr. Ehrlichman was a party or did or destroyed any document in

this case -- not one shred of evidence. Just the contrary.

May I go to Camp Davidl’

Before I do that, may I repeat again, His Honor will

instruct you what the law is, but oneach one of these issues

you will have to ask yourselves, and I apologize for my keeping

repeating it, but it is so tremendously important -- Has the

Government proven this issue beyond ~a reasonable doubt?

You must ask yourselves that in each instance and each

decision you make. Not whether it happened or didn’t happen, bu

whether or not they have proven beyond a reasonable doubt that

Mr. Ehrlichman is~guilty. Of course this applies to all

Defendants here or anywhere else.

Let,s go to Camp David, to what we call the Colson-

Bittman tape.

Mr. Dean said he played the tape, he went up with

Mr. Minnick. Mr. Strickler covered this in some detail and I

am not. going to try to minimize it but I am not going to try

necessarily to repeat some of his comments.

There is no question that he went to Camp David and

Mr. Haldeman said they went to talk personnel problems.

Mr. Ehrlichman said they went to talk about a personnel problem

and Mr. Minnick, primarily reorganization.

Mr. Dean couldn’t recall Mr. Minnick riding back with

him but folks, it is very easy not to recall everything that
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NOW, did they talk about Chapin, who was a young man.

that was going to be fired and who is a close friend of

Mr. Haldeman’s? And it was an issue that was extremely

enflSarrassfng to Mr. Ealdeman because of his friendship. Did

Mr. Dean come there and talk about it at Camp David? And I read

from his testimony:

"Did you talk about Chapin’s condition?"

Mr. Dean’s answer:

"Mr. Chapin, yes, sir."

From time to time, and as I go along I am going to

read more from the transcript, because as you go back you have

heard lawyers talk, we are advocates for our clients. My friend

Mr. Neal is so persuasive and that golden tongue of his, he was

reading from the tapes and I was listening and to show you how

effective he was, he was talking about former President Nixon

and I thought he wanted to impeach h~m and I was ready to stand

up and say, Yes, let’s do it now.

Ten minutes later he is so convincing I thought he

ranted, to run him for re-election.

But don’t let that persuade you.

He is just a. golden tongue.

He is a great lawyer. What

you want to decide this case on is what came from that witness

istand.

Let’s go back again to how long were they there. No

question that Mr. Dean talked 20 to 25 minutes. Everyone agrees
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a tape that you heard that took 22 minutes.
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He says he playec

Now they have gone up there, the evidence is uncon-

tradicted, to talkabout Chapin writing a letter and dischargin!

this young man because of the Segretti incident. Now you know

something that important, that is why he went there and you

know that would take atleast 15 or 20 minutes to talk about.

It just makes sense, doesn’t it? But they went off on another

incident that I think wraps it up and makes Mr. Dean’s version

incorrect.

Mr. Dean says, I played the whole tape for him and

they told me to take it to John Mitchell, that was his problem.

Then Mr. Dean goes to see Mr. Mitchell and the eviden~

again is uncontradicted, he was going on another matter to see

Mr. Mitchell and met him in the club there and played part of

the tape. And not once ~did Mr. Dean mention to Mr. Mitchell

that he had played it for Ehrlichman and Haldeman and they had

sent him there.

Now I say all of these things taken together clearly

demonstrate that when Haldeman and Ehrlichman tell you that tape

was never played at Camp David on that day to them on November

15, that it was not.

Again, going back to what the Government says that

John Ehrlichman in Count One obstructed justice, or it was a

conspiracy to obstruct justice, and again bearing in mind they
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must prove this beyond a reasonable doubt, let’s look at the

evidence.

Who were the men in charge of the investigation that

was supposedly obstructed by Mr. Ehrlichman?

Now it was being obstructed, there is no doubt in my

mind that it was being obstructed. But I am balking ~out

Mr. John Ehrlichman. Did he obstruct it?

We had Mr. Kleindienst who was the Attorney General,

the over-all boss. He was on the witness stand. Was he asked:

Did Mr. John Ehrlichman obstruct in any way the investigation

which has. been determined to be the most complete investigation

since the Kennedy assassination? Not one word.

Mr. Silbert, who was in charge of it, whose office is

up here on the third or fourth floor, assigned specially to it,

did he testify,he came here and was on the witness Stand, did he

testify that Mr. John Ehrlichman obstructed in any way? Absolut

not.

Did Mr. Glanzer, who was his assistant, did he testify

that John Ehrlichman obstructed it in any way? Absolutely not.

And Mr. Campbell, who hasn’t been here but whose name

was heard, all three of these men.

Mr. Petersen, the head of the Criminal Division, have

you heard any testimony from him from this stand that Mr. John

Ehrlichman testified or that Mr. John Ehrlichman obstructed

justice in this investigation in any way? Not one word.
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SO let’s go to the Acting Director of the FBI,

Mr. Gray, the man in charge of the investigation; and I turn to

Page 6262.

You recall Mr. Gray was not on very long, the Govern-

ment didn’t ask him but I asked him this question:

"Now, Mr. Gray, John Ehrlichman never told you

not to go forward with the investigation into the

Watergate break-in, did he, sir?

"Answer: At no time. At no time did

Mr. Ehrlichman order me to suppress the investiga-

tion. He did give me an order to cancel the meeting

with Helms --"

I’ll talk about that in a second.

~ "But at no time did he ever tell you not to

go forward in the vigorous way that you were investigat-

ing, am I correct?

"Answer: That is correct, and that has been my

testimony throughout."

Now, ladies and gentlemen, that is the most important

evidence in this case relative to Mr. John Ehrlichman. The top

man in the Government swearing under oath, uncontradicted, that

Mr. John Ehrlichman did not do anything to suppress or obstruct.

And if you recall, he was asked on redirect by, I think it was

the Government, Did Mr. Ehrlichman make any attempt to suppress;

~nd he said, No, but Mr. Dean did.
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NOW the Acting Director of the FBI. Yet this is what

Mr. Ehrlichman is charged with in Counts One and Two, of obstruc

ing justice and a conspiracy to obstruct justice.

And my golden tongued friend can twist -- I don’t mean

twist, I don’t mean to imply -- that he can say anything he want

to but when you are sitting back in that room., please ask your-

selves, ~hat did Mr. Patrick Gray, the head man of the FBI in

charge of the investigation,say about Mr. John Ehrlichman?

At no time did he obstruct justice.

I wish I had courage enough to sit down.

That is the evidence. Please remember that when you

are in there debating. All of these high officials of the

Government, the only one was asked and I asked him and his answel

was completely contrary to what they charged in the complaint.

Then there was some talk about, Well, you called and

canceled a meeting with Helms, Mr. Ehrlichman.

You remember I asked Mr. Gray, this~was after the 23rd

meeting I will talk about in a few minu~es:

Mr. Gray, Mr. Ehrlichman called and told you

to cancel a meeting with Helms and Mark Felt and

Walters, and wasn’t it true Mr. Helms, that Magk

Felt was under suspicion of leaking everything that

came into the FBI~-and I don’t know whether he was or

not~

He says, Yes, he was, Mr. Kleindienst wanted me to
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fire him and Mr. Ehrlichman said that is why he canceled that

meeting because when he found Mr. Felt was there, he knew every-

thing that was going to be discussed would be in the newspapers

the next day as you heard all these people.

I have had a great respect over the years for the FBI

they have had some sad days,it.seems to me; but all of us over

the years have had great respect for what they have accomplishe.

generally speaking.

And that is what he said, yes.

Then the key thing, and it is right here in this

testimony, Mr. Gray says:

Well, who is to make the decisions about this

investigation of the Ogarrio checks?

And Mr. Gray said that Mr. Ehrlichman said:

Mr. Gray, you make those decisions as head of

the FBI.

Right from that witness stand. Is that obstructing

justice? Is that a conspiracy to obstruct justice? To tell the

Acting Director of the EBI: You decide, you told me you are

making the most vigorous investigation in the history of the

FBI.

Now, one of the things you find yourselves involved

in is we are dealing with political matters. I am sure many of

you people, and I can’t tell you my views because it is immateri

I wish I could but we are dealing with political matters and it
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is not important whether they are Republicans or Democrats and

I don’t think we need anyone to tell us the Nixon Administration

was not the most popular, group of people who have been in

Washington, D. C. in the last few years.

But that makes[ your job so much more difficult. And

I have every confidence in you about it because, you see, that

is what makes the system work.

If we just vote for everybody that we agree with,

that is one thing. The difficult thing isto say: No, I don’t

agree with them, I disagreed with their philosophy, I didn’t

like them personally, I have no use for them~

But that is not the issue. The issue is, Has the

Government proven beyond a reasonable doubt.

One other thing, may I say to you, like most of these

gentlemen in this courtroom, I have practiced before juries for

a number of years and I think each .one of us would agree and I al

sure Mr. Neal and his organization group would agree and I know

the other lawyers ~ould agree that you got more and more respect

for the collective fairness and intelligence of your fellow

citizens sitting as jurors. But there is one weakness, one

weakness: That is, sometimes people are inclined to go along

with the crowd.

As I told you, this case in many ways is not more

important than the smallest case in Washington, D. C., but in

many ways it is -- and may I ask you please andI wish I could
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look at each one of you and ask each one of you to do this --

listen to the evidence, listen to the law, discuss it with your

fellow-jurors and you reach your decision as to who is right

and who is wrong on each count on each Defendant. And I don’t

care if it is guilty or not guilty, if it is your firm convictio~

stick with it, stick with it.    And that is so tremendously

important in any case.

Mr. Helms came and testified -~ I said Helms, I meant

Mr. Walters, I’m sorry. He is in Iran, I think. Anyway, Walter~

who was the Number Two man of the CIA, talked about being called

to a meeting at the White House, the famous June 23rd meeting,

where the Government has charged that the cover-up, I guess, --

although that is not in the complaint anywhere -- I guess we

used that term. so much that I find myself getting into that same

habit, let’s go back and talk about the June 23rd meeting, the

morning of June 23rd and you have the tapes of the conversation

between the former President and Haldeman.

John Ehrlichman was not there. I am not~going to make

any comments, I have my own views of it after listening to it.

I know one thing about it, the President never told John

Ehrlichman about it and he never found out about it until you

folks found out about it in the papers when because of the orderl

of this Judge those tapes were released after a battle through

the Supreme Court and that is ~the first time John Ehrlichman

found out about tha~ conversation, after he had resigned.
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And they said, Did Nixon mislead and deceive

Ehrlichman, a man who had given six years of his life to him?

And I have mixed emotions¯ when ~e start talking about

former President Nixon. They~go from anger to sadness. It

really is not an issue, I guess,in this case in any way. All I

do know is that when he finally had to tell the American people

and John Ehrlichman, he resigned.

So what were they trying to do at~that meeting?

I don’ti~know.

We went through the early morning meeting.

Mr. Ehrlichman was busy all that morning and he was told there

was going to be a meeting in his office; and Mr. Haldeman came

down and conducted the meeting and the only thing that

Mr. Ehrlichman said there, according to ~alters, was this, and

I want to¯again read 5ecause I think it is tremendously importan

Here Ehrlichman is told there is. going to be a meeting

in his office, rt was conducted by Haldeman, according to the

President’s instructions. The only part~ithis is Walters speak-

ing:

The only part I recollect Mr. Ehrlichman took

in this whole conversation was something to the effect,

If I wanted to, I could make the phone call to Gray

from there, but that is the only recollection I have of

Mr~ Ehrlichman taking part in the conversation.

What had been the information that Mr. Ehrlichman had
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prior to that?

He had heard the day before that Pat Gray thought tha%

this was a CIA operation. He knew that in Mexico, as you heard

them testify, we had a CIA station. Most of these people, and

I will not repeat it, McCord, Hunt, all these people, had CIA

connections, the Acting Director of the CIA had it on his list

as being one of the possibilities.

Mr. Walters also said he didn’t consider that he had

been asked to do anything improper at that meeting.

Now is that obstruction of justice for the President

of the United.States to tell his Chief of Staff to have a meetin

and call those people -- Helms and Walters; and Mr. Ehrlichman

sits there and says: You can use my telephone to call Pat.Gray.

That is all he did and certainly he had a rational

reason. He was not at the hational Security Conference, he knew

nothing about the CIA’s involvement.

And again we go back to the awesome position that the

President of the United States has and holds. When he tells you

to go to a meeting, you go to a meeting.

Then what other thing happened?

Mr. Dean, who the President put in charge of the

Watergate investigation, Walters called him back, called

Ehrlichman and said: Who is this guy Dean? Is he in charge?

Can I talk to him?

Mr. Ehrlichman says: Yes, the President has put him
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in charge of this investigation.

Now that is the only involvement.

Mr. Dean says Mr. Ehrlichman okayed some covert funds.

Did you hear Mr. Walters or anybody from the CIA

testify to that?

Not one word that Mr. Ehrlichman was involved in any

way. Absolutely no way at all.

Is that consistent with Ehrlichman’s request to Gray?

Mr. Gray, you are running the FBI, you do what you

think is right in your investigation.

Lawyer talk, lawyer talk, lawyer talk; and you ~e

going to hear the rest of it today.

But that is what came from there, from that Witness

stand, about John Ehrlichman.

We go back here -- you know the President told us it

wasn’t until the 21st meeting when Dean, what we call the cancer

on the Presidency, I.could change that phrase around a little

bit but I won’t, and Ehrlichman wasn’t even told about the

details of that meeting until after he left the White House and

saw the tapes or got into the investigation~

Now, you can draw all the inferences that you want;

but I submit to you that Mr. Ehrlichman is .not involved in any

way in any illegal activities with the CIA in any form or shape

from the testimony in this case.

Who would be the man to know?
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Walters, wouldn’t he? Or somebody from the CIA?

The Government has not brought one person here.

Walters was here and he never said it. Again, bear in

mind, we are not starting on the line together. They have got

to prove these allegations beyond a reasonable doubt because, as

I said earlier, anybody can say anything about us, our neighbors

our wives or husbands, people that don’t like us, people who hav.

other motives, but before you take someone’s liberty away, we

have established in this country a very firm proposition: They

must prove it beyond a reasonable doubt. Not by the silver tong

of a great lawyer.

Now, may I direct my remarks to what we call the

Ellsberg matter.

Mr. Ben-Veniste stated in his opening remarks to you

that the motive of Mr. Ehrlichman for his participation in the

alleged obstruction of justice was to conceal the Ellsberg

break-in by Hunt and Liddy on September i, 1971.

His Honor, when he interrogated each one of you, asked

you if you knew about that trial and if you knew about

Mr. Ehrlichman’s conviction in that trial.

Most of you did or had heard about it, each of you

said it would make no difference.

It has been injected here as apparently a motive, at

least the Government, and it shows they realize how weak their

case is in this case against Mr. Ehrlichman.

,e
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NOW let’s look at the facts that we have had in this

case, and we are not here to try the Ellsberg case at all.

The Government introduced an August ii letter from

Bud Krogh and David Young and you saw Krogh testify where they

recommended a covertoperation.

And Mr. Ehrlichman initialed it and said as long as

it was not traceable to the White House for Dr. Fielding’s

office for some records from Fielding’s office.

Again, bear in mind we are dealing with political

matters, too.

You have heard all the talk about the Plumbers

organization. There is no dispute that the break-in occurred,

led by Hunt and Liddy.

May.I go off on a tangent and talk about Hunt and

Liddy. And r will try to De short.

These two, you saw Hunt, I have a feeling that no jury

would give much credit to Mr. Hunt’s testimony.

But let’s talk about these two people a minute

because before they came to the special unit which is called the

Plumbers Hunt had had a twenty-year career with the CIA, one of.

their outstanding men.

Liddy had been with the FBI, had done a great job with

the narcotics division with, I think the Department of Interior,

I think,I migkt be wrong.

When these men came to the White House. on this special
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investigative unit they were men as you look back at their

records at that time, were eminently qualified but when you ioo~

at it from today they got to be two of the biggest kooks we evex

produced in this country.

Now what did Mr. Krogh say, because we are talking

about did Mr. Ehrlichman or. did Mr. Krogh or anyone else think

they were trying to cover up something.

The evidence and the undisputed evidence is that Krogh

and David Young -- and Krogh specifically, and I don’t know if

you recall, he was a handsome young man who came here and testi-

fied about the former President of the United States -- to

investigate the leaks that were impairing the security and

safety of the citizens of the United States, that Daniel Ellsber

had stolen and released to the media and to the Russian Embassy

highly classified documents, some of which were harmless and

others which contained some of our most important nuclear

secrets, a lot of them were printed in the newspaper but to the

credit of the media a great many of it was not.

Mr. Neal refers to Daniel Ellsberg as that poor man,

and I just wonder what Mr. Neal as great a prosecutor as he is

would call Daniel Ellsberg if he was prosecuting him for steal-

ing the Pentagon Papers and distributing them to the Russian

Embassy. I think we all know what he would refer to him and I

don’t think it would be that poor man, Daniel Ellsberg.

Now what else did Daniel Ellsberg do? And I am not
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again trying Daniel Ellsberg. What I am trying to show you is

what intent did John Ehrlichman feel he was trying to cover up

anything because they say that is the main motive and if that

main motive falls their case completely falls.

Daniel Ellsberg was and is a brilliant young man who

had worked for Dr. Kissinger and knew every top secret, every

defense secret this country has, and worked for the Rand

Company -- this is all from the witness stand -- every secret

that we had.

If you were sitting -, excuse me, I can’t say, you,

but if anybody was sitting in that White House over there worry-

ing about national security and the ability that we know now

that we have, unfortunately, in this world to destroy this

world and destroy practically everybody in it by a thermo

nuclear war, I think maybe if we all had that respQnsibility

resting on our shoulders, it puts a little different perspective

on it.

What did Hunt say?

Hunt thought he was doing a patriotic act when he

went out there.

They went out there and broke into the doctor’s office

They shouldn’t have done it, it was absolutely ridiculous, this

act that no one would approve of but they did it. But he though

he was doing a patriotic act and he told the Cubans who did the

breaking in that they were trying to find papers on a traitor to
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the United States.

We are not concerned about whether it was justified or

not, that is not the issue we are trying here.

Mr. Ehrlichman has’i.~taken~the ~rap for initialing that

letter.

What we are talking about at the time now, what was

the state of mind during the Watergate episode.

Krogh was in charge of the Plumbers Unit when it was

found out about the break-in on September ist, 1971, he reported

to Mr. Ehrlichman. Krogh was surprised and Ehrlichman was

greatly surprised.

When Hunt and Liddy suggested they continue to search

the Ellsberg house, Ehrlichman immed±ately turned that off as he

turned off so.many things as you haveheard. And don’t any of

you think that I am here defending the Nixon Administration

because I am not. That is not my role.

The undisputed testimony of Krogh, the Government’s

witness, was Ehrlichman did not approve and was not responsible

for the break-in. Again from thewitness stand.

You heard him say that he wrote a letter to the

President of the United States and said it was committed without

any authority from any superior.

And I asked him: Were you referring to John Ehrlichma

when you said superior?

He said: Yes.
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But at the

time £hat he met with Mr. Ehrlichman you recall I had him write

the dates down. Mr. Krogh thought at that time that this was a

matter of great national security, that what he had done was

absolutely right, that he was protecting his country, that he

had a right to do that. They n~er looked on it and neither

did Mr. Ehrlichman as a crime to conceal something in any way.

Now again, it is uncontradicted that thePresident

in forming this unit had personally instructed Krogh, personally

instructed Ehrlichman not to discuss the activities of the

Plumbers Unit with anyone.

I am not going down over SALT, Indian, Pakistan, all

the things that were leaking out of the White House, but he said

don’t discuss any activities with anyone.

You know, it seems a strange thing to me as I look at

this, that~ John Ehrlichman who was a young man in World War II,

and I am a contemporary of his, so I know that feeling like so

many people in this courtroom, was the lead navigator in the

bombing missions for 26 missions, 26 times he put his life on

the line to fly in the daytime into Germany to protect this

system -- 26 times. And I guess like so many things anyone who

has not walked out in a dreary English morning and climbed into

the lead airplane that is going to fly over a country with great

antiaircraft and fighters, we will never know it. But it seems
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strange to me -- well, I won’t say anything more about it becaus

I think we have to look at the whole man.

Now Ehrlichman has testified, and this has not been

denied by any one of the Government’s witnesses and this is

terribly important, not one of them, his conversations with

Krogh and his statements that Hunt was.able with nothing more

than the special instructions of the former President of the

United States not to disclose any activities of the Plumbers

Unit and there certainly was no devious attempt as the Govern-

ment would have you believe to cover up any illegal act.

The Plumbers Unit was involved in the Radford-Welner

thing which is a story all by itself where they were stealing

things out of the White House out of Kissinger’s files. Because

at the time the evidence is undisputed that everyone thought

that the Ellsberg break-in while excessive was justified by

virtue of national security. And you will find, ladies and

gentlemen, if you listen to those tapes and you heard it when

Hunt came with his blackmail threat and even Dean says

Ehrlichman didn’t show much reaction to it.

What did Ehrlichman say?

He can go to hell, I have done nothing wrong.

That is in the tapes. He wasn’t worried about that,

hewas following the instructions of his commander in chief.

It is also interesting to note that Dean relates an alleged

threat by Hunt that unless Hunt would receive the money he would
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reveal the seamy things that John Ehrlichman had done.

Now this is another complete fabrication of Dean

because when we get down to it the Government puts Hunt on the

stand, and do you remember, and I have it here, in the transcrip

Mr. Hunt said something about seamy things: I won’t swear that

I mentioned Ehrlichman’s name.

Your Honor, I object, I object.

And I jumped up and I said:

If he can’t swear to it.

And His Honor told you to disregard that because Hunt

had never done any seamy things for the White House. For Chuck

Colson, yes.

So, really, -- seamy, I guess, is a good reason.

Again I feel sorry for Chuck Colson. But never for John

Ehrlichman.

The only incident ever involved was the Ellsberg

matter which Hunt told you he thought was in his highest

patriotic duty to get a traitor who was ~giving the secrets to

the Russians.

Please bear in mind Ehrlichman saw Hunt one time

for several minutes, on July 6th, 1971. Apparently there was a

short meeting in 1971 where he met Gordon Liddy. He had no

reason to be threatened by Hunt as he told you and he finally

came to the conclusion Howard Hunt after twenty years with the

CIA background he had would not reveal national security secrets

And Hunt was paid some money later on and Ehrlichman knew

absolutely nothing about it and there is not one word of evidenc.
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that he knew anything about it in this record.

Now another thing that clearly shows that John

Ehrlichman was not trying to conceal the Ellsberg involvement,

and this is Exhibit 13, and look at it, th±s came out of Hunt’s

safe and I talked about it the other day and it ties in with

this.

He calls all these people in, they open up the safe,

they bring the Secret Service --I am not going back through all

of that -- they have the Secret Service go through it, check the

documents, turn them over to Dean and the papers that were

relative to Watergate were turned over to the Field Office of

the FBI and Acting Director Gray. ¯

This is: Federal Bureau of Investigation~ one ~an foL

marked Ellsbe[g, containing numerous papers concerning one

Daniel Ellsberg (holding up for jury to see); one tan folder

marked Pentagon Papers containing newspaper articles.

He is turning this information -- was he there check-

ing? He knew Hunt was there involved, he is turning this infor-

mation over to the FBI. Was that trying to conceal it? Just th~

opposite, isn’t it? Absolutely the opposite.

Yet, that is what they say was his motive, concealing

the Ellsberg matter. We understand his orders, those papers

which would have implicated him if there was anything wrong in

his mind anything else were turned over to the Field Office of

the FBI.
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Does Your Honor want to go on or take a recess?

THE COURT: We can go on till you!we been on for an

hour and fifteen minutes.

MR. FRATES: All~right, sir.

Now, I want to read you a statement from Krogh while

am on this matter that relates-back to s0mething~ I said the

other day, or yesterday, because again when you go, in there and

you are asking what is the evidence, who said what, and I am

sure you will have some problems, I know if you are like me,

you will, I have to go back and look at the transcript. I have

a difficult time recalling who said what specifically but one

thing I do want to read and this is from the transcript of this

Reporter right here about Krogh talking about Dean, and again

you must evaluate Dean’s credibility and weigh it as far as

John Ehrlichman is concerned.

And here, verbatim, is what John Dean told Egil Krogh

said:

"Yes, you must lie like you never lied in your

life before."

Page 7658.

So I don’t want you to think you are getting lawyer’s

talk. Sometimes we get carried away in our advocacy and our

enthusiasm and our desire to represent our clients to the very

best of our ability and that is why I wanted to read that to you

And as I said before, all of the things that John Dean did to me
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the thing as a lawyer that I just don’t understand is when he

took two non-lawyers and told them to come here in this Court

House rfght there fn that chair, put thefr hand on the Bfble

and Ire to this Judge and lie to a jury like you.

Now that ~s the man the Government is putting their

w~ole case on against. John Ehrlichman. And that fs not what I

said, that is what John Dean has.admitted to you. Forget about

all these other things, the destruction of the documents and

.all those other things.

Ke is a fine looking young man, he is very impressive

looking, he is very articulate; and yet, .when you are sitting

back there weighing his credfbility, please ask yourselves,

again bearing in mind that I feel sorry for him, he was trapped

and he really, he was really trying to help himself, but first

what he got trapped about was he was tryfng to help the Presider

of the United States.

Agafn, thfs is what makes this whole thing so sad.

But I think you ask yourselves, okay, we got to weigh these,

this man sat there, wasn’t he handsome, articulate, a bright

young man? What did he do a few months ago? Last year in this

courtroom he had two non-lawyers come ~n and l~e to th~s Judge.

The devil’s advocate.

Your Honor, the next item I have, I am trying to move

down this.

I would like to say one thing to you, I wish I could
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say I will be brief, I don’t apologize to you, you don’t expect

us I am sure you have indicated from the very start that you

wanted us to do the very best job we can and help you in

arriving at a verdict.and I am going to be longer, I have more

to say and I don’t apologize for it, I know you understand.

The next instance, Your Honor, will run for some time.

THE COURT: Well, I don’t want to break up your train

of thought.

All right, let’s take our morning recess.

(.Recessed at 10:45 a.m.)
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(After recess, 11:07 a.m.)

THE COURT: Call the jury.

(Defendants present at counsel table. Jury in the

box.)

MR. FRATES: One of the basic charges against Mr.

Ehrlichman was that he induced silence on the part of the

original burglars by offers of executive clemency.

May I examine the record with you on that.

Their position is in order to assure that Howard

Hunt kept his silence not only about the Watergate break-in

but also the Ellsberg break-in, the Government and Charles Cols

conveyed a veiled promise to the defendant Hunt to the effect

that Hunt would not remain in jail after Christmas, 1973.

John Elrhlichman never approved this scheme and the

record clearly shows that.

The evidence in this case reflects that John Ehrlich-

man disapproved the promise of executive clemency for any

person involved in Watergate or the Ellsberg breakmin.

In July, 1972, July 6th to. be exact, Mr. Ehrlichman

told you about the question.of executive clemency was raised

with former President Nixon while they were walking on the

beach at San Clemente.

And may I digress again. He also told him with

respect to clemency, President Nixon also told him, that he

thought the CIA was involved in the operation, knowing that
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it wasn’t, but telling his man,they are wrong, the CIA really

is involved.

And here is the man who chairs the National Security

Conference.

Mr. Ehrlichman told the President in their discussiol

at San Clemente that under no circumstances should he enter-

tain the possibility of executive clemency for the Watergate

burglars and suggested that subject never be raised with the

President for several reasons:

One, it was wrong, and, two, it was just stupid

politically to talk about clemency for the Watergate burglars.

Because, I think we have a tendency to forget that

the main concern at the White House was was the White House

was involved, and were they involved, but Mr. Eh~ichman didn’t

know about it.

John Dean didn’t tell him about Gordon Strachan,

Mr. Haldeman’s assistant.

But, more important, you heard Mr. Mardian say who

he thought was running the Committee to Re’elect the President,

it w~s the former President himself.

You can accept or reject that, whatever you want, but

Mr.Ehrlichman was not doing it, and you heard Mr. Todd Hullin,

that fine young man who worked for him, telling you about all

of the duties he has as domestic advisor and many of you people

have had distinguished careers with the Government and you know
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far better than I do the massive detail that he had in handling

his job.

That is one of the reasons the President took him

off the Watergate thing, put John Dean on, and then put him

back on.

But now, to get back to the clemency thing, on

January 3rd Charles Colson received a letter from Colson’s

friend, Howard Hunt, and, as you recall, Colson hired Howard

Hunt.

It is interesting to note, too, that Charles Colson

had greater access to the President than almost anyone with

the possible exception of Mr. Haldeman.

You have heard about the letter where Hunt stated

he was upset and despondent over his wife’s death and the fact

that he faced the prospect of a long jail term and the problems

he hadwith the care of his four children.

Colson sent the letter to John Dean and asked Dean

what they should do about it.

Irrespective about what happened about the Watergate

burglary, wouldn’t any of us have some compassion for a man

whose wife had been killed and he was left with four children?

It would be pretty bad if we didn’t.

So John Dean wanted to keep Hunt -- I don’t know

what his motive was -- but, anyway, they go to Ehrlichman and

ask if they should go to talk to Bittman.
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There had been a !ot of telephone messages from

Bittman, and I want to talk about Mr. Bittman in a few minutes

The messages indicated that Bittman wanted to see

Colson and John Dean urged Colson to see Bittman but they

wanted to check with Ehr!ichman first.

And what did they do? The evidence shows that Colso~

was the object of particular concern to John Elrhlichman

because he suspected that Colson might be involved in the break

in because of some of the other things that Ehrlichman had

stopped Colson £rom doing, such as the Brookings thing and

several other things of that nature.

Ehrlichman felt that Colson might extend promises

of executive clemency to his old friend Howard Hunt while he

was in trouble, and he felt that clear instructions had to be

given to Colson to be sure that Colson’s contact with Bittman

was proper in every respect.

And this is uncontradicted.

As a result, Ehrlichman told Colson to see Bittman

but instructed him that Colson should not make any promises

with respect to potential requests for executive clemency,

either directly or indirectly or even veiled suggestions.

You heard Mr. Colson.    He was on the stand when I

read him his statement that he prepared for the Senate Water-

gate Committee.

"Di4 Mr Ehrlichman tell you that?"
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And he sa~d, from that stand:

"Yes, he told me."

You will have some appea~s made to you, Ehrlichman

to Colson, saying you will have some appeals probably made to

you by Bittman or requests, under no~ circumstances are you to

offer executive clemency or anything that smacks of it.

And Colson sa~d:

"Yes. "

That is uncontradicted, and Bittman, who was called

as a Court witness, confirms that.

The evidence shows thet Colson met with Bittman on

January 3rd and January 4th and during these conversations

Colson told Bittman that Colson would not make any promises

as to executive clemency. No question about that.

When Colson told Humt he would try to help Hunt as

a friend, Colson promised he would not try any execntive clemen

but help him as a friend.

This was a Bittman-Colson conversation andit was

reported bacM~to Ehrlichman that way.

Ehrlichman told Colson executive clemency was out of

the question, and so on, and we have gone into that and not to

raise it.

But what happened? Colson goes to the President of

the United States, as you will see on the tape, and they dis-

cuss executive clemency and it is at least clear to me. that the

;y
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President of the United States and Colson, contrary to

Ehrlichman’s statement to Colson, don’t talk to the President

of the United States, and the President, former President,

telling Ehrlichman under no circumstances will we discuss it,

gave Colson authority, or gave him what he thought was per-

mission to offer Hunt clemency.

Is this misleading, misguiding John Ehrlichman?

Obviously, it is.

The evidence ~s clear that Ehrlichman always believed

that having disapproved of executive clemency and having

stated no promises and having even gone further and said

affirmatively, don’t do it, that no one had been promised that.

Colson and the President had talked about it, and

they intentionally kept it away from Ehrlichman.

Now, in determining what is the problem in this case,

the question, I thank, can be resolved by turning to the Hunt

blackmail threat three months later in March, which I have

discussed very briefly.

If you recall, the evidence in this case reflects

that Ehrlichman was told that unless Hunt receives certain

commitments and assurances he would disclose the seamy things

he had done, and Ehrlichman turned him down flat, and said,

go to hell.

He refused to be blackmailed or to go along with the

threat.
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NOW, one of the things that I think is important is

the tape of April 25th, 1973.

And you will recall that John Ehrlichman did not kno~

that the tapes were going on.

There is one reference to taping, and he had been

told that the 21st conversations with Dean and the President

were taped, and there is some reference, as you will see in

the tapes, where he said, well, they were talking about I will

go back and listen to those tapes if you want to know what you

and Dean talked about, Mr. President, go listen to the tapes

and see.

But he knew nothing about the whole mechanism, and

that is undisputed here.

And on page 86 you will hear Ehrlichman on the tape

of April the 25th, 1973, and I don’t know what your wishes

are going to be about listening to some of the tapes.

His Honor has told you that they will be available

for you to listen to, and I certainly hope you will~sten to

them.

And, on the transcript which you will not have, but

our transcript on page 86, Ehrlichman told the President,

Colson’s recollection and mine both are that I was very cate-

gorical in saying that you cannot in any way infer the possi-

bility of clemency.

And if you go to the tape and bear the April 25th
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1973 11:06 a.m. to 1:55 p.m., here is Ehrlichman talking to

the President, Haldeman and Ehrlichman.

This is Ehrlichman:

"Well, I recall Dean, I had two meetings with

Dean, Colson and me, in which this problem was

discussed and it was decided I had urged that Colson

talk with Bittman.

"President : Right.

"Ehrlichman: Because Hunt was, obviously, a

very distraught, very distraught that Colson would

not talk with Hunt.

"President: Right."

And here is what Ehrlichman is telling~in the Oval

Office to the President without any idea that it is being tape4

w~thout any motivation other than to tell the truth as he saw

it and report to his Commander in Chief, and here is what he

said:

"And that Colson be extremely circumspect

about what he said to Bittman, and we discussed

clemency and Colson’s recollection and mine both

are that I was very categorical in saying you

cannot infer in any way the possibil~ty of clemency."

Now, this was late in the game. This was in January

and February. So there was already a lot of talk and papers

about hush money.
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And:

"I was very concerned that any inference could

be raised in this meeting that would in any way

come back to you. That is the reason for stressing

it as I did. Colson had to meet with Bittman. He

says he reduced the meeting to a memorandum which I

have never seen, but he said he did not, in any way,

induce Hunt to think he had clemency or Bittman."

Now, ladies and gentlemen, he is telling that to the

President of the United States and yet the President of the

United States is sitting right across from him knowing that

he had a contrary conference with Colson.

So when I say, did the Commander in. Chief mislead,

deceive, a dedicated servant, the record is pretty clear,.

isn’t it pretty clear?

And I want to go back again to Colson’s testimony

from the stand because I keep saying lawyer talk, lawyer talk,

lawyer talk, because you are not going to decide this case on

the lawyer talk, you are going to decide it on the evidence.

9418, and I asked Mr. Colson:

"Mr. Ehrlichman said he saw no reason for me not

to see Bittman, but, obviously, if Bittman should make

any appeals on behalf of his client, I should be care-

ful to make no commitments or presentations."

That is the evidence from this witness stand.
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NOW, we come to Mr. Kalmbach. I have a very diffi-

cult time understanding how grown men can handle money around

the way this money was handled.

It doesn’t make sense but, as Mr. Neal told you in

his statement, it is not the amount, it is the intent.

And may I briefly paraphrase what His Honor, Judge

Sirica, will tell you what the issue is on the hush money issue

You must determine the intent, if any, who you find

approved or participated in such payments, did they intend to

help the original Watergate defendants out of compassion or

sympathy, or did they intend that their financial assistance

would be paid in the form of silence?

If you find that the defendant’s intent was innocent

then you must find him not guilty.

And there ~s no question, as I told you in my-.open-

ing statement, in the evidence in this case with respect to

John Ehrlichman’s approval of the raising o£ funds, he didn’t

have to handle a dime of it, and I am going to read the record

to you.again in a minute, from Kalmbach again, it was for a

legitimate purpose, never to obstruct justice, for attorney’s

fees, all of which his intent was proper

And, under His Honor’s instruction,if you believe

that then you should find him not guilty.

Now, let me read, if I may, Kalmbach, some of his

testimony, because he was, again, one of the big bullets for
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the Government on this issue, and bear with me a little if I

read some of these sections to you because I want you -- and

I couldn’t recall it specifically.

This is Kalmbach again, this is the Government’s

witness.

"It has been your position steadfastly, has

it not been, Mr. Kalmbach, that you thought that

Mr. Dean was engaging you to raise money for the

families and attorneys of the original Watergate

defendants, is that right, sir?"

"That is what he stated, yes, sir."

"And you ~nterpreted that to be for humani-

tarian purposes?"

"Yes, sir."

Now, that is the Government’s evidence £rom this

witness stand.

Andhe is talking about when Dean originally called

him.

"Did he use any expression to you that stated

anything but attorneys’ fees, family support and

defense fund?"

"No, sir."

"As to the purpose of the payments?"

"Yes, that is correct."°

For attorneys’ fees and family support.
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And then we go to 640, and this is a little off of

that, but there was a question of tape that the Government put~

some inference on it, when he said, talking about their meeting

in California, about I want, Mr. Ehrlichman said, I want you

to be sure and tell them that you talked to me out here.

And here is what the Government’s witness, the Govern

ment lawyers don’t put this inference on it, but here is what

the Government witnesses say:

Did you interpret or understand on that tape --

and the reference to ~. Dean is John Ehrlichman -- was it

your understanding from the conversation that you should tell

the whole truth when you were talking to John Ehrlichman; and

Mr. Kalmbach said, that was always my understanding when I

talked to John Ehrlichman, tell the whole truth.

And then they talked about the meeting in April when

they drove up and they were talking about it~ and Mr.Kalmbach,

the Government’s witness~ sai4 to John Ehrlichman, should I

tell my lawyer everything, should I tell him this, and John

Ehrlichman says, as he has done throughout, tell the lawyer

everything you have done. You have not done anything improper

and you tell him that.

And again here is the Government witness, did John

Ehrlichman -- and let’s put Mr. Kalmbach back over here

(indicating to the witness stand) --

"Did John Ehrlichman at any time indicate to
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you tO do anything that you consider ~legal or

improper? Illegal or improper, did he ever indi-

cate to you, Mr. Kalmbach?

"The Witness: He did not."

Now, ladies and gentlemen, if the Government has to

prove beyond a reasonable doubt that it was illegal and imprope

what do you say when one of their key witnesses,when I asked

him that, did he ever indicate to you to do anything that was

illegal or improper with raising the money, and the Government

said he did not.

Now, again, lawyers can argue, we can draw inferences

we can do whatever we want to, but there it is.

"Did John Ehrlichman at any time indicate

to you to do anything that you considered illegal

or improper?

"He did not."

Now, that is not one of our witnesses, this is the

Government’s witness. And relate that to the charge, because

this whole money thing is absolutely absurd, the way they

handled it, and there is no doubt in my mind that some people

in this, not in this room because I am not making any comments

on anybody in this room, but there is no question that some

people were doing things that were utterly ridicu!ous with this

money, putting it in phone booths and things of that nature,

and the way they did it, it is completely irrational.
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And then, again, he repeated -- and unless I make

that mistake which I always tell young lawyers, never ask a

question ~f you get a good answer, never go back and ask a

question again, and sure enough I did.

"Question: I think I have asked you this, but

I want to be sure that I did ask you without repeating

all of Mr. Wilson’s questions relHvant to Mr. Ehrlichman.

"He never indicated to you to do anything illegal

or improper or that you saw as illegal or improper?"

Mr. Kalmbach’s testimony:

"I have no recollection of him ever saying so.

"Question: Saying anything to you of that sort?

"Answer :    No, sir."

Then Mr. Neal asked Mr. Kalmbach this:

"And he also asked you for your thoughts or

your opinions about whether you thought there was

anything improper or illegal about this in June

or July of 19727"

And Mr. Kalmbach says:

"I did not think it was illegal or improper

at that time."

And then I asked him this:

"Did you ever have any :information that Mr~

Ehrlichman was involved in any way in any distri-

bution of money to any of these defendants?
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"Answer: I~d not."

Agein, the Government’s witness.

You see, we don’t have to prove we are not guilty,

they have got to prove beyond a reasonable doubt.

And while I am at this point, may I go off on a

tangent that I think is obvious but sometimes I find that I

misunderstand things.

There is not one word of evidence that John Ehrlichma

knew anything about all of this planning for the break-in of

the DNC, had anything to do about it, or knew anything about

the $350,000.

I am sure that is all clear. But I think that is

terribly important.

There is some reference in a tape to John, Haldeman

saying, John and I discussed.

Well, there are about three or four Johns, and I thinl

if you read that you will find that is not John Ehrlichman.

But there is not one word from this stand that John

Ehrlichman knew about the 350 or even had anything to do with

it or had anything to do about the planning, the original

planning, or financing or anything of that nature.

Again, I asked Mr. Kalmbach:

"Mr. Kalmbach, you have known Mr. Ehrlichman

for some time, you asked him to be your partner."

And I assure you that asking a man to be your partner
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is as serious in some ways as asking someone to be your spouse

-- I guess I should say for a man to ask a woman to be his

s~ouse -- because it is such a close relationship.

And I said:

"Mr. Kalmbach, you always found John Ehrlichman

to be a man of real integrity, didn’t you?"

And he said:

"Yes, I did; yes, I did."

Again, from the Government’s witness.

We asked Todd Hullin, who worked with Mr.Ehrlichman

in the White House, what was his reputation both in Washingto~

and there. The highest.

But you know there is no greater compliment than he

was paid by the fo~mer President while he was deceiving him

on the 29th when he was firing him or throwing him out on the

street to protect himself, when he said, you have been my

conscience and I wish I had followed your advice.

Even then, knowing what he had concealed from John

Ehrlic~hman.

NOW, one of the things that I think is important in

the raising of this money.

Kalmbach, according to his testimony, had raised --

Dean and Mitchell had approved of the raising of the funds

for attorneys’ fees and Kalmbach thought it was a legitimate

and proper operat£on, and it was, it was.
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They had raised, and done a lot of work on it before

Kalmbach had ever told Mr. Ehrlichman about it. He doesn’t

even remember, Mr. Kalmbach, calling Mr. Ehrlichman.

Dean called Ehrlichman and said, I have asked Kalm-

bach. Mitchell said ask Kalmbach to raise money. I know that

Kalmbach has been tired of raising funds and has asked us to

clear it with you, is it all right? What is it for? It is

for attorneys’ fees.

And even Dean says that.

And then Kalmbach called and he says, Herb, if it is

all right with you, okay, if you think it is all right, go

ahead.

Kalmbach doesn’t even remember that. But that is

all right.

But he goes on and raises money which he thought was

in his mind legitimate money.

Incidentally, he has plead guilty to two counts that

have nothing to do with this lawsuit in any way, one, offering

an ambassadorship, and one for violating the corrupt practices

act of 1970.

Mr. Kalmbach had absolutely no charge, didn’t plead

guilty to anything involving an y issue in this case.

And then Kalmbach comes and he says they had a dis-

cussion with Mr. Ehrlichman asking him, John, is it the right

thing to do?
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Let’s assume that he did. Mr. Ehrlichman said that

it didn’t happen that way, but I did tell him if it was for

legit~.mate purposes, sure, it is all right; and that is what

the law is. His Honor will charge you that.

But here are two fine men who decide that it was all

right, and Kalmbach continued on until all the hocus-pocus

got to be so bad that Rivers even alerted him.

But Ehrlichman didn’t know anything about that. He

knew one thing, Kalmbach had told him that he had used

Ulasewicz to make a delivery, and that is all Fhrlichman ever

knew about the distribution of that money.

That is the evidence in this case,

Some people have.asked me why did I a~k. the Court to

call Mr. Bittman.

I asked the Court to call Mr. Bittman for two things.

He said Howard Hunt, the November 14th memo, the blackmail

letter, as I call it, that he was involved in, that for days

and before the state attorney, Hunt had said there was no quid

pro quo, and as I translate that, and I hope I pronounced my

Latin right, there was no hush money.

And Hunt repeatedly said that, and you heard Bittman

say that toyou.

And that is why I called him.

You know, they talk about an awful lot of money, the

Government talks about it, and it is.
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And do you know where most of that money went? To

lawyers, to the lawyers. Did you hear them bring any of these

burglars in here or any of the other people that were brought

in here,the Government, no, because most of that money went to

lawyers.

And I don’t know, even for that amount of money, I

don’t think you can keep lawyers quiet, but it really wasn’t

paid for hush money.

!t was attorneys’ fees, and it was for humanitarian

reasons, what little got down to them, what very little got

down to them.

So please bear that in mind~ that John Eh ~ichman

talked to Kalmbach, there is no question about it.

Whichever conversation they agree or disagree~ they

talked about a conversation of July 14th and Kalmbach couldn’t

even recall on July 14th out in California in ’73 -- I won’t

turn it over (indicating to the papers on the easel).

I mentioned something about fund-raising. I don’t

recall in any detail.

Of course, that was the time when he was asking Mr.

Ehrlichman to come out the~ and to be his partner.

But neither one of these men -- I can’t understand

Kalmbach getting Rivers and Ulasewicz and going through all

of that shenanigans,to me it is just incomprehensible, it

doesn’t make sense, but there was no evidence from the
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Government that John Ehrlichman had anything but a proper

motive in any of his conversations with Kalmbach.

If that is true, His Honor is going to say that

certainly is no intent to corrupt or to obstruct justice.

And again, and I repeat, on each issue ask yourselves

has the Government proven this beyond a reasonable doubt.

Their own witness -- it is going to be easy for Mr.

Neal to say, yes, they did.

But you ask yourselves, let’s ask ourselves, what

did Kalmbach say about it on the witness stand. Not what Mr.

says he said.

I just read it to you. Absolutely nothing illegal

or improper.

A lot of money. I see where Mr. Bittman says he

got $156,000, Hunt said he paid his attorneys $200,000. You

talk about almost a half million dollars, and if you add it

all up, it looks like to me that about $450,000 of it went to

the lawyers; and I have great respect for my profession.

Yet, I think the Government would have you believe,

until we brought Bittman in, that all of this money went to the

defendants as hush money.

Now, there is one thing that I have overlooked here.

You know, Dean said that Ehrlichman suggested that Dean go to

the CIA for money.

I think I have covered that in June the 16th and then

~e
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That just never happened and the CIA never

It just didn’t happen.

Now, I want to show you some charts that we have

made, and I have made these charts to try to keep myself on

the issues from wandering all over and I told you earlier,I

told you earlier in our opening statement that Mr. Ehrlichman

May I use this pointer? I apologize, but I will

get out of the way here --

-- had always advocated a full disclosure of this

thing.

Now, I am coming back to the FBI an4 July 21st when

Mr. Neal said why didn’t he jump up and call the Washington

Post and the FBI and tell them, here is what I know.

(i) He knew very little. He had gotten it from

Dean. He didn’t know about Strachan. Dean, who was handling

the matter, and there was a five million lawsuit, told him,

don’t answer any questions unless they are asked of you.

Now, I am not saying that John Ehrlichman ran around

doing what Dean told him to~ but it just made sense under those

particular circumstances.

And I don’t know if you recall the two FBI fellows.

They couldn’t recall.

I was really amazed because most FBI men are really

sharp and they are accurate. They are humans just like the
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rest of us, but these two fellows had pretty short memories.

A couple of days be£ore they came on the stand we

met w~th them and they said, oh, yes, Mr. Ehrlichman~ they told

me, Mr. Ehrlichman said, I made this comment about reading

in the newspapers, I made that at the end of the conversation.

And you recall all the leaks, and Mr. Ehrlichman at

times can be a needler.

He said, we!!, I suppose this will be in the news-

paper or everything I.read about it is in the newspaper, and

that is exactly what was happening at that time.

What did the FBI do? The next morning at 8~30 they

called me and said, wait a minute, what I told you yesterday

was wrong. That is exactly what happened.

But there was absolutely no misrepresentation in any

way and there was no duty and obligation at that time and it

just made sense at that time not to say to the FBI agents all

of the things that he knew because he knew so little and what

he did know, Kleindienst, the Attorney General, knew from the

conversation of the day before.

So was he trying to obstruct anything or prevent an

investigation? They would have you believe that.

He said, this man wants to get all the truth out.

The Attorney General of the United States knew everythin9 about

it, and they knew everything they said because -- was it Gray--

was it he who said it was a terrible problem?
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NO, it was the agent, he said, yes, it usually took

about two days, we would get a report and in two days it was

in the newspapers.

And bear in mind, folks, there are political involve-

The Republicans are Vying with the Democrats, andments, too.

so forth.

That doesn’t justify any illegal means by either

party and I don’t want to leave that impression, but cert~nly

there are. political implications that both parties are trying

to evaluate it, what they do and what they don’t do.

Let’s look and see what the tapes show about what

John Ehrlichman wanted done; and the records reflect this:

August of ’72, Ehrlichman wants full disclosure on

Watergate draft proposed ad for disclosure. It is here in

evidence.

Mr. Neal, he is tremendously humorous, he said, did

you see anything about Watergate? You didn’t see anybody who

was at that meeting dispute that it is exactly what he wanted

the ad to run and let’s have the full disclosure of Watergate.

You see, Ehrlichman’s problem was that there were a

couple of fellows at the White House, including the President

and John Dean, and I’m not going to mention anybody else if

they were or not, but certainly John Dean and the President

of the Un~.ted States, that knew all about it and were using him

as a pawn; and here he said, let’s make this disclosure; and
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you look through these tapes and listen to them, the time that

they talked about Dean plugging it in, Dean, you have done a

great job.

John Ehrlichman had just left the room. The Presiden

didn’t say that in front of John Fhrlichman.

And the time when he was talking to Mr. Mitchell and

told.him to stonewall it. John Ehrlichman had just left the

room.

In February, ’73, Ehrlichman recommends the disclosur

to the Senate Select Committee if it is not a political circus

at LaCosta.

On March 13tb, ’73, Dean thinks he has talked

Ehrlichman out of the full disclosure, and that is on the tape.

And one thing I would like to go back to if I may,

and I am probably repeating myself, I try not to.

It is Mr. Haldeman’s testimony in front of the Senate

the Watergate Committee, in his prepared statement, and there

was no reason for Mr~ Haldeman to protect or pat Mr. Ehrlichman

on the .back, and he said, the President had said that Ehrlichmal

had always contended that we ought to have a full disclosure.

And then he talks about the March 21st meeting and

says: Ehrlichman was arguing for a full disclosure.

No, they couldn’t make a full disc!osure, the Presi-

dent of the United States couldn’t make a full disclosure.

He knew too much.~ and when they finally came out with
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the tapes he resigned.

Do you see the situation Ehrlichman was in?

Let’s go to the March 20th, ’73. Nixon tells

Haldeman that Ehrlichman doesn’t know a goddam thing about

Watergate. And I apologize.

And they have left one word off here, unfortunately.

That iswhat he is telling him.

Don’t tell Joh~ about it, John ~s a square, he wants

us to reveal it.

And, my God, if we reveal it, we are caught; and he

was caught. The first President in the history of the United

States to resign.

And, you know, in the tapes Ehrlichman talks about

him and says this: If this, if this is this, you might be

impeached.

This is the kind of advice this man was giving him.

He was tough at times. He is telling the President, look, if

you have done anything wrong, ~ you have got to consider impeach

ment. "

Can you imagine telling the President of the United

States that?

The first time the word was raised.

March 21st at 5:20 p.m., Ehrlichman recommends no

immunity, full disclosure, that Dean wants to write a report

providing the facts known -- and this is on the tape -- and tha~
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the report be furnished to the Justice Department.

That is on page 17.

Now, is this obstructing justice?

was concerned about the press.
It is not true he

I think it would be fair to say that the media and

the Nixon administration were not exactly the greatest of

friends. Maybe that is a real understatement.

They had a battle going on between them. He didn’t

want to get into the newspapers, but go to the Department of

Justice.

Here is page 18, March the 22nd. Ehrlichman recommer

ded that Dean be sent to Camp David to write a report and the

report be published, give the report to the Senate.

Ehrlichman states that no one should be concerned

about the grand jury process. Ehrlichman recommends appearing

before the grand jury and the Senate, tape page 46-47.

There is a lot of talk in here, but this is what is

on these tapes.

But, again, you will find the President is either

interrupting or pushing off or saying, well, let’s consider

this or let’s look at it this ~¢ay, because he realizes what

will happen if they all go down.

’73 Dean fails to write the report;March 27th, ,

Ehrlichman recommends a three’branch investigation -- that is

on the tape -- Ehrlichman recommends grand jury as the place
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where a man can clear himself. Go and put yourself under oath.

April 14th, Ehrlichman tells Mitchell and Magruder

not to be silent to protect the White House, and that is on

the tape.

April 14th, Ehrlichman tells the President what he

has discovered. He makes a report -- Mr. Neal laughed about

it before and said it was~a whitewash report, but you read it

and see if it is a whitewash report.

And then Mr. Neal might even try to imply that, well

really, it wasn’t authorized by the President. And then we

showed him a letter that Mr. Nixon wrote authorizing it.

Mr. Ehrlichman wanted it and the President signed

it, and dated it, and Mr. Neal sa±d, oh, well, let’s look at

that and make sure the jury sees it, is it the same ~nk,

implying that it is a phony letter.

Well, they have got all the resources, the Government

of the United States, and i£ it wasn’t authorized they would

have been in here proving that it wasn’t. ~

But, again, you read this report.

One of the things that you will see in this report

is that he never made any attempt to point the finger at anyone

He is saying, look,-people are telling me this, he

talked to Magruder, this whole idea of Magruder -- I mean of

Ehrlichman -- putting the finger on somebody and making Mitchell

the fall guy, you heard what I read, and even Mr. Hundley will
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admit to Ehrlichman’s everlasting credit that he would not

follow out the President’s orders.

Here is a decent guy. Tough, yes, but decent, and

he goes to John Mitchell, who is the President’s former law

partner, gre~t friends.

Of course, Mr. Hundley said that Mr. Mitchell had

never been in the White House. Mr. Mitchell just happened to

be Attorney General and I think that is where the Cabinet meets

I am not sure, somewhere around there.

But what does the President do, the former President?

No, he sends John Ehrlichman -- and if you believe Mr. Hundley

to do his dirty work and he wouldn’t do it, and you recall

what I read to him, John, no one wants you to ever look back

on this day you did anything wrong or you made any decision

that was wrong.

Mr. Hund!ey says it is to his everlasting credit.

April 14th, 8:55 a.m., Ehrlichman recommends coopera-

tion with the Senate regardless of the problems it will cause.

This is all on the tapes.

April 14. Ehrlichman says that no one should be

silent for the White House.

April 14, 1973, 2:24 p.m., Ehrlichman recommends

his report be given to the Attorney General and that the White

House cooperate to bring people even at the highest level to

account for Watergate.
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He didn’t realize -- well, I won’t say that.

April 14, 1973, Ehrlichman offers his report to the

Attorney General and it was, as you read it, it wasn’t a report

in the context of something that you sit down and do, he did

it in the middle of the night; and you will find it as you

recall listening on the tapes and if you read it, and some of

the port±ons have been deleted by His Honor because they are

conclusions of Mr. Ehrlichman that deal with some other people,

to their prejudice, that I think are conclusions, and His

Honor has ruled and I think properly so that they shouldn’t be

in, but there will be deletions when you see this report.

But that is what it is, it is what Mr. Ehrlichman

says are conclusions.

After talking with Magruder even then Magruder accuse

Mitchell of running the whole operation.

Ehrlichman never says that, but he talks about what

Magruder has said and what all of them say and reports it to

the President.

April 16th, 9:50 a.m., this is on the tape.

Ehrlichman wants Henry Petersen, Chief of the Crimina

Division of the Department of Justice, to call Liddy’s lawyer

and tell him not to be silent to protect the White House.

Is this obstruction of justice? Is this a conspiracy

to obstruct justice? A man doing these things?

April 17th, 1973, 12:35 p.m. Ehrlichman recommended
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full disclosure without immunity to the grand jury even though

he is under investigation.

Page 1631.

At that time he knew Dean was accusing him, and even

then, ladies and gentlemen, this man said, let’s all go to the

grand jury, I know I haven’t done anything wrong, without

immunity.

And, again, you know what that is, you don’t waive

anything and if you go and tell it and if you have done anythin~

wrong they charge you and indict you.

Not to make a deal with him, and at that time, he

knew that Dean was trying to put the finger on h~m. Doesn’t

that say a lot for somebody? It does to me.

Do you know what he was trying to do? He didn’t thin]

the President was involved. He didn’t think the President

was involved and he thought not only Nixon as President but the

Presidency he wanted to clear this thing up and whoever fell by

the wayside -- but he really felt Nixon wasn’t involved, and

here is this dedicated loyal servant trying to clear his

Commander in Chief regardless of who got hurt, and here his

Commander in Chief is sitting in the office knowing all the

time who was calling all the shots~.~

April 17th, 3:50. Fhrlichman states everyone must

fully cooperate and make the disclosure.

Tape p~ge 17.
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April’29, 1973. Ehrlichman resigns. President said

Ehrlichman was his conscience, the President should have

listened to him, and his only rep~y was, knowing that he had

done absolutely nothing wrong, I hope someday you will tell

my children.

I hope someday he will tell his children, Mr. Presi-

dent. You know I haven’t done anything wrong but I will resig~

if you will do me one favor, one favor, just tell my children.

Your Honor, I have the overt acts that I think I am

going to be able to go over.

I will try to really cut them down. I have the two

substantive perjury counts.

Again, I don’t promise Your Honor and the jury to

rush on, but I will move over it very rapidly.

I would like, if Your Honor will, to recess now and

come back, and I will really try to cut it down.

Again, I make no apologies to the jury or Your Honor

but I think that I can cut it down substantially and ! hope

I will not be longer than another ha!f hour.

THE COURT: All right. Let’s return, say, at 1:30.

That will give the jury almost an hour and one-half.

MR. F~TES: Thank you, Your Honor.

THE DEPUTY MARSHAL: Everyone remain seated in the

courtroom, please.

(The jury departed from the courtroom.)
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~HE COURT: DO you want to say something?

MR. GREEN: If Your Honor please, there is a pending

motion which I filed to be permitted to make reference to the

canons of ethics in my closing argument.

THE COURT: I have already granted an instruction

that you are familiar with that I am going to read to the jury.

MR. GREEN:

THE COURT:

It does not address itself to that.

I have read the Government opposition

and I think the C~vernment is right and I will deny your reques

MR. NEAL: Your Honor, I guess there is not much I

can do about this. It is just my friend from Miami, Mr. Frates

I remember that brevity is the soul of wit. The

Government took three hours and fifty-six minutes to sum up all

the cases and the defense counsel so far have taken four, Mr.

Frates so far three, and two hours and forty-five minutes.

Nine hours and forty-five minutes so far.

THE COURT: Well, I didn’t want to put a time limit

on any of you, so I think it is too late to try to do it now.

We will just have to keep going and do the best we

can on it. I doubt that we are going to finish this case

tomorrow the way it looks now.

All right, let’s come back at 1:30.

TIIE DEPUTY MARSHAL: This Honorable Court stands

recessed until 1:30 this afternoon.

(Recess aS noted at 12:08 p.m.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION -- 1:30 p.m.

THE COURT: Counsel approach the bench.

(An off-the-record bench conference.)

THE COURT: All right. Bring in the jury.

(The jury entered the courtroom. Counsel approache

the bench, again.)

THE COURT: What is the problem here?

MR. NEAL: I don’t know, Your Honor, we were told

Monday that there were no more charts. When we come in today,

rather than telling us five or ten minutes ahead of time,

we come down at noon and look at the chart as we did with them.

We have a chart here I have never seen, and I don’t know what

it is.

MR. HALL: The chart is a very limited chart.

What it does is it takes as to Count 12 of the indictment,

the perjury count, the answer in the indictment and adds it

to the portion which the Government omitted in the indictment

and which the court reporter Karen Scheinberg testified to,

obviously is no surprise.

It is purely limited to a question and answer.

On one chart the question is not there because the question is

quite long and we would be glad to advise because the question

is in the indictment --

THE COURT: -- I wish you folks would have brought

the chart in beforehand.
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It is a chart I made up this morning.

That is the problem.

It is very limited, it is the actual

MR. NEAL: Let’s don’t worry about it, let’s let

However, I would expect him to say he left

something off the chart.

(The remainder of the bench conference off the

record)

(End of bench conference)

THE COURT: Members of the jury, as you observed

throughout the trial, the arguments at least, I have not tried

to limit any of the attorneys as to the amount of time they

should take in their arguments because, as you realize, there

is a lot of evidence to cover and I want to give both sides

plenty of time and opportunity to argue their case. And, it

is also very helpful to the jury¯

It doesn’t look like they can complete all the

arguments today. I had tentatively planned to start instruc-

ting the jury on the law applicable to the facts in this case

tomorrow morning. It will take me two or two-and-a-half

hours. I expect to split it up, take about an hour-and-a-

quarter and take a recess and come back.

If the jury would be willing to sit a little later
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today so we can get rid of as many arguments as we can,

even if we go over to tomorrow morning, I would like to

instruct the jury on the law tomorrow sometime. That might

mean you would be out a day or so longer, I don’t know, but

you have to deliberate probably on Saturday.

I know you like your Saturdays off, but once you

start deliberating, we cannot give you another day off, you

understand that. So, if you can, just bear with us and we

will try to complete as many arguments as we can this after-

noon, even if we sit a little later.

Is that agreeable with everybody?

I will try to get the case to the jury tomorrow,

if I can. All right.

(AT THE BENCH:)

MR. NEAL: We fought too hard in this case, both

sides, for me now to relax and take a chance on the chart

being presented to the jury in front of the jury that I haven’t

seen.

So, I am going to have to ask the Court to let

them go back out just a minute to let us look at it.

MR. FRATES: It is supposed to be verbatim.

MR. NEAL: But it is not.

MR. FRATES: If it isn’t, it should be. No ques-

tion about it.

MR. NEAL: I think, Your Honor, in discharging
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my obligation, I think they have to be out five or ten minutes.

MR. HALL: I will make any corrections.

MR. NEAL: Could you send them out for five minutes,

Your Honor?

THE COURT:

MR. NEAL:

I will have to.

Your Honor might tell them they weren’t

supposed to come back in.

MR. HALL: The other thing is of one of his assistant

taking the testimony --

-- You want to settle it now?THE COURT:

MR. NEAL:

THE COURT :

Looks like we have to, Your Honor.

All right, I will explain to the jury.

(END OF BENCH CONFERENCE)

THE COURT: Some of these things are unavoidable,

as you know, members of the jury. Seems something has to be

discussed out of presence of ~%e jury, and I will have to ask

you to be patient with us. And I will ask you to step out

for a few minutes.

(The jury was excused from the courtroom)

THE COURT: ~at is the problem now?

MR. NEAL: Your Honor, the Government, as I stated,

has used a chart. I need to say this in background. However,

we brought it to the attention of the defense counsel, offered

to cite them the transcript page where everything on the chart

was supported..
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We have discussed the use by Mr. Frates and Mr. Hall

of charts and we have not objected to a chart once it was

determined that everything on their chart was at least ably

supported.

There is enough in there to argue from. Now we have

a chart that purports to recite certain questions and answers

before the Grand Jury given by Mr. Ehrlichman but it does not

include the question.

Now, that is, to my understanding, would not be an

accurate chart. And, if you are going to have a chart, the

chart cannot be, as a matter of fact, inaccurate.

THE COURT: Counsel, I would appreciate it if those

who are not speaking will have a seat and I will listen to you

one at a time.

All right, now, who is going to answer Mr. Neal

here?

MR. HALL:

THE COURT:

MR. HALL:

I guess I will.

Let’s hear you.

Mr. Neal made the comment at the bench

and I guess I have to go back to that, the first argument

we had before the Court was well, the question is omitted,

I will withdraw that; I will not object to the question.

thought he had it.

Then we were back at the bench and he said the

chart does not track the language of the answer.

I

If it doesn’
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The question,

well, I think certainly Mr. Frates can refer to the question.

The question does not appear in theTHE COURT:

chart, is that it?

MR. HALL: One question does and one does not.

We will make it clear to the jury.

THE COURT: Have you finished?

MR. HALL: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: I will hear you.

MR. FRATES: Your Honor, so it will be.clearly

understood, these are part of the answers that were left out

of the indictment.

In other words, the one I don’t recall, the indictmen ,

this is Number 12:

"No, I don’t recall ever saying that."

And they stop there.

If you recall, we brought the reporter in. That

wasn’t where it stopped at all. As a matter of fact, this is

the rest of ~e answer:

"As a matter of fact, at that time, as I think I

have testified before, my impression was there was a public

subscription under way on behalf of %hese defendants."

THE COURT: When did you make the chart, this

morning?
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Why didn’t you put the.question on

MR. HALL: I guess for speed.

MR. FRATES: Your Honor, I intend to read the

question from the indictment and say here is what the Governmen

put, they put half an answer on it.

THE COURT: The Government didn’t do it, the

Grand Jury returned the indictment.

The Government drew the indictment.

Is that the only objection?

MR. NEAL: There are two objections, Your Honor.

One is that they take an answer, as I said, they take an

answer without the question.

The question is: "As far as you can recall, the

only conversation is Mr. Kalmbach saying to you, John Dean has

asked me to do this and you stated you had no objection. He

said he was checking with you to determine whether or not you

had any objection?"

I’m sorry, I read the wrong question. Let me go

to two objections --

MR. FRATES: -- The first time, I didn’t stop you.

THE COURT: Gentlemen, just a minute now.

If you gentlemen will have a seat first and I will

let Mr. Neal speak and I will hear either of you.
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MR. NEAL: Two things, Your Honor:

This is labeled Count 12. Now as a matter of fact,

it is.not Count 12, it is a portion of the alleged perjurious

statement in Count 12.

statement in Count 12.

It is not all of the alleged perjurious

That is one objection.

The second objection is they stop at the end of a

response and then they start another response of answer and

there is no intervening question.

Now, I don’t know that you could say a chart like

that is accurate when it doesn’t have the question. The ques-

tion is: "You have never expressed, say, back six or seven

months ago, to Mr. Kalmbach that the raising of money should

be kept a secret matter and it would be political dynamite,

or comparable words, if it got out?"

And the answer is: "No, I don’t recall ever saying

that." And then it goes on with some other things.

The question is not on there.

THE COURT: How long would it take you to make this

chart up, Mr. Hall?

Why don’t you go ahead and make it? It will take

you ten minutes?

MR. HALL: All right, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Let’s do it right, put the question on

there and the answer.

What is wrong with that?
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I just candidly, Your Honor, I am surprise

MR. HALL:

THE COURT:

-- Don’t argue.

Besides that, we can do it.

Let’s do it. And we will go on with the

MR. FRATES: I can be talking while he is doing

Your Honor, we are trying to show ~%e jury what is

left out by the United States Government.

THE COURT: I understand.

Is that all?

MR. NEAL: Well, I am going to withdraw the other

objection.

count.

too long.

THE COURT: Which other?

MR. NEAL: The other objection is only half of the

THE COURT: Let them put it all in there.

MR. NEAL: Your Honor, I am afraid it would take

THE COURT: Why don’t you just read it to the jury?

MR. FRATES: Your Honor, the only problem is, you

see, we contend this is a very, very important part of them

taking half an answer and leaving out the qualifying rest of

the answer.
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Tell you what I am going to do:

As long as it was not done properly at the beginning,

just refer to the indictment and read it from the indictment.

We wasted too much time on this.

Honor.

Let’s proceed.

Bring the jury in.

MR. FRATES: All right.

Your Honor, when I said all right, I object, Your

THE COURT: Your objection is noted for the record.

(The jury entered the courtroom.)

THE COURT: All right, Mr. Frates.

CLOSING ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF DEFENDANT
EHRLICHMAN (continued)

BY MR. FRATES:

MR. FRATES: May it please the Court, ladies and

gentlemen of the jury: I said before we went to lunch and

told his Honor I was going to take a half hour, that is what

I am going to take. ~ I am in the middle of a sentence, I will

stop and sit down.

Mr. Hall, if you will just grab my coat and give me

the signal, I’ll sit down.

THE COURT:

(Laughter)

MR. FRATES:

A/sen.

I might talk pretty fast in that half

hour.
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One of the things that I wanted to briefly mention

to you is what Mr. Neal called the um-hum report, you remember

the um-hum report was when the former President called Mr.

Ehrlichman at home and wanted him to grant clemency to John

Dean. And it goes on and talks about it.

Mr. Ehrlichman is saying um-hum, um-hum. It is

obviously the former President is trying to get Mr. Ehrlichman

to do something improper. He didn’t do it. Listen to that

tape.

And it is just as clear that here, Mr. Ehrlichman

is sitting there and the President is saying do something that

was improper. He is saying um-hum, and I don’t know whether

it is negative or affirmative; I can’t say it as well as Mr.

Neal. Listen to that tape.

Anyone who can get any misconstruction out of that

tape as far as Mr. Ehrlichman is concerned, the President,

yes. It is another one of -- no, I am not going to say that.

One of the things that I think we talk about the

tapes, and I refer to March 22, 1973, from 1:52 to 3:43 p.m.

Here is the problem you have when lawyers are advocates and

different positions, and I show this to you because Mr. Neal

dwelled on it some time and Mr. Ben-Veniste. It is dated

March 21.

Now bear in mind that neither Dean nor the President

had told Mr. Ehrlichman anything about the March 21, what I
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call, the million-dollar conversation. They had not told him

anything about that at all, or the involvement of it.

Here is Mr. Ehrlichman on this page saying -- they

were talking about here is a problem, what are we going to do

with it? Obviously, it was a problem of whether the White

House was involved in the Watergate break-in.

Mr. Ehrlichman says: "And I am looking to the

future. Assuming that some corner of this thing comes

unstuck." Now immediately, the Government -- and they have a

right to do this -- say, oh, what they are trying to do is

patch it up and something comes unstuck, we’ll stick it back

with some other fact. That is exactly what Mr. Neal said.

Let me read the rest of it: "At some time you were

then in a position to say, look, that document I published is

the document I relied on. That is the report I relied on,

it is codified and includes all the secret identification of

the FBI, everything you have." That is what he was talking

about the report.

Then we go on down: "That is all we knew." The

President said that. Of course, he is saying that, that is

not all he knew.

Then Mr. Ehrlichman said: "This new development

is a surprise." He was talking about as things develop

because they didn’t know, and certainly Mr. Ehrlichman didn’t,

and there were some real surprises that came along later about
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different people.

it is a surprise to me." He is talking to the President,

making the suggestion.

"And I am going to fire A, B, C, and D, and so

forth now as they develop." That is what Mr. Ehrlichman is

telling him in there. And yet, the Government will have you

believe he is trying to pull a. fast one on a report.

And Mr. Ehrlichman is saying just as clear as a

bell if you go down and read the next sentence, sure, if

son.e~hing comes up and somebody has done something wrong, you

fire them right then. That is what it says.

Now the overt acts. Let me run through those

briefly because you have been given the indictment.

Three, on or about June 19, John Ehrlichman met with

John Dean at the White House at which time Ehrlichman directed

Dean to tell Gordon Liddy to tell Hunt to leave the United

States.

We will not discuss it. Absolutely false.

Four, June 19, Charles Colson and John Ehrlichman

met with Dean at the White House at which time Ehrlichman

directed Dean to take the possession of the contents of E.

Howard Hunt’s safe in the Executive Office Building.

Absolutely false.    He told him to go over there,

told all these people, the Secret Service, the GSA, go over

there, find out what is in there, make an inventory of it,

And he says: "If there is a new development~
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turn it over to Dean later.

On or about June 26, John Ehrlichman met with John

W. Dean, III., at the White House in the District of Columbia,

at which time Ehrlichman approved a suggestion that Dean ask

General Walters, Deputy Director of the CIA, whether CIA could

use covert funds to pay the salaries of persons involved in the

Watergate break-in.

Absolutely false. Not one bit of evidence. Walters

didn’t say it; no one from the CIA said it. Dean is the only

one says it and everyone else just denied it took place.

Nine. On or about June 28, John Ehrlichman had a

conversation with John Dean at the White House during which

John Ehrlichman approved Herbert Kalmbach to raise cash funds

to make covert payments to and for the benefit of the persons

involved in the Watergate break-in.

I don’t know what that means. Covert is secret.

His Honor will charge you if the money was used -- and I have

covered that -- for humanitarian purposes, attorney fees,

there was absolutely nothing illegal about it. You will hear

that charge.

On or about July 26, John Ehrlichman met with

Herbert W. Kalmbach at the White House in the District of

Columbia at which time Ehrlichman told Kalmbach had to raise

funds with which to make payments to and for the persons

involved in the Watergate break-in, and it was necessary to
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keep such fund raising and payments secret.

Kalmbach is the senior partner in an 85-man law

firm, the President of the United States personal attorney,

and he is saying he is directing him, he has got to do

something. Contrary to that.

But, going back to the fundamental issue, if it was

for attorney fees and for humanitarian purposes, there was

absolutely nothing wrong with it.

They throw the word covert in which is nothing more

than secret.

How am I doing on the time here, Judge?

On or about November 15, John Dean met with John

Ehrlichman and Haldeman at Camp David. That is the Colson-

Bittman tape. We covered that. Absolutely false. Contrary

to all the time records and contrary to the whole thing as you

put it in together.

Thirty. On or about January 3, Colson met with

Ehrlichman at the White House in Washington, D. C., at which

time Colson and Ehrlichman and Dean discussed the need to make

reassurances to Howard Hunt concerning the length of time

E. Howard Hunt, Jr., would have to spend in jail if convicted

in the criminal case, and so forth. Absolutely false. No

truth in it at all.

While I am on that, I might say when we talk about

clemency in the tapes, you will find one remark and I don’t
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want to leave any misunderstanding.

The President suggests in my second term I might

consider pardoning these people. In my second term. And

Ehrlichman says um-hum, or, what do you think about that.

There is absolutely nothing illegal about that. Certain people

do get pardoned in this country.

On or about February Ii, 1973, at Rancho LaCosta,

California, John Ehrlichman..and Haldeman meet with Dean and

discuss the need to raise money with which to make additional

payments to and for the benefit of the defendants in the

criminal case in the District of Columbia, and so forth. That

has been discussed. The money was there, it was to handle

the Ervin Committee hearings, defense fund.

There has been no dispute other than John Dean.

Absolutely none.

Again, following his Honor’s instructions, listen

to it, there is absolutely nothing illegal with that.

Then on or about March 19, John D. Ehrlichman had

a conversation with John Dean at the White House in the

District of Columbia during which Ehrlichman told Dean to

inform John Mitchell about the fact that E. Howard Hunt had

asked for approximately $120,000.

What is wrong with that? That is exactly what

happened. Hunt did try to blackmail them. It doesn’t mean

these things are wrong. Hunt tried to blackmail them and
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Ehrlichman wanted Mitchell to know about it.

On or about March 22, Ehrlichman, Haldeman, and

Dean met with John Mitchell at the White House in the District

of Columbia at which time Mitchell assured Ehrlichman E. Howard

Hunt was not a problem any longer.

It has Mitchell assured Ehrlichman that Eo Howard

Hunt was not a problem any longer.

You heard the conversation on this. There was some

conversation by Dean to Mitchell about Hunt was no longer a

problem and that was all that was discussed. They were talking

among themselves.

Yet, Dean would have you believe Ehrlichman asked

that. There is no evidence other than Dean’s testimony. Bear

this out. Neither Mr. Mitchell, neither Mr. Haldeman, nor

Mr. Ehrlichman..

On or about March 22, 1973, Ehrlichman had a

conversation with Egil Krogh at the White House in the

District of Columbia at which time Ehrlichman assured Krogh

that Ehrlichman didn’t believe Howard Hunt would reveal cer-

tain matters.

I don’t know where they get these statements.

Ehrlichman told Krogh that he did not believe that Howard

Hunt had spent 20 years in ~e CIA and would reveal national

security matters, not just the plumbers, but the whole

shooting match, some of which we can’t even talk about now and
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which they can’t even tell us about. That is all that was.

Now let me go to what they call the substantive

counts, and that is the perjury counts.

Counts ii and 12. Let me take Count 12 first. This

was on May 3 and May 9. And, of all the questions asked, let

me go back while I am reading this and bear in mind Mr.

Ehrlichman went to the Senate Watergate Committee in July and

testified for five days about everything they could possibly

ask him after he had a chance to review his records. And there

is not one indication or is there any charge in this case that

he said anything wrong or falsified any records for five days

of testimony completing everything when he had a chance to

look at his record.

And to be a. false statement or perjurious statement,

it. has got to be intentionally made. And here, almost a year

later on May 3 and May 9, they are saying he didn’t answer

some of the questions that happened a year before.

Well, Count 12 of the indictment charges F.hrlichman

and involves -- let me go to 12 first and come back to ii.

May 3, 1973, when asked about Kalmbach’s call to

Ehrlichman raising money for attorney fees, support and bail

for the burglars, Ehrlichman did not approve it but rat/~er

said if you want to do it, you can go ahead.

You heard the court reporter Karen Scheinberg

testify from this stand, we had to bring her back, told you
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the answer which is in the indictment was not Mr. Ehrlichman’s

an swe r,

She told you Mr. Ehrlichman went on and included a

more comprehensive answer which finally detailed what Kalmbach

told him, both in the telephone call of 1972 and telephone

call of 1973.

You heard her when we brought her back. They

stopped in the middle of a sentence. What are they trying

to do?

In the same count, the Grand Jury charges

Ehrlichman made a false statement when he said he didn’t

recall telling. Kalmbach this fund should be kept secret

because it was political dynamite.

Again, Karen Scheinberg told you the answer in the

indictment was not Mr. Ehrlichman’s full answer. Ehrlicba~an

said he didn’t think the fund raising was secret because he

had the impression that it was a public subscription under way

on behalf of the defendants and even the Government’s case

reflected there was such a subscription under way by Mr.

LaRue -- the Cuban defense fund, and several other things.

Again, I go back, this was May 3 and 9, a year,

when he had been shut out of his records from the White House.

Perhaps the best evidence of what Ehrlichman recalled as

evidence about conversation that you heard in this courtroom

between Ehrlichman and Kalmbach on April 19, 1973.
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In that conversation, Ehrlichman and Kalmbach

reviewed their memory on this fund-raising effort and Kalmbach,

again the Government witness, agreed clearly and in clear

terms that both Kalmbach and Ehrlichman relying on John Dean,

Ehrlichman did not specifically approve the purpose of the

fund raising~but rather rendered a statement he had no objec-

tion and the conversation reflects both understood the fund

to be for purely humanitarian purposes.

The Government’s case on Count 12 turned on whether

or not you are going to convict John Ehrlichman on the half

answer the Government has selected and put in the indictment.

Why they did that, I don’t understand. I’ve never seen it in

my life -- a half answer.

The question was fully answered. The full answer

was not included in the indictment. Apparently, the Governmenl

doesn’t think the full answer was false and what they’ve done

was they selected the answer, taken it and asserted that it

was false.

The fact of the matter is the answer was true and

the full answer reflects that it was very much true. I don’t

know if you remember verbatim what she said when I had her

come back here and read it.

Count ii, the Government charges Ehrlichman with

making a false statement before the grand jury on March 3,

1973. To convict, you must find John Ehrlichman made a
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statement before the Grand Jury which was false and at that

time that he knew the statement was false but made it anyway.

Not that he was wrong, but that he knew it was false and made

it intentionally false.

It is the same as in Count Ii when Ehrlichman was

before the Grand Jury and was asked, among other things,

whether Gordon Liddy’s name was mentioned by John Dean.

Ehrlichman responded that he didn’t recall one way

or the other, and also stated he didn’t remember when Liddy’s

name was brought up, in not sure whether or not Liddy was

implicated in Watergate during the week following the investi-

gation.

He was asked if he advised the United States

Attorney or any other law enforcement agency of Liddy’s name

the first time he heard it. Ehrlichman responded no, he did

not ti~ink it was Liddy’s private information at the time he

heard it.

If you recall, and I am hurrying trying to meet

my half-hour deadline, at that time he had been told that

Kleindienst, the Attorney General of the United States, knew

it.

The essence of Count ii turns on whether or not on

May 3 and May 9 John Ehrlichman knew and was aware of the

fact John Dean told Ehrlichman about Liddy’s involvement on

June 19, 1972. And we asked about Liddy; he said he didn’t
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Ehrlichman did not

deny learning about Liddy from developments; he wasn’t trying

to conceal anything. The issue is was Ehrlichman able to

pick a precise date a year later from the time he acquired

that knowledge.

In order to judge the question, you should look at

the surrounding circumstances. Ehrlichman resigned on April

29, 1973 -- I call it resign, he was thrown out. Let’s be

brutally frank, lie was thrown to the wolves.

Four days later, he was called before the Grand Jury

and asked some 2,000 questions. And I submit to you that his

answers were not false, they are not perjurious. He had been

locked out of his records; he had no records and no staff. It

was under these circumstances the C~vernment says he knew

exactly and precisely the day he learned about Gordon Liddy.

If he said I never heard of Gordon Liddy or somethin~

of ~at nature, but the issue is when did you hear about

Gordon Liddy. And he said it was during that period of time

but I am not exactly sure.

But again, please remember that July, a month later,

when he went to the Watergate Committee and testified for a

full five days, not one time has the Government said he made a

false statement. Not one time.

I want to pose something to you. Here is a man that
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has devoted six years to a man he had confidence and faith in,

In April, he gets called up to Camp David and

And think of the traumatic effect that had

He probably won’t admit it, but if you relate it

to yourself, after six years of devoted service. He goes

back to his family -- the President fired me. They don’t

kid themselves, that family doesn’t kid each other. The

President has thrown me out.

Imagine the traumatic experience they went through

for the first couple weeks in May. And the Government wants

to pick up a couple of minor instances that I say are not

false and they put them in there, I think, in an attempt to

prejudice the trial of the whole case. But that is for you

to determine.

But I say to you folks, I don’t know how in the

world he stood it for the first couple weeks after being

rejected after six years of devoted service.

Mr. Neal quoted a statement the other day about

the great men we have had in this White House and I agreed

with him. He named some great people. He made a quote about

one -- Abraham Lincoln. It was his second inaugural address

and he made a phrase, he got part of a phrase: with malice

toward none.

This speech, the second inaugural address is
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probably one of the greatest things ever been written in this

town with bullets flying, the war almost terminated, and let

me read the last paragraph of that speech:

With malice towards none, with charity

for all, with firmness in the right as God gives

us to see the right, let us strive to finish the

work ~we are in, to bind up the nation’s wound,

to care for him who shall have bourne the battle,

and for his widow and his orphans, to do all

which may achieve and cherish the just and lasting

peace among ourselves and with all nations.

And here they were in the middle of a war. And a

man says: with malice and towards none and charity towards

all, let’s bind up our nation’s wound. I say that under the

evidence in the law in this case, John Ehrlichman is innocent

of these charges and I ask you to help bind up his wound.

After that great address, shortly after that, he was

killed, assassinated, and malice and hate ran through the

country. And even now, we are just beginning to see daylight.

It is time to bind up the nation’s wound and get on

with our job. John Ehrlichman is innocent of these charges.

You do what is right and just and I have complete and total

confidence that whatever you do, you will know in your heart

is right under the law and the evidence and John ~hrlichman

and certainly myself can’t ask you to do any more or any less.
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I personally want to thank you as I know all of

these other attorneys for your great courtesy towards all of

us. It has been a great experience. I know you will look

back on this the rest of your life.

But I want to thank you for giving him his day in

court.

Thank you very much.

THE COURT: Mr. Green.

CLOSING ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF DEFENDANT

MARDI~!~ BY MR. GREEN

MR. GREEN: May it please Your Honor, Counsel,

and may it please the ladies and gentlemen of the jury:

When I started this case as Mr. Bress’ assistant,

I never thought that I would be here to address you on behalf

of Mr. Mardian in final argument. The circumstances are such

that I am he re.

And in Mr. Bress’ place, I will do my best to talk

to you about the evidence in this case, for that is all that

really is important now at this time.

My argument may be a little different from those

who have preceded me because I am also going to attempt to

demonstrate to you to what length the Government has gone

to fashion and build a case against Mr. Mardian.

When Mr. Bress spoke to you in his opening statement,

he went through the five overt acts out of 45 in which Mr.


	
	
	


